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RETRIBUTION FOR RHEE IN KOREA
By Evelyn Peyton Gordon

A sad and wistful little man—whose courteous demeanor and soft

voice helie the steel that is his soul—can sit hack m Korea

these mornings and say, "Well, it was worth it!"
v

Jail, torture, exile, insults, disdain, frustration, poverty

and actual privation have been his lot for more than 50 years

in his never-ending efforts to achieve freedom and democracy for

the people of Korea. Yes, they have been worth it for an over-

whelming number of his fellow countrymen and women, in the

election just held in south Korea, have ratified his leadership

and attested their faith in his nobility of spirit.

That is why, if ever any man were entitled to a moment oi

selfglory, Dr. Syngman Rhee, patriot, statesman, Confucian

scholar and Christian gentleman, may survey the past, with all

its terrible obstacles, and take quiet pride in his moment o

great triumph. ,

Washington has known "Yi Paksa" for many years. Yi is his

family name, the royal family of the ancient land of the morning

calm, and Paksa means great scholar. He has many friends here,

mostly unofficial ones, for the State Department has known i or

years that Korea was the chief skeleton in its closet, and its

officials have looked the other way when Dr. Rhee hove in sight*

Now, however, they know that since the Play 10 elections he is

the No. 1 man of Korea— proven so by the voters.

Yes, Dr. Rhee, we now know that President Theodore Roosevelt

gave a secret green light to Japan 45 years ago and enablea it to

swarm over and make captive the Korean nation. And we also know

that President Pranklin Roosevelt, in a secret deal at Yalta with

Uncle Joe, permitted the Russians, after we had single-handedly

won the war against Japan, to swarm into northern Korea and make

captive oner-third of your 30 million people. Maybe it was

national conscience that made us sponsor free elections in our

military zone in Korea.
I wonder, tho, Yi Paksa, if you ever can forgive the high State

Department official who, just after Pearl Harbor, * told you that

you were the "Garibaldi M of the Korean revolution, that (and he

named a notorius Communist Korean) was the "Mazzini" and that you

should get together? Or another excited official of the Par

Eastern Division who told a U.S. senator, no less, that "nothing

could.be done about Korea because it might antagonize the Japanese."
And this, within a week after the Japanese attack on Hawaii and

3000 American dead? ' I wonder also if Congress, so disturbed now

because of communism, might not call for the State Department
directives to Gen. John R. Hodge, American military commander in

Korea, and learn at first hand the pressure put upon you for nearly
two years to cuddle up to Moscow?

Ah, Yi Paksa, you have much to forgive. Little did they realize
the iron that is your soul. Little did they understand you when,

in defying communism, you declared "it is not possible to cooperate
with smallpox. " j

And now 70 per cent of the Korean voters ,
with the -bear that

walks like a man and acts like a brute at their doorstep, have told
the world that they believe in you, trust you, and are for you
and for democracy. Yes, the more than half a century has been
worth it.

Washington Daily News May 15, 1948.

RHEE GETS MAJORITY IN KOREAN ELECTION

Special to The New York Times
SEOUL, KOREA, MAY 13—With only eight of South Korea’s 200 voting
districts unreported in Monday’s national election, it was indicated
that Dr. Syngman Rhee, aged independence and anti- Communist leader,
was assured of the support of slightly more than half of the 192
Representatives in the National Assembly.

The bloc--eighty-nine--was listed as "no party" candi-
dates, but an estimated 70 per cent of these were reported to be
supporters of Dr. Rhee.
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His party,', the* 'National Society for the Rapid Realization of
Independence* won fifty-four seats under it£ party banner.* r

Since the Communists and most extreme Leftists ,boycptted the 1

election, only three "Leftists" gained seats.*
The extreme Rightist party of Kim Seung Soo, a wealthy merchant,

won twenty- two seats, the Rightist' Tai Dong' youth group fourteen,
and the Chosun Democratic party, whose chairman, Cho Man Sik, is
believed still under Soviet house arrest in Pyongyang, placed
one candidate. Splinter groups, including the three known
Leftists, won twelve seats.

HODGE SEES PLOT t$f KOREAN PARLEY
By Richard J. H. Johnston

Special to The New York Times
SEOUL, KOREA, APRIL 6--Lieut. Gen. John R. Hodge, American occupa-
tion commander in South Korea, today described the North Korean
proposal of a joint conference of ©elected leaders from the United
States and Soviet zones as "another effort to deceive the good
people of South. Korea."

"It is also clearly in furtherance of the ’Communist, aim to
seize control of all Korea by fair means or foul, disregarding
completely the wishes and will of the people of Korea," he said.

He said his statement was prompted by reports that the proposed
conference "eliminates the need for the election of representatives
of the people as a necessary step before the establishment of
Korean sovereignty.

"

In brusque terms General Hodge said the North- Korean authorities
had invited to the conference only their "own stooges" along w-ith
"a few well-known Sou-th Koreans." He said that all JSouth Korean
representatives invited to the joint talks had been picked by
the Communists and "have no mandate to speak for the people of
South Korea. "

• .

BELIEVES AGENDA IS FIXED

"There can be no doubt that these same north Korean individuals
are laying down all the conditions for the conference," he went on.
It is reasonable to assume that the agenda for .the conference

has already been prepared by them.
"In judging the intention behind this move it should be keptm mind. that the United States proposed and the United Nations

organization voted overwhelmingly to hold general elections through-
out all Korea under the United Nations observation but the Soviet
masters of the north Korean Communists seem to fear the results
of any free election in north vKorea and apparently do not want
representatives of the United Nations to Koreans in north Korea."

n ^ie sam
i
G time, in proposing the joint conference he said

e Communists "did not give the south Koreans- any. choice as towhom the south Koreans should name to represent them.!1 He added
that only Communis ts

, fellow travelers' and others opposed to
Uni

nVr
d

^
at i°ns-sponsored ’ elections had been asked .to the conference.

Most of those invited," he continued, "headed :and carried outsubversive Communist activities in south Korea .since VJ day in anattempt to push all Korea into the Communist satellite -fold. "

He staid the surest step to the lasting unity of Korea was
tarough action by elected representatives of the Korean people.

URGES KOREANS TO VOTE

It is absolutely essential," he declared, "that every man andwoman over twenty-one
.

years of age -go to a place* of registry
immediately and register. They must go to the polling places onelection day (May 10) and vote for their own representatives whocan m truly representative capacity take steps to bring about the

+ n
1

f^
Cat

-°? ° f 5° r
,

Ca and make 11 a trulY sovereign state accordingto the wishes of those who elected them." . *

Kim Koo, former chief of the Korean Provisional
exile, and Dr. Kimm Kiusic, until •_ recently- chairman

4.u tt .

p^terim Legislative Assembly, announced’.they had
;L™?

d the United Independent Movement Association to conductnegotiations .with the ^north Koreans.

n „_p°K + u
isaff^ t°d Riehtists have announced their 'intention toaccept- the north Korean invitations. Both opposed the UnitedNations- sponsored elections. ....
oreanization said that only' through such a conferenceuld the unification of Korea be brought about "peacefully and

Meanwhile

,

Government in
of the Korean
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constructively.

"

The north Korean conference is scheduled for April 15 in
Pyongyang, capital of the Soviet z;one.

Korean Reporters
Seoul, Korea
April 27, 1948

Association

THE Chairman
United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea
Seoul, Korea

Dear Sir

:

We have investigated the case of illegal registration of Mr.
Choi Hung Chin as a candidate for election after the expiry of
the registration period under the pressure of the American Military
Government authorities, and respectfully submit the findings to
your attention, which, by the way, will be given out to the public.
1. The motive of Mr. Choi Hung Chin to run for election is to
frustrate Dr. Syngman Rhee, not out of cooperation, with the UH
plan. His stand against election itself has been made clear by
his correspondence with Mr. Kim Koo and Dr. Kimm Kyusic.
2. Nothing has ever happened in the Tong Dae Moon 'A* Election
Area, which was in the least indicative of the alleged distur-
bance of the free atmosphere. The story of his recommendation
documents having been robbed has been found to be his malignant
fabricati on.
3. Unable to get the necessary documents ready within the
registration period, he went about calling on the voters in his
area, accompanied by an Ambrican GI and a couple of Korean
policemen, which produced for him the intimidating effect and
resulted in securing him the required number of backers, though
beyond the time limit.

The background facts leading to the above conclusions are asfollows:
April 13th, 1948, Mr. Choi Hung Chin came to the Voting

Office in the Western section of Chang Shin Dong and applied for
registration. When told that as the man in charge of the registra-tion book and the seal was absent, he had to come again the nextmorning, he demanded and got a certificate to the -effect by the

+ ^°v
JnU tee head - Mr - Choi did not appear on the promisedApril i4th but came on 15th, accompanied by an American GI, anddemanded registration. On April 16th, at 6:50 P.M., Fr. Choi

accompanied by an American officer alleged to be the Military'Governor Dean's aide, came to the office of the Tong Dae Moon f A !

Area election Committee, and, producing only 93 persons f

recommendatory documents, the rest being forcibly robbed, he
a eged, he demanded registration on a signed condition that theregistration should be nullified, if 'he should fail to retrieveana produce the lost documents before the noon of April 18th. Theommittee head first refused on the ground of its being against
+v,

e
+
e

•

tl0n re6ulations. But somewhat cowed by the assertionhat it was* the order of the Military Government, the Committeehead was compelled to give Mr. Choi an unofficial tentative
subject to the official decision of the Election Com-mittee which sat that very evening and decided to rebuff it asoemg illegal.

Dpe
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1lth, +
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' the sle°tion Committee men for the Tong

+
A

,

Elech on Area were summoned by the Central Election

Th^
aSKf .

recognize Mr. Choi's registration as legal. .

ittee met again on 18th and conceded t;o wait for Choi's
nnn f11

S?
01

?’,
f° r that was the time he himself had fixed.

Sen s h
3 deputy came and told the • Committee that the™

0
hd n0t been completed. So the Committee adopted the

miite? whiSb310" and rep0rted it to the Central Election Con-

the reii!SU^
ereU

?°? 2
rdered the Area C^Utee to postponethe r ?gi s J-ration period for Mr. Choi Fung Chin to 7 P.M. of April

the r£so£ of ^°f
Altt

,

ee tendered resignation on bloc for

On April 19th Fr f acce?t such an illegal procedure.
nniir-pmb

11
,

th Mr. Choi Fung Chin came accompanied by two Korean
boih the CenS? SUE06 W* S secured throuSh the good offices of

, . .

.

C
f
ntral ^lectlon Committee and the Seoul Election Committeeand visited qualified voters from door to’ doer, half intimidatingtnem to sign the documents of reconmendat ion.

intimidating
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On April 20th, Mr. Choi's deputy, again accompanied by two
policemen, came to the election office and got his name registered.
It. was done in this way. The Seoul Election Committee men
stirred out and, declaring the resignation of the Area Election
C.ommittee

;
let the hired clerk handling the registration business

-accept the registration of Mr. Choi.
THE REPORTERS' INTERVIEW 7/1TH THE METROPOLITAN POLICE CHIEF

Reporter:

Mr. Chang

Reporter:

Mr. Chang:

Is it true that Mr. Choi Nung Chin was accompanied by
two policemen in his .door-to-door calls on April 19th
asking voters to sign recommendation?
Taik Sang: At the request of the Mayor of Seoul, I
dispatched two policemen without asking questions.

had heard that they were used in Choi's

Reporter:

to. Chang:

Reporter:

Mr. Chang:

Afterwards I

campaigning.
Is it true that two policemen were ordered to ac-
company Mr. Choi again the next day?
Yes. When the Mayor asked me to dispatch two police-
men again the next day, I first refused, saying that
using policemen in election campaigning would
interfere with the free atmosphere. But finally I
complied upon being told that it was the order of
the Military Governor.
Did you ascertain that it was really the order of the
Military Governor?
Then, by chance, Gen. Dean paid us a courtesy call
the occasion of the removal of the Police Head-
quarters and told me that at the request of the UN
Commission, to which to. Choi had appealed for the
protection of his own person, he had directed the
Seoul Election Committee to see to it.
Are you aware of the alleged fact that the urged
voters consented to sign Choi's documents because
of the intimidation they felt for the presence of
the accompanying policemen?
I heard from one of the polioemen that accompanied
the party that Choi's deputy used the prestige ofthe accompanying policemen in exacting registration.
That is all I heard.

on

IP! ,ff?£0RTERS_'—INESRYIEW WITH THE CENTRAL ELECTION COITITTEE
(Time: April 26, 4 P.mVJ'

' "

Question

:

Answer:

Question

:

Answer:

Question

:

Answer

:

Question

:

vVhat legal ground was there for the postponement of .theregistration period for Mr. Choi Nung Chin*?
The U1I Commission asked the Military Government, whichm turn, asked this committee to postpone it. So wesent written word to the Seoul Election Committee
asxing them to do so.
The justification of the postponement seems to rest onx- w gowuo o'
ie story of robbery of Choi's recommendation papers.

Answer:

We wish the
Indo-Chines

Have you any evidence that establishes the statement?A1

, Mr. Choi s statement was taken for granted. Noevidence has so far been attained to establish itstruthfulness.
By evidence establishing the robbery alone, the post-

13 t0
?
e J ustified - Bailing to establish it,tae postponement as a modus vivendi is invalid anatherefore Choi s registration should be annulled. Istne case under investigation?

Yes, the Investigation Sectional Committee of theCentral Election Committee is now at work.
criticism is afoot for the reason that andividual s statement was taken at its face value and

Th WTO h^
S lightly made In such a momentous matter.The very dignity of election itself ;L S in danger ofbeing greatly lowered in the public eye. It is, there-

accordii^i^Ni
0 FUSh

^
hrouSh the investigation and

univ^r^f
ly

-

talce
.

a (lulck' decision so as to allay the

The invSt^f?
1V;Ln® S ' Wh6n d ° y °U exPect it to be over?

S B°n * s now Progressing and we cannot'ay anything definite regarding v/hen it will end.

U.S. would champion the freedom for Indonesians andas she is for 1/2 million Jews in Palestine.
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constructively.

"

The north Korean conference is scheduled for April 15 in
Pyongyang, capital of the Soviet z;one.

Korean Reporters Association
Seoul, Korea
April 27, 1948

THE Chairman
United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea
Seoul, Korea

Dear Sir:
We have investigated the case of illegal registration of Mr.

Choi Rung Chin as a candidate for election after the expiry of
the registration period under the pressure of the American Military
Government authorities, and respectfully submit the findings to
your attention, which, by the way, will be given out to the public.
!• ^e motive of Mr. Choi Hung Chin to run for election is to
frustrate Dr. Syngman Rhee, not out of cooperation, with the UN
plan. His stand against election itself has been made clear by
his correspondence with Mr. Kim Koo and Dr. Kimm Kyusic.
2. Nothing has ever happened in the Tong Dae Moon , A t Election
Area, which was in the least indicative of the alleged distur-
bance of the free atmosphere. The story of his recommendation
documents having been robbed has been found to be his malignant
fabrication.
3# Unable to get the necessary documents ready within the
registration period, he v/ent about calling on the voters in his
area, accompanied^ by an American GI and a couple of Korean
policemen, which produced for him the intimidating effect and
resulted in securing

. him the required number of backers, though
beyond the time limit.

The background facts leading to the above conclusions are asfollows

:

April 13th, 1948, Mr. Choi Nung Chin came to the Voting
Office in the Western section of Chang Shin Dong and applied for
registration. when told that as the man in charge of the registra-ti°n. book and the seal was absent, he had to come again the nextmorning,, he demanded and got a certificate to the -effect by the

head * Lr * Choi did, not appear on the promisedApril 14th but came on 15th, accompanied by ah American GI, anddemanded registration. On April 16th, at 6:50 P.M., Mr. Choiaccompanied by an American officer alleged to be the Military'Governor Dean's aide, came to the office of the Tong Dae Moon 'A'Aiea Election Committee, and, producing only 93 persons'
recommendatory documents, the rest being forcibly robbed, he
a eged, he demanded registration on a signed condition that theregistration should be nullified, if he should fail to retrieveand produce the lost documents before the noon of April 18th. Theommittee head first refused on the ground of its being against

+
el

!
Ctl0n regulations. But somewhat cowed by the assertionhat it was' the order of the Military Government, the Committeehead was compelled to give Mr. Choi an unofficial tentativecognizance, subject to the official decision of the Election Com-mittee which sat that very evening and decided to rebuff it asoeing illegal.
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d
ElecP10n Area v,ere summoned by the Central ElectionC aSK

!
d recognize Mr. Choi's registration as legal,ittee met again on 18th and conceded Ijo wait for Choi'sdocuments till

About noon Mr.
noon, for that was the time he himself had fixed.

do cum on

t

<3 +°U S deputy camc 9X1(1 told the • Committee that the

nullify?™

U

been competed. So the Committee adopted theS ? . f
10n and reported it to the. Central Election Con-S r si ?
reU?°? ordered the Area Committee to postponethe raS xs ‘'Nation period for Mr. Choi Hung Chin to 7 P.M. of April

the reasor^of fhr?
Committee tendered resignation en bloc for

On April fgth Mr r
ta acceFt such an illegal procedure.
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h 1 1IunS Chln came accompanied by two Korean
both the Cental

6
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erH? e w* s secured through the good offices ofthe Central Election Committee and the Seoul Election Committeeand visited qualified voters from door to door, half intimidating

’

tnem to sign the documents of recommendation.
‘ ’ ' 6
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KOREANS DEMAND A PROBE IN THE CAUSE OP RIOTS IN JAPAN

Washington, May 3-* \

Colonel B.C. Limb, Chairman of the Korean Commission, issued
the following statement:

Careful investigation of the Korean riots in Kobe and Osaka
indicates that the, participation in them by Communist agents was
incidental and unimportant. The genuine grievances of the 600,000
Korean residents in Japan are serious and should properly be
investigated and redressed.

The property rights and political freedom of Koreans in Japan
have been drastically curtailed since the end of the war. Of the
Koreans still in Japan, over 45 per cent are males above the age
of 18, who have remained behind when their families returned to
Korea. They remained to try to find some means of salvaging the
family property which they were forbidden to take back with them
to Korea.

The facts are that (l) Koreans in Japan are not allowed to take
substantial portions of their ov/n property with them if they return
to Korea; (2) they are not allowed to use their own language nor
to teach their own culture in their own schools maintained by
their own taxes; (3) they are unjustly and openly persecuted by
Japanese authorities on the exaggerated charge that they are
leaders in "black market" activities; and (4) they- are made
victims of Japanese resentment at having lost the war- -a resentment
they dare not express against the American occupation force.

It will not do to brush off the Kobe-Osaka demonstrations as
simply "Communist instigated. " This "attempt to libel rather than
remedy the legitime.te grievances of Koreans in Ja.pan has caused
deep resentment in south Korea., and has thereby played directly
into Communist hands. What is required is an immediate full-scale
and fair investigation of conditions to guarantee to Koreans
that their liberties and rights will be fully protected.

Korea is one of the most dangerous, outposts in the world
struggle between Communism and Democracy," declared Colonel B. C.
Limb, speaker at today* s Lions Club luncheon at the Southern Hotel.

Yesterday was a key date in Korean history, " Colonel Limb
said, "for the election held then re-established the independent
government of Korea which has been blacked out ever since the
Japanese seized our nation in 1905.

"More than that, yesterday *s election is a key date in the 1

momentous struggle between Russia and the United States. It is agreat gratification to us that the mass of the Korean people haveplaced themselves solidly behind the leadership of Dr. Svncrman Rhpp

MR. LIMB * S SPEECH

(Made at the Lions Club, Southern Hotel, Balti
on May 11, 1948)

imore, at noon
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IS UNCLE SAM TO USHER JAPS BACK?
By Y. T. Pyun

An article in the January 13 issue of the San Francisco ’

Examiner concludes: ’’The need of a strong
, anti-Communist Japan

to check Russia hemispherically is discussed even more in Korea
and China than in Japan. This has been the caus.e of many post-
war indications that China is willing to grant Japan easier
terms tVian the other Allies in a peace settlement. Many Korean
nationalists who fought Japanese domination of their country for
nearly half a century at the risk of their lives, and who hate
old Japan, are now stating that a strong, new Japan is the only
hope of keeping Korea from Russian domination.

"

FANTASTIC 1 That is the only discription possible of such an
attitude.

America has' never been sure of herself. Bewildered by her ow-h
booming prosperity as well as by the startling new vistas of her
immense possibilities ever opening and ever shifting before her,
she has formed no correct seif-estimation, the basis of self-
assurance which, in turn, actuates definite actions. American
foreign measures have been, therefore, all experimental half-
measures to oe thrown into the melting pot any moment, .marked by
unreliability and instability. Moreover, no fundamental national
or international issue remains outside the campaigning squabble
of party politics. Thus situations which require immediate
action are simply ignored for campaigning reasons until they
worsen beyond remedy. No statesman can be wholly, above party
interests.

so much. If she suffered
from taking fantastically
one -wo rid human community
could freely move without

By wild throwings and fumblings, America has allowed the
Soviets to score many a lucky home-run. To cite just a few
instances, America has pulled out of Italy, leaving behind over
210,000 well-armed underground Communists, who grew to that
magnitude, thanks to the American "democratization, " and who
threaten to engulf that unhappy, nation in a hopeless civil war.
She has left China in the lurch after a mischievously protracted
mediation" which has only served and consolidated the Communists
into a position, never attained before, to dominate entire China.
She may bid Korea goodbye, leaving her occupied zone a vacuum tor.

'

be “lle* d by the Communist power noy/ firmly planted in North Korea.
ine U. S. State Department has been conducting itself in a waystrange and mystifying. Only one explanation is possible. It is

«*
r
??

Ct
£
0n# and an unhealthY °ne, too, to, the lack of forethoughtof the Roosevel tian war policy during the World War II, regardingpost-war situations, which has cost America and benefited Russia

from shortsightedness, she now suffers
long range views. She dreams of a
where her products on world scales

: -r hindrance/ In' this world-wide economic

q
10^11

?
13 1S found arl anathema, tending to' "compartmen-taiism* So America more or less acts as a "nation-crusher" in

/

hat comes under her influence. She. decries "extremerightists (no more than mere nationalists) everywhere almost asoitterly and as furiously as' the Communists.

mn/
h/ d °eS s

?
with much offense won, for she is no less national, nor

n v-n/n ?°lltan t
^
an aJly ° ther nation <' only her economics requiresa world-wide scope far outstripping her mental one.

and P roP erly viewed, compartmentalism aims at self-
sonlo

01G£°y* No People that has utterly failed to achieve a

V/ith he/inlxhaustfhi
C1GnCy C&n afford t0 *?uy anything \?orth selling,

teohni™/ ible resources, industrial setup and productionteennique
, America will have a better business by supplying so

thems eIves^ac^tb
nations “"F1

? Purchasing means with goods they
rhMrlv n

1 ? th resources of producing or of producing so
discouraging nationalism, American will only succeed^™facturing paupers, easy victims for Communism.

The moment
S

th/pao^/
ralSed to the skies for, valor and endurance,

all the neo-c u
War was over

>
stle was, suddenly dragged down
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?
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.

studiously put to shame for official corruption and
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noedef
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ffhat could one expect from a country war-ridden and bled and
demoralized for decades? That China is still what she is ought
to be to the credit of the unbeatable Chinese people.

Why all this mud-slinging at poor China, especially at the
Rational Government? It is intended to prevent union con-
!u

10
^r
Sl
^ °.r unconsciously. A strong China would stay' out of

the World War III, incidentally protecting the Russian heavy-
industry areas of the Urals from flank attacks, and become aless pliable market for America after the war. But this now-coming-hot-and-now- coming-cold American policy will eventually have
earned enough of the just wrath of the Chinese people and thusripen the Russian chance of clinching a smart deal with China.low the pendulum of reaction is swinging back to the limit inJapan. America was thought going too far in demolishing Germanywhich she would have to build up later on at her own expense.More than amply she now expiates for the mistake she made inGermany by being over-sweet to Japan. She. suddenly remembersJapan playing the watchdog for British imperialism. A watchdog
is a watchdog; only the master

. has , changed. What harm, if it
African interests? An adequate answer is impossible/ithout due attention paid to the change of the dog itself bothphysical and psychological, and to the change in the environment

?Jow
U
,
r^ 3

* f
watch-dog. The Japanese spiritual somersault

be though
11^ be something approaching a miracle. It may

„ ' ^
h°ugh, nothing but imperialism gone underground. It also
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are a superfor^e^^^^^
The modern world has given no chance and done no justice to
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ore she hardly knew what she was up to, Korea was hustled
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^Ta"°®. of ^rica. For the past 40 years, Korea has been
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ematlcallY slandered and maligned as acountry of barbarous backward people. There are few American^g-tesmen and soldiers who are not more or less influfeeT^™°a3 Japanese prgp^anda. with the -'liberation'- came the bi-section, followed by two and half years of sinister Soviet aggres-an

^
u™eaninS American vacillation. The world has no

£
Por deoarifc ^rea a?ter these successive wrongs inflicted on her.

of Korea r„ ro
up t0 the tirae of Japanese annexation

n,,+ id
’•

1

J
and Chlna fought together side by side against

as a nation
a
is

r
nro

nd pre
f
erV3d th® 0riental Peace. Korean weakness

too r,Osit?ve ?n
P
nrJ

S ^ faCt 13 that We *“d t0 ^ not
i. .

n orde
^ not to arouse Chinese suspicions that might'

the necessitv of’^
aC

t
al

-

War
' /reed fr0B1 neiShb°rly suspicion- Ind-

spirited .
re

f
tralatng herself, Korea would make a fine,

Chin^ref^afnad r
°” the cause of Peace * On the other hand,

She went so fa? 5=°? ltiCal °T economic designs on Korea,

into KoLa for f
^o behead any subject of hers when found stealing

her own snbiarf
f
?
ar that any economic activities on the part ofher own subjects in Korea might cause Korean ill feelings. Un to

*5° ‘™de, there hj beeny
mJ

hl
^?

s
f

residents m Korea in modern times.

TnrJ^L
dlStUrbanCe 0f the P eace in the Orient was begun by theJapanese invasion of Korea, and accentuated by her further in-

ever dream n) th
c °nciu e st Provoked the Pacific War. Who could

iSliSt^b? itJ bitS®
UnCl

?
SaE*' hardIy healed frora the wounds

dog into snaritL at
' str-okmg and patting the monstrous

prfsent humn^ tfd i

US
v,*
nd showinS it* teeth? Japan, in her .

fierceness eiou^tn
1
*?

ht
* °0u:4 hardly wrinS out her pristine

given enough scL Slve a Ponderable value as a watch-dog. Andgiven enough scope for ambition, all the string of tragedies1

Stabilifed
n
Ko

n0ther
d
P^rl Harbor Disaster wfuld be fepeated.

still cai b? and Chlna '-7ere throughout the long history, andstill can be, the two wheels of the chariot of the Oriental peLce.
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If any doubt of this perennial truth dictates the American policy
in the Orient, catastropic disasters are sure to follow to plunge
not only the Far East, but the whole world into turmoil.

Do not blame either Korea or China for failing to cut a better
figure. Part of. the blame must be borne by the United States
that has done much for the past two and a half years to aggravate
the situation by giving ‘Open encouragement to the fellow-travellers
groups which might be called a "diplomatic Communist front."
The UN Commission cannot -be more positive than the United States
is prepared to be.

(Opinions expressed herein by Dr. Pyun are his Own and not
necessary those of The China Monthly.)

CHINA MONTHLY MAY 1948.

KOREANS IN JAPAN

To The Editor of The New York Times:
There has. been an unfortunate tendency lately to label an act

of protest against unfair governmental .edicts as Communist
agitacion. This gives the Communists far too much credit for
always being alert to injustice and robs those of us who are
strongly anti- Communist of the honor of participating in the
battle against social and political injustice..

In a recent Times editorial concerning the demonstration of
^oreans in Japan, it was implied that the Koreans were allowing
themselves to be used as tools of the Communists in their fight
to maintain Korean language schools/ I believe a careful study
°

o
hiS situation would result in a different conclusion.

Some 600,000 Koreans reside in Japan because Japanese economicpressure in their native country forced them to migrate to' that
vh

V
f
r a period of

.

many years^ these • Koreans managed, by^ of hard work
» sacrifice and ingenuity, to rise' above theperilous circumstances which brought them there. They ' inves ted

+
ln land

» built factories, opened businesses and
th™ selves ln various professions. When liberationrevived hope of returning to their homeland, as many as could

the^tnnIf 1
?

belonS in6 s without great loss did return. However,
nn+i? v, ++

ty f Koreans still in Japan cannot go back to Koreauntil better means of transferring their wealth to the home
c untry can be found. Too, the depressed economic conditionsexisting in Korea today because of the division into an areasoon to be independent and another under Soviet domination makeit i mane ially hazardous for these people to go home.

RESIDENCE DISCOURAGED .

Some Japanese have cast longing eyes at the property and pos-
Koreans - Hwy have suggested-and in some instances

fn Tn^fn
d
"7i

that
r
eVery offort be made to discourage Korean residence

p°rcmg quick and unprofitable disposal of their
ThS battle over the maintenance of Korean- language schools

n?
may bS V1

?
wed ln thls light and in the light of the desireof the Korean people to retain their national identity.

thp
A
f.?’f

n
?
er

. °P fac
j;
s should always be kept in mind: Korea was

4 =!L ’4
Vlcblm °f Japanese economic and military aggression in

•

s
.-
su°h* Korea is deserving of some kind of reparations.

Second nrior
f
+

r haS yet been mde by
- the Allied Powers,

had the i? own i

the war, and perhaps still. today, the Japanese
on the wL+ a" +

eUa
f
e

-

SCh0° ls in the United States, especially

American mili?erv
andln Hawaii. Therefore, it should behoove the

Civilian
y aubh°nties in Japan to induce the Japanese

™i lan government to respect the rights of 'a people whom the

it seems
Cert

t
inly

’ sinoe JaPan is being democratized,

Japanese life?
S0Ine Aiierican Principles be introduced into

Bo2ri]?
1
?ri

a
?
pear

1
° be

5
paradox if the Koreans, remaining tem-

be called CoiSnn? 1
° pr°fltablJ dispose of their assfets, should

indeed to
C
lT™ ^" Property-owing Koreans must feel strange,

Reds bv t
through the American press that they have become

&

capitalist l? ^
6lr private Property according to orthodox

of Japanese S?n° P y * would be very strange if the victimsi Japanese aggression were- to be regarded in a worse lieht thanthe nation wljich caused the war.
ght than
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I feel confident that a second appraisal of the Korean problem
in Japan will indicate that though Communists may have seized
upon the demonstrations as useful propaganda, the protests
stemmed from an honest desire of patriotic Koreans to assert
themselves#

Louise Yim, Korean Delegation,
New York, April' 30, 1948.

New York Times May 8, 1948.

5-10 KOREA’S FIRST NATIONAL ASSEMBLYMEN ELECTION RESULTS

The following men were elected to Korea’s first national assembly
held on May 10, 1948, under the supervision of the UN Commission:

DISTRICT ELECTED PARTY

1 : Seoul, A: Dr . Syngman Rhee Dokchok
2. B: Lee Young-Joon Hanmin
3. " C: Yun Tchi-Young Hanmin
4. D: Lee Yoon-Young Chomin
5. " E; Chang Myun None
6; " F: Kim Do-Yun Hanmin
7. " G: Kim Dong-Won' Hanmin
8. " H: Gen. Lee Chung- chun Dokchok
9.

‘

” I: Yun Jai-Wook Tai Chung
10. ” J: Kim Sang-Don None

KYUNG KI PROVINCE •

11. Inchon, A: Kwak Sang-Hoon None
12; " B: Jo Bong-Am None
13. Kaesung Lee Seung-Deuk None
14. Koyang A

:

Sur Sung-Dal - Dokchok
15. " B: Choi Kook-Hyun- None
16. Kwangj u Shin Ik-Hi Dokchok
17. Yangju A: Kim Tuk-Yul None
18. " B: Lee Chin-Soo None
19. Pochun Sur Jung-Hi None
20. Yangpyung Ryu Nai-Wan None
21. Kapyung Hong Ik-Pyo None
22. Yuhju Won Yong-Han - Tai Chung
23. Lichun Song Chang- Sik Dokchok
24. Ryongin Min Kyung-Sik Dokchok
25. Ansung Kim Young-Ki Dokchok
26. Pyungtaik Choi Suk-Wha None
27. Suwon A: Hong Kil Sun Tai Chung
28. " B: Kim Woong Jin None
29. Shiheung Lee Jai-Hyung None
30. Boochun Lee Yoo-Sun Dokchok
31. Kimpo Chung Jo oh None
32. Kangwha Yoon Jai-Keun None
33: Paju Kim Woong-Kwon None
34. Changdan Cho Joong-Hyun None
35. Kaipoong Shin Kwang-Kyoon Dokchok
36. Yunpaik A: Kim Kyung-Pai None
37. " B: Shin Hyun-Mo Hanmin
38. Ongjin A: Oh Taik-Kwan Hantok
39. ” B: Kim In- Shi Tai Chung

NORTH CHOONG CHUNG PROVINCE

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Chungj u
Chungwon A:

" B:
Bo-Eun
Okchun
Yeung Dong
Chin Chun
Koisan
Eumsung
Choongju
Che Chun
Danyang

Park Ki-Woon None
Hong So on- Ok None
Lee Man-Keun None
Kim Kyo-Hyun None
Chung Koo-Sam Dokchok
Park Woo-Kyung None
Song Pil-Nan Hanmin
Yun Pyung-Ho - None
Lee Ui-Sang Dokchok
Kim Ki-Chul Tai Chung
Ryu Hong-Yul None
Cho Chong-Seung None
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SOUTH CHOONG CHUNG PROVINCE

-

DISTRICT

52# Taijun
53. Taiduk
54. Yunki
55. Kongju A:

56; »• B:

57. ITonsan A:

58. ’• B:

59. Fooyuh A:

60. " B:

61. • Surchun
62. ^o-Ryung
63; Chungyang
64. Hongsung-
65. Yesan
66. Sursan A:

67. » B:

68. Tangj in
69. Ahsan
70. Chunan

71. Chunju
72 ; Koonsan
73 4 I-Ri
74. Wanju A i

75* ” B:

76. Chin-An
77. Keumsan
78* Mooju
79* Changsoo
80 i Imsil
81* Namwon
82 ; Soonchang
83i Chungup A
84 i » B
85* ICo chang A
86. " B
87* Poo -An
88* ICeumje A:
89. « Bt
90. Ok-Koo
91. Iksan A:

92. » B:

93. Kwangju
94. llokpo
95; Kwangsan
96. Tanyang
97: Koksung
98; Ko or ey
99; Kwangyang

100; Yuhsoo A:
10i; ft B:
102; Soonchun A:
103. it B:
104. Koheung A:
105; ti B:
106. Posung
107; V/hasoon
108. Changheung
109. Tangj in
110; Hainam A:

111. 11 B:

112. Ryungam
113. Hoo-An A:
114. 11 B:
115; Laju A:
116. » B:

ELECTED

Sung Nak-Suh
Song JinrPaik
Chin Heun-Sik
Kim Myung-Tong
Shin Na-Hyun
Yu Jin-Hong
Choi Woon-Kyo
Namkoong Hyian

Kim Chul-Soo

Yoon Pyung-Ko'o
Lee Chong-Lin
Kim Tong-Joon
Kim Yong-Jai
Sur Yong-Kll
Lee Pyung-Koolc

NORTH CHULLA PROVINCE

Shin Seung-Kyoon
Yoon Suk-Kui
Pai Heun
Ryu Jo on- Sang
Lee" Suk- Job

Oh Ki-Yul
Chung Ha i-Jo on
Shin Hyun-Ton -

Kim Pong-^Doo
Chin Jik-Hyun
Lee Jung-Ki
Lo II -Whan
La Yong-Kyoon
Kim Chong-Moon
Kim Yeung-Tong
Paik Kwan-Soo
Cho Jai-Myun
Cho Han-Paik
Hong Hi-Chong
Lee Yo-Han
Paik Hyung-Nam
Lee Moon-Won

SOUTH CHULLA PROVINCE

Chung Kwang-Ho
Lee Nam-Kyoo
Park Chong-Nam
Chung Kyoon-Sik
Sur Woo-Suk
Kim Chong- Sun
Kim Ok- Joo
Kim Moon-Pyung
Whang Pyung-Kyoo
Whang Doo-Yun..
Cho Ok-Hyun
Oh Suk-Joo
Ryu Seung-Kap
Lee Chung-Nai
Jo Kook-Hyun -

Kim Joong-Ki-
Cha Kyung-Mo *

Song Bong-Hai-
Lee Seung-Hak
Kim Joon-Yun
Kim Yong-Hyun *-

Chang Hong-Yum
Lee Hang-Bal
Kim Sang- Ho

PARTY

Dokchok
Dokchok
Dokchok
None
None

• Dokchok
None

None . *

None

.

Dokchok
None
Dokchok

None’j
None!-
None’
Dokchok
Korean Ind*
Farmer’s Fed.
None
Dokchok
Dokchok
None
Dokchok
Min Chung
Hanmin
Harun in
Hanmin
None
Hanmin
Dokchok
None
Min Chung
Dokchok
Tai Chung
None

Hanmin
Dokchok
None
Min Chung
Hanmin
Hanmin
None
Dokchok
None
.Tai Han Nongchong
Dokchok
Dokchok
Hanmin
Hanmin
Tai Sung Hei
None
None
Dokchok
Tai Chung
Hanmin
Hanmin
Hanmin
None
Hanmin

Lee Hoon-Koo,;
Lim Suk-Kyoch. -

Lee Cliong-Keun
Sohn Jai-Hak- “

Dokchok
Dokchok

,
None

r \Iai ’Chung'
Dokdhok
Dokchok
None--

‘
•
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117. Hampyung Lee Sung-Woo None
118. Youngkwang Jo Yeung-Kyoo Hanmin
119. Changsung Kim Sang-Soon Hanmin
120. Wando Kim Chang-Yu

1

None
121. Jindo Kim Pyung-Hoi None

NORTH KYUNG SANG PROVINCE

122. Taigoo A: Choi Yoon- Tong Hanmin
123. " B: Sur Sang- 11 Hanmin
124. " C: Paik Nam-Chai Hanmin
125. Talsung Kim Woo-Sik Jun Bo Ho i

126. Koonwi Park Joon None
127; Ui-Sung A: Cheung Woo- 11 None
128. " B: Kwon Pyung-Lo Bokchok
129. Andong A: Kim Ik-Ki Bolechok
130. *' B: Chung Hyun-Mo None
131. Chungsong Kim Bong-Jo Kyo Yook Hyup Hoi
132. Youngyang Cho Heun-JYoung Hanmin
133. Youngduk Oh Taik-Yul BPkchok
134. Young il A Park Soon-Suk None
135. " B Kim Ik-No None
136. . Kyungju A Kim Chul Bokchok
137-r . .. b Lee Suk Bokchok
138. Yeungchun A: Chung- Bo-Young Bokchok
139. it B: Lee Pum-Kyo Bokchok
140. Kyungsan Park Ha i- Chung None
141. Chungdo Park Chong-Whan Bokchok .....

:

142. Ko-Ryung Kim Sang-Du

k

Min Tong
143. Seungju Lee Ho- Suk None
144. Chilkok Chang Pyung-Man Bokchok
145. Keumchun ^l: i Kwon Tai-Whui None
146. " B: Lee Pyung Kwon None
147. Seunsan Ryook Hong-Kyoon Bokchok
148. Sangj oo A: _f Han Um-Hoi Bokchok
149. " B: i. Chun Jin- Han Tai Han No Chong
150. Moonkyung Cho Byung-Han None
151. Yechun Park Sang-Yeung Hanmin
152. Youngju Choi Suk-Hong Tai Chung
153. Pongwha Pai Choong-Hyuk Ta i Chung
154. Wool-Leung Sur I-Whan None :

SOUTH KYUNG SANG PROVINCE—
1 -

155. Pusan A: Noon' ’Shi-Whan Min Chung
156. " B: Huh Jung 1 Hanmin
157; " C: Hahn Suk-Pum Hanmin
158, " D: Park Chan Hyun None
159. Masan kwon Tai-Wook None
160. Chinju Lee Kang-Nyang None
161. Chinyang Whang Toon-Ho None
162. Ui-Ryung Alin Joon- Sang Min Chung
163. Haman Kang Wook Choong Min Chung
164. Changnyung Koo Choong-Hoi None
165. Milyang A: Lee Choo-Hyung • Bokchok
166. " B: Park Hai-Keuk None
167. Ryangsan Chang Jin-Keun None
168; Woolsan A: Choi Bong-Sik None
i6g

;

" B:
, Kim Soo-Sun None

170. Tongnai Kim Yak- So

o

* Cho Kong Wha
171; KimHai A: Shin Sang-Hak None
172; 11 B: Jo Kyoo-Kap None
173, Changwon A Kim Tai-Soo • Bokchok
174. " B .

‘ Joo Ki-Yong None
175. Tongyung A Kim Jai-Hak Hanmin
176. " B Sur Soon-Yeung None
177; Kosung Lee Koo-Soo None
178; Sachun Choi Pum-Sool None
179. Namhai * Park Yoon-Won None
180. Hatong Kang Bal-Soo Pusan 15 Club
181.

'

Sanehung Kang Ki-Moon i None
182. Hamyang Kim Kyung Bo Bokchok
183. Kuhchang Pyo Hyun Tai 3 Bokchok
184 Hyupchum A Lee Won-Hong Bokchok
185. " B : Kim Kyo-Suk Bokchok
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186. Choonchun
187. Choonsung
188. Hongchun
189. Hoingsung
190. Wonju
191. Nyungwol
192. Pyungchang
193. Chungsun
194. Kangneung A:
195. ” B:
196. Samchuk
197. Wool j in

198.* North Cheju A:
199.* " n B:
200 . South Cheju

PAGE 60

KANG TON PROVINCE

Choi Kyoo-Ok
Lee Chong-Soon
Lee Jai-Hak
Won Yong-Kyoon
Hong Puni-Hi '

Chang Kee- Young
Whang Ho-flyun
Choi Tai-Kyoo
Won Chang-Kil
Choi Heun-Kil
Mm Jin-Koo
Kim L^young-In

CHE JU PROVINCE

NAY 1948.

Dokchok
Dokchok
None
Dokchok
•None
None
Dokchok
None
Tai Chung
Dokchok
Dokchok
None

Ryang Kui-Jin Dokchok
Ryang Pyung-Chik Tai Chung
Oh Yong Kook Hone

(Numbers 198 & 199 invalidated— See Editor's Note)

for FFd Realization ofHANMIN-HANKOOK (KOREAN) --Democratic Party 29CHOMIN-CHOSEN (KOREAN) --Democratic Party 1

HANTn£™
G Grea

! ?
astern YounS Peoples League KHANTOK -- Korean Independence Party 1

mttJ
NONG CHONG --Korean Fanners Union 1

Korean Young Peoples League 6

nn
N
Sn'

<VHA “ Korean Republican Party 1JUN DO HOI -- Missionary Society l

S3 ImG
HGI " Educational Society 1

m*J°” cLUB
K°rean Pooples ”nltr 1

TAN MIN DANG *

NO PARTY AFFILIATION

Independence. )§g

198

Editor’s Note:—Due to Communists’ violent riots on Ifa.v in plPn-MrmV ? 1/3 regi.Jered voSB votlr*
10"

Therefore another election was ordered to be held on June 23rdto elect two members to the National Assembly.

LESSON IN KOREA

of + f
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i
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thS
,
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Qfi., . f
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£
hou

§
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6 P ° J

S * About half were women. But the primary
failed la 5*1?^ election is that what the Russians:.tried™
election v/hpn thp

rea sbown it is impossible to win an
protection in the SScis^of

8

??.!^.?
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Hew Orleans Times-Picaiuine May 15
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RUSSIANS FORTIFY KOREA BORDER;
'DIGGING IN' SEEN AS PROPAGANDA
By Richard J. H. Johnston

Special to The New York Times ._
YANGMUN-NI, KOREA, MARCH 29--A group of American correspondents and
United States Army officers today watched bands of forty to fifty
North Koreans digging trenches and installing fortifications along
the boundary of the Soviet Zone. The working was about 1,200
yards north of the 38th • Parallel

,
which runs a few yards north of

this tiny mud hut village#
Under the supervision of Soviet soldiers the Koreans a ppeared

through binoculars to be toiling like ants on the southern slopes

of the barren hills, within rifle shot of United States Outpost
18 here. Shoulder-deep entrenchments scar the sandy -hills and
stretch for hundreds of yards in interlocking patterns in front
of the North -Korea villages of Singjang-Ni and Yongpyong, two
miles north ’of this place#

According to military observers the pattern of the. defense
works "dates back to before World Y7ar I". . Little effort has been
made at concealment or camouflage." Hundreds of workers have been
toiling for weeks on seven principal sets of trenches that stretch
across virtually the entire 130 miles from 'the ’'Yellow Sea on the
west to the Sea of Japan on the east shore of this peninsula.

According to American military observers the sole explanation on
this ant-like activity seem-s'- to ‘he the "propaganda" effect on the
North Koreans. The digging is supposed, to be an effo-rt *to sub-
stantiate 'the Communist contention that the United States Army
is planning an attack on North Korea.

Korean refugees have reported that the defenses run into North
Korea to a depth of several m#Les.

Under a cloudless sky today our American party observed for
* several hours a white-clothed Korean working party constructing,
interlocking trenchworks. on the face of a hillside commanding a -

view of the single-track dirt road that leads from here into
Sinjang-Ni, two miles north of this outpost. There- was a nearby
Soviet Army outpost with the Red flag standing out stiffly in the
breeze. .

" v

A heavily constructed gun emplacement, with slotted gun ports',
faces across the low rice paddies directly at this tiny American
outpost.
SEVEN STRONG POINTS

According to information accumulated by the United States Army
here in recent weeks the North Koreans

,

are digging i’n along the
line *at twenty-five points, with the principal fortifications
clustered about seven strategic strong points.

In areas a few miles west of this place the trenchworks have
been extended to within 300 yards of American occupation territory.
These entrenchments are clearly visible from American planes. The
fortifications in several areas consist of an interlocking -series
of zigzag trenches flanked by individual foxholes#.

Major G.H. Jiuppert, who conducted the party of American corre-
spondents to the border today, indicated that the fortifications
did not appear especially substantial. None under observation
appear to be constructed of heavy materials

,
he said.

Numerous additional installations, which can be seen easily from
here, appear to be intended for heavy guns. * No heavy weapons appear
as yet to have been installed in the entrenchments.

Whether the work is being done by. forced labor or voluntarily
could not be determined# Farmers, with their wives and children,
both north and south of the parallel, were, observed today busily
preparing rice paddies and dry lands for planting# But huge gangs
that were being used on tfre trench construction were levied as •not
known.

Soviet North Korean propaganda recently has been warning the
North Koreans that they are in danger of an attack by American (forces
who desire to take over all Korea. At the same time a war hysteria
has been whipped up by the North Korean Communists, apparently to
persuade North Koreans that the Americans plan to attack or con-
quer North Koreans without Y/arning.

Meanwhile, the Americans stationed along the border continue to
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observe the building of the. North Korea fortifications quizzically.

One American offic.ef told me today that he thought t ey were
x . i j

going to a hell ofVa lot of. trouble for nothing. M
.

.
,

Aether accidentally or intentionally no effort appears to have

been made to establish strong points in the towering rugged

mountain peaks and passes north of here.
^

The. ihacessibility o

these potential stronglpointS’ as .well d.s excellent- opportunities

for concealment seem to havei been deliberately overlooked, I was

told.
NO FOXHOLES IN SOUTH

A careful examination of the area south' of- the border reveals ^
that neither the South Koreans nor the Americans have installed any

entrenchments, pillboxes or foxholes. -The American border control

point here consists of two Quonset huts. One is barracks in which

a handful of GI's and their youthful officers live. Neither hut

contains anything more formidable than a rickety ping pong tabled

At least the boredom of the Americans stationed in this remote *

outpost has been relieved for the last several weeks by the

spectacle of our supposed allies preparing themselves for a deter-

mined defense against somebody or other.

The GI ! s stationed here long ago tired of training their

binoculars on the occasional Russian '
soldiers to the north. But

now they can watch the North Koreans setting up what the GI ! s

call the "Kimchee Line.” *

Kimchee is pickled cabbage, -a particular Korean delicacy.

RHEE VINDICATED IN KOREA -STAND
By Ray Richards

Special Cable Dispatch to N.Y. Journal-American
SEOUL, APRIL 7— Dr. Syngman Rhee, for 40 years chief Korean inde-

pendence leader, stands today completely vindicated in his "stub-

bornness” against Russia.
The American State Department has finally learned what was

obvious last Pall: namely, that no foreign influence can deal

easily with the South Korean people unless willing to deal with

Dr. Rhee. “
. ,

This, because of the very simplicity of his leadership which is

flat, uncompromising position to Communism or toward anything

aiding Russia, including the- State Departments out-worn demand

that Communists be admitted to Asiatic governments as a means of

"getting along with Russia.

”

WON GREAT PRESTIGE. ‘

Russia may seize South Korea a.s part of an Asiatic Red hegemony

in the end, but Rhee has won the greatest personal prestige of any

nationalist in any country captured by Russia o,r still threatened.

Americans in Seoul whq a few months ago were denouncing Rhee for

interference with State .Department attempts to "re.ason" with Russia

are now confessing he was right all along.. •

They are admitting, if now too late to save Korea, that it was

the State Departments fault for failure to meet Moscow with hard

resistance at every turn.

PREDICTIONS PROVEN .

Criticized by the U.S. administration and smeared by the Com-

munists Rhee was proved to be right in all his predictions. ’

These included his protest against the Moscow agreement in 1945,
opposition to the joint Russo-Ameriean commission- negotiations held
under that agreement, and demands fob a quick South Korean election

Failing as forecast to bring Russia into agreement for any
independent all-Korean government, the United Nations finally and
reluctantly granted South Korea an election, now set for May 10,

which should have been held long ago.
Whether this will be effectual in stemming Russian gains is

doubtful because South Korea is in a woeful state of unpreparedness
and has no army to defend itself against the northern puppets when
withdrawal of American occupation forces ' occurs.

NEW MONEY READY FOR NORTH KOREA
By Richard J. H.' Johnston

. »• •
- **

•
• • * .

Special to_.the New York Times
SEOUL, KOREA, FEB. 21— The Russian-sponsored North Korea Government
has set next Wednesday as the date of payment in new currency for
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the confiscated Korean yen ordered deposited in State banks last

^*eC
North Korea radio announced reimbursement would be made as

f
depositors with balances not exceeding 2,000 yen will be reim-

bursed in full; between 2,000 and 5,000, reimbursement will be

2 000 in full ulus 50 per cent of the rest; between 5,000 and

10.000 ,
full payment on the first 2,000, 50 per cent or the next

3.000 and 30 per cent of the rest. Larger deposits suffer

lar
It Misestimated that more than 2,000,000,000 Bank of Chosen

yen were confiscated in north Korea. Fiscal experts oelieve this

figure represented about 6 per cent of the circulation m all

Korea at the end of 1947.
Considerable confiscated yen have entered south Korea to finance

activities of the Communist party and north Korean agents. During

riots sponsored by the Communists here last week south Korean •

_

police found 1,900,000 north Korean yen, sent for sabotage activi-

ties in the American occupation area. '

. „ + .

The North Korea Communist-controlled ra.dio reported today that

the constitution of the Korean Republic, which the Russians have^

set up for all Korea, "is receiving support from all the people.

In a broadcast, Cho Unsang, the chief of the propaganda depart-

ment of the North Korea Democratic party, said:

"The Constitution of the Soviet Union shows the characteristics

of a socialist state and the Constitutions of the United States

and other capitalist countries enable a minority privileged class

to usurp politics, economy and culture and exploit the working

maiority. The constitutions of the new democratic countries in

southeastern Europe, liberated from the fascist German bandits

following World War II, provide for the democratic development ol

their countries without suffering invasion from any imperialist

country." ,

In an effort to keep Americans out of Korean disturbances,

Lieut. Gen. John R. Hodge, United States commander in Korea, issued

today an order to military police to arrest military and civilian

personnel under his command except members of the press and official

photographers who remain as onlookers at Korean disturbances.

In a letter to Army and civilian American personnel, General

Hodge said: ,

"It cannot be too strongly impressed upon both military ana

civilian personnel that assemblages of Koreans for political pur-

poses are strictly Korean affairs. Curious Americans often become

offensive to Koreans by taking pictures, by hanging on the fringes

of crowds and by their frivolous attitude at meetings which Koreans

consider of serious j moment.

"

U.S. RADIO IN KOREA IS HURT' BY JAMMING
By Richard J. H. Johnston

Special to The New York Times
SEOUL, KOREA, APRIL 8--Shortwave American radio broadcasts beamed

to this area of the Far East are being effectively jammed by a

powerful unidentified transmitter near here. News and commentary

in the Russian language reaching here via the Columbia and National

Broadcasting systems 1 shortwaved from New York have been unintelli-

gible for the last three weeks. Frequencies 9.75 and 9.65 in the

31-meter band are constantly overridden by jamming. Since last

week all broadcasts dealing with criticism of the Soviet Union from

Western capitals or in the United Nations have been drowned out.

The source of the jamming is not known.
The interference consists of at least four types of high-pitched

oscillating squeals centered upon each frequency employed. Short-

wave radio receivers here are rapidly becoming useless in the face

of this. During last weeks discussions of the Czech-slovak Com-

munist coup in the United Nations only rebroadcasts of statements
by Andrei A. Gromyko have been have been allowed by the jammer to

reach Koreans, Chinese, Indonesians, Russians or Americans in regions

with them.
U.N. REVIEW BY CBS JAMMED

The CBS Friday night (Korea time) United Nations review received

considerable attention from the jamming station. Any references to

the Soviet Union that were not favorable were not heard here.

While jamming techniques have been improving rapidly the operator
of the jamming station seems to need a few sentences in each language
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in order to determine the subject matter before turning on the
jammer. Occasionally the transmitters of the jammer are turned ,

down to give the operator an opportunity to hear whether particular
unacceptable items have been completed.

This week the story of the British-Soviet air collision in
Berlin was so effectively jammed that few liste: n.ers in this area
know of the incident. Much of the English-language news broadcasts
a*re permitted to come through, but the nightly Russian-language
broadcast is now being jammed out regardless of the context.

The jamming station appears to begin warming up at 5 P.M.,
Korea time, by overriding parts of the English-language news broad-
casts originating in New York. By the time the Russian-language
broadcast starts the jammer has reached full effectiveness.
U.S. MILITARY RADIO IS CLEAR

No attempt has been made to jam the armed forces shortwave radio
originating in Los Angeles.

The jamming first became evident here in midwinter, when the
shortwave Voice of America broadcasts were affected.

Military authorities in South Korea ordered the Signal Corps
to investigate. It was thought that South Korean police might be
misusing low-power transmitters recently put into operation. The
location and operation of these transmitters were checked, and
they were found to be operating in the prescribed manner.

Radio experts state that the jamming transmitter affecting this
area is powerful. All transmitters in Japan are under United
States military control. It is said to be possible that the jam-
ming station is situated northward of this city either in North
Korea or in Siberia. The Siberian border is 400 miles from Seoul.

SOVIET GUNS ROUSE U.S. KOREAN BORDER
By Richard J. H. Johnston

Special to The New York Times
NA-&GI, ONGJIN PENINSULA, KOREA, APRIL 2 ( Delayed )- -Ru s s ian troops
-put, Q-u ipfcpr ex^te-i s-e*

'J
rre re 'ttrd&'y

, fo
impress United Sta,tes visitors. Here, half a mile from the Russian
outpost to^ the north across the Thirty-eighth Parallel, sounds of
Russian su o-machinegun and rifle fire shattered the calm.

Prom a hilltop Russian soldiers could be seen peering back at
the American observers and then dashing to the gunnery ranges to
fire bursts from their guns. A Russian officer peered through
binoculars from a corner of a bui-lding less than half a mile away
to observe the effect on an American silhouetted against the sky
along a ridgetop to the south.

"They do a lot of shooting up here," feaid Pvt. Walter Wojcie-
chowski, from Chester, Pa., who has been stationed at this outpost
for three and a half months. Woj ciechowski

, a veteran of eighteen
months fighting against the Germans with the Fourth Division in
Europe, added:

"Every few days they fire rounds of mortar into the hillsides
to the north.

"

.
Russians fired no mortars today. The hillsides 'in thevicinity of their outposts are scarred with a series of snakelike

trenches. Above these trenches large targets have been set into
the hill slopes.

,

United States trpojps stationed along the border here report that
a system of interlocking trench works -across twenty- two miles of thenorthern boundary of the American occupation zone on the Russianside have been constructed entirely by the Russians and the NorthKorean Army trained by the Russians.
RUSSIAN PRECAUTIONS STRICT *

I came up here today in thirty minutes by plane from Seoul.American trucks come here via Russian held territory over rutted
°X roads once a week* They leave the American zone

border
Kaes0ng and pass thr°ugh a Soviet control point on the

There are elaborate precautionary measures taken by the Russiantroops. Documents are examined. The contents of the trucks are
Under guard, the trucks then wind slowly through valleysand over mountains to a second control point north of this place.There the checking procedure is repeated. The soldiers drivingtnis route report exasperating non-coopera tion on the part of the

The
,.
trU

,
cks are forced t0 arrive at the control points atprecisely specified hours.
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TRANSLATION OP THE KOREAN LETTER TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN AMERICA

Seoul, Korea

Dear Friends: January 1.1S48

han^r,!!
100”1

]
116 the holidays °f Christmas and the New Year, we wislhappiness and prosperity to the citizens of your State.

Japan wlS?iT
aS 1

*u
e
f
a
^
Sd as a result of the Allied victory over

->nd inrfprmri
elleve that Korea will be able to achieve her freedom

XteSin* to
& of tho §reat help your country i s

thinkill
g
Kolnl u

cooperation with the United Nations. All right-

deeSv fStef,n tn
ar ®r£at exPecbations for our future, and arlaeepxy grateful to our overseas friends.

of educ"t'!
V

!!
Ca doing all we can to foster the democratic system

the wal and ^v tL*?*™* are hand idaPped by the aftermath of •

However in our Id, ^
U“erou

1

s ohanges necessitated by liberation,

cateeorv we =L d
u
cablonal w° rk, especially in its elementary

hlrdfhil; ILnl Vsh0
!
,lng healthy developments. In spite of the

s u H nter
,
ed caused by lack of supplies, our young pupils

oSfecSvfTerlicT+TXb f°™ard in fine strida ‘ ^desire to be
Of culture in

establishment of peace and development
cooperation PursuinS a policy of friendship andcooperation with your nation. • .

of scholastie^^nrinrf
6 this P^P° Se

’ we Pr°P° se frequent exchanges
those of Lip/ ?!

am°^ •^-•pupils of the United States andthose of Korea, thus promoting from- their youth the spirit of mutual
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understanding and friendship. We shall appreciate it highly if you
will concur with this- idea and cooperate with us in its impl emen**
tation.

In closing, we wish you good health.
Sincerely yours,
Ho sung Lee
Chief of Elementary Section'
Department, of Education
Interim -Government of Korea

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

> v. .* Ministry of Agriculture
New Delhi

Ll.
;

. 6th February, 1948

Dear Col. Limb :
s

I have received your very kind and sympathetic condolences'
on the death of Mahatma Gandhi. All through his life, MahatmaGandhi fought for the establishment of some basic principles of
life for the freedom of mankind. His vision was nqt limited to
the problems of. his. own country. He was always for the oppressed
an'd downtrodden 1

. Kis sympathies were always with peoples who
had been victims of Powers whose ideals and objectives were
guided by' narrow material considerations.

For the people of your country, therefore, Mahatma Gandhi
had always deep affection and sympathy. By his death the wofld
has lost one of her greatest mep of all time. On behalf of my
country, I extend to you my deep appreciation of your feelingsand pray to God that your country may soon regain that, way oflife which only can make her people happy and contented.

Yours sincerely,
B. R. Sen ’

„
Secretary of Agriculture

Colonel B.C. Limb,
Chairman, Korean Commission
416 Columbian Building
Washington; D.C., U.S.A.

' '

EMBASSY OP INDIA
Chancery

r < »

2107 Massachusetts Ave.,N.W.
Washington, D.C.
17th March, 1948

Dear Colonel Limb:

on
y °U dUring Your discussion with the Ambassador

in Sonth^oJSr
h

* y°+ r V1'SWiS ° D the ^question .of holding an electionwere transmitted to the Government of India by

f®
have now received a reply from the Government of Indiathe substance of which is stated below for your information.

opinion S thTiTJr °n
Indla

.

are already aware of the division of .°|“ 1
,

on
.

the U.N. Commission on the Korean, issue. The Government

possible-
the

:f^
and that elections should be held wherever

be conieAed th«?
pfl^ea

f
electi °ns an Assembly should

Ko
f, „

tion wit” th/coSssioS?
lnt° eovsr“"i»t ln

Ztt-JSSS: “—
You.^s sincerely,

.
H- K. Nehru,
Minister

* * * * “ ‘
•

"
•• • • ' : •* < • * - *

Colonel B.C. Limb; ‘ i; ‘ ’

416 Columbian Building
Washington 1, D.C. c ‘

'

J ' r :

Only Htwaiaik *tooges and fellow travelers are against May 10 th
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20 March, 1948.
The Honorable R.K. Nehru
The Minister
Embassy of India
Washington

Dear Mr. Nehru:
Your kind letter of 17 March has arrived. I am delighted to

receive it, and I want to thank you for the important message it
contains.

I shall appreciate it if you will be so good as to convey to
the Ambassador ray gratitude for transmitting my views on the
question of holding the general election in south Korea, to the
Government of’ India by cable, and for the kindness he showed me
upon my recent call on him.

Both in the United Nations General Assembly and in its Tern?

porary Commission on Korea, the Representatives of India hav'4'

been sincerely sympathetic to the aspirations of the Korean
people for freedom and independence. Madam Pandit and Mr. B.R. Sen
have given me high courage and excellent advices during the
November session of the Assembly. Mr. K.P.S. Menon’s stout stand
on behalf of Korea at the Interim Committee in February was a
splendid example to the Delegations of other nations. I highly
cherish their personal friendships.

The stand of the Government of India made known in regard to
the establishment of the Government of Korea will be of a
tremendous effect in the hearts of the thirty million people of
Korea. The historical friendship between our two nations that
flowered for more than a thousand years through culture and
religion shall be reawakened after ‘the rebirth of the Government
of Korea. For the progress of the, great heritage of the East,
India and Korea will march in unison. I have transmitted your
good message to Dr. Syngman Rhee, Chairman of the Korean People’s
Representative Assembly, in Seoul.

With kindest regards and appreciation,
Yours sincerely,
B. C. Limb
Chairman

No. 555 - 2/scy/48
MINISTRY OP AGRICULTURE
New pelhi
31st March, 1948

Dear Colonel Limb:
’

I thank you for your letter of March 22 enclosing a copy of
Mr. K.P.S. Menon’s radio speech and of your letter to Mr. R.K. Nehru.
It has been heartening to me here to watch the progress of Korea
towards independence. I hope that the national elections will be
completed without any serious difficulty and that as a result of
the national elections Korea will soon have the independent govern-
ment for which she has been working so long. It is always a
source of personal satisfaction to me that I was at one stage
allowed to take part in the proceedings which have led to the
present developments in Korea.

With highest esteem and best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
B. R. Sen'
Secretary of Agriculture

Colonel B.C. Limb
Chairman, Korean Commission
416 Columbian Building
Washington 1, D.C.

Received by
THE KOREAN COIIISSION
March 15, 1948 AM 830

RCA RADIOGRAM
RC1 KSB5 SEOUL 93 RCA 15
NLT KORIC WASHINGTONDC

United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea passed resolution
immediate election four to two Canada Australia against and Prance
Syria abstaining Menon and Hoo are trying settle questions regarding
election within one week Important questions are: election laws,
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districts, and special election districts for four million and
half Northerners in South, and participation of Representative
Delegation in all UN Commission meetings Our Representative
Delegation was organized by more than seventy leading parties and
organizations representing practically all nation excepting
leftists and middlers And presented formal letter requesting
UN Temporary Commission on Korea to let this Delegation participate
in discussions Inform .Louise

KORPITAL 1 . .

' 1
‘ THE KOREAN COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C.
RCA RADIOGRAM
KN-1 WASHINGTON MARCH 16 1948 PM 855 *

NLT KORPITAL SEOUL

Request of Korean Representative ‘ Delegation for full participation
in UN Commission conferences and plans immediately is but a minimum
fairness to be accorded to Korean people and should be speedily
implemented by all means. In ’Paris tdday sixteen nations unani-
mously accorded Western Germany, recent 'enemy nation, full parti-
cipation and cooperation in all European conferences and operations.
If UN Commission or anybody else opposes full Korean representation
and cooperation on Korea's own momentous destiny it is definitely
hostile to Korea, which fact all Koreans must remember and exert
utmost challenge. After interviewing Canadian Government high
authorities on relations, between Korea and Canada Ive dispatched
clearcut letter to flight' Honorable. St. Laurent Secretary of State
on External Affairs of Canada fully stating Korea's stand.
Canadian 'UN representatives much surprised at Patterson's actions
Sundays Newyork Times editorial calls Kimkoo Kimkiusic actions
as disservice to Korea and playing into Russian hands saying bdst
chance of eventual union of all Iforea is to establish in South
Korea strong Government.

Limb’

KOREA CONFERENCE TRAINS FIRE ON U. S.
By Richard J. H. Johnston

Special to The New York Times
SEOUL, KOREA, APRIL 26— The joint North and South Korea political
conference that is being held in Pyongyang, capital of the Soviet
occupation zone, entered its second week today.

According to the Soviet-controlled radio in Pyongyang, the
delegates, who have met "to establish a national government for
all Korea" and to prevent the holding of the United Nations-
sponsored elections here, are engaged in what might be described
as an orgy of condemnation of the United States' and of self-
adulation.

According to the Pyongyang radio, the representatives of the
hand-picked North and South’Korean Communist-controlled groups
have unanimously agreed that both the United States Army and the
United Nations Temporary Commission must be driven from Korea
immediately so that the Soviet-guided Communist forces may establish
a "true democracy" here.

^
Representatives of the Communis ^controlled Democratic Peoples'

x^ront in South Korea have presented reports of conditions in South
Korea.

.

They have declared that rampant American imperialism hasmade life here unbearable.
f .

*

Agreeing that the United States "wishes to make ’our country %

a
* ' *

colony, " North and South Korean representatives at the conference
”

have declared that "only the Soviet Union is the protector of smallnations and the guardian of true democracy."

H^T^L^
0^h

+
K
*J

ean
.^

e
?
reSentatives

' according to these radio reportsdeclared that they felt liberated" upon arriving in the Sovietoccupation zone. • • •-

Representatives of both North and South Korea, selected by the- -

Russians have declared that they were engaged, in a. historical \^ V-mission to save Korea from American imperialism^ 7*.
’ '*

S°Uth
?
orea Lieut< Gen - J°hn R. Hhdge, United States'commander, today issued a statement to the Koreans saying that the

of Kn7
ele

’
Ct

+i°
nS ln 1

}
aly wpuld "encourage all patriotic citizens

of rnmn ^ °+ t
l
1

v,‘

iien
4.

and ™omen
> t0 So to the polls on May 10 regardlessoi Communist threats and coercion and by secret ballot select; the
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the leaders to represent them in ' farming .the type of Government
that Korean voters desire. "

General Hodge said that the determination of the Italian people
to repulse the- totalitarian Communists by voting in a free election
had resulted in a victory that was "heartening to all freedom
loving Koreans both in South and North Korea.

He urged the Koreans to follow the Italian example by voting,
in the election.

THE CHAIRMAN
UNITED NATIONS TEMPORARY COMMISSION. ON KOREA

SEOUL, KOREA
APRIL 22, 1943

stated
inst.

,

failed
cancel

his request by saying that
authorities. I then had to.
personal stand and accepted
I then opened a formal election,
same evening and discussed

Dear Sir: • *

I have the honor to submit the following reports on Choi Nung
Chin (Danial Choi) case in our election district. We report this
as there seems to be widespread fabricated rumors and misunder-
standing over the case and we must make this case clear to all
concerned.

We were chosen as members of election committee in (A) District
of Tong Dae Moon Ku, Seoul, and since then we have been engaged
in the registration work.

On April 16th at 6:50 P.M; the last day of application for
election, Mr • Choi Nung Chin, No. 16-30, Hti Am Dong, Ryong San Ku,
Seoul, came to us accompanied by a U.S. GI, stated to be an aide
of Military Governor Dean, and stated that he has lost 118 copies
of recommendation papers, and producing only 93 recommendation
papers demanded his name be registered in our district. He

that he would bring the lost 118 copies by noon on the 18th
and he wrote out a memorandum in this effect that if he
to bring the stated copies by the fixed date he would
his registration. But in as much as the regulation does

not permit registration as applicant for those who possess less
than 200 recommendat ions, we refused to comply with his request*
Then Choi enforced me to comply with

‘ '

this was the order from the superior
comply with his request on purely my
his application as provisional one.
committee meeting at 8:30 P.M. on the
this matter. At this meeting all the committees agreed to refuse
that application as it was in violation of Article 27 of the
election law. Thus the application was formally refused.

On the 17th inst. we were suddenly summoned by the superior
election committee (city committee) and were advised to accept
the appligatipn. In compliance with the order of the superior
committee we opened our committee at 10:30 A.M. on the 18th inst.and waiting the arrival of 118 copies of recommendation for Mr.

nnnn
same date as Pro™ised by Mr. .Choi. At about

7*1 Ch<
?
i s attorney °ame to us but he brought nothing andlailed to give us the 118 copies of recommendations. Thus Mr.

Gil
°w

s aPPl lcatlon was formally refused and cancelled.
e ned every means to make the free atmosphere thoroughlyunderstood and fonowed. by all concerned in our district, and wefurtaer tried to find any clue of Mr. Choi's stated loss of .his

T^n
?
at^ns

;. ,

But unfor turiately. we failed to find any fact
? + P? the truth ° f Mr. Choi's statement in .the effect that he had

So w® have to point out that Mr. Choi's statementhla Papers, of
; being refused his application in our

fab?t^a+oH /Ur
*°£S

1Ce acting outrages, etc. was entirelyfabricated and out Of plots.

?
n the other hand the Seoul City ©lection committee instructedus to postpone Mr. Choi's application to April 21st inst. for™r/e\SOn ' We must be fai thful to the election laws and

a
® not oomply with the request of postponing Mr. Choi'sS a

tr UM n
°,
t accept Such illegal and oppressing •

District Committee of Tong Dae Moon Ku,

nnr- ho^d declded to resign em.bloc and we formally have resigned
v* lAX pOSuS.

and^e
sbatem

?
nt is a true and correct narration of the trouble,a d we submit this report for your reference and consideration.

Very respectfully yours,
PAN BOK YONG, Chairman
Eleotion Committee,
(A) District of Tong Dae Moon Ku, Seoul
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GENERAL HEADQUARTERS
KOREAN RESIDENT'S UNION IN JAPAN

16 April 1948
Tokyo

, Japan

Subj ect : Statement

We, members of the Korean Residents- Union in Japan, hereby
announce that we have supported and shall support the Bill of
Independence of Korea proposed by the United Nations, and also
announce that wq:

-

wholeheartedly support the general election to
be observed on 10th May, which aims to establish a single and:,
unified government for all Koreans- :

.The reason is as follows:
1. We support the United Nations 1 proposal with sufficient reason.
We support it because it is consistent with our ideal. Because the
United Nations do not compel us to. their decision, but respect
the general will of -our nation as shown at the general election
this time. And because they give us encouraging support for the
maximum realization of our powers based upon a rational foundation.
2. The withdrawal of the occupation forces of the United States
and Soviet Russia from Korea is eagerly desired by 30,000,000
Koreans. However, when it is suggested by, Russia.., we know that
it is only a pretension to conceal the fact .that she betrayed us
several times in the past:, and is a trick to make her think
trustworthy.

t
, ; .

;•

3* The aim of the coming general election is not. -to observe sepa-
rate elections nor to establish separate governments for both
areas separated by the 38 degree latitude, but is to. establish
a single government in Korea unifing the south and north Korea.
Based upon the principle that theory should be based upon reality,
we think that under.. the circumstances we can not find more . .>

rational and penetrating way than to have a general election to
establish a single government in Korea. «

4. At the general election to be observed on 10th May, some seats
in the. House of Representatives will naturally 'be left vacant.
However

j we firmly believe that the present election in its
principle and aims is a general election with all the people
residing both in the south and north Korea participating.
5. The

:
fact that the sovereign power is not yet established in

Korea notwithstanding four yea,rs have al-ready elapsed since the day
of emanc ip.ati on of Koreans is deplored by all the compatriots of
30,000,000 Koreans, and is' greatly hindering the promotion of the
right and welfare of Koreans residing in foreign countries. This
is a disgrace of our nation.

. We can no longer allow the establish-
ment of our sovereign, power to be delayed.
6. The national government to be established as a result of the
general election will be formally admitted by all the'world as a
Korean government

4

Upon these beliefs, .we affirm. that the general election this
time is a result^of our best and greatest efforts as : a concentration
of all ourwisdpm and power. We also affirm that as a result of
the establishment of a new government,, the sovereign power of Korea
wili be admitted in the world, and thus the independence and
unification of Korea will be greatly hurried up#

Bakyul
Representative

PROSPECTUS* AND PRINCIPAL PROGRAMMES
THE KOREAN RESIDENTS' UNION IN JAPAN

PROSPECTUS

More than a year has elapsed since the emancipation of otir fatherland
was publicly pledged to the world by the Charter of the Allied
Powers; nevertheless we Koreans are as puny as ever, blessed only
with the name of an- emancipated people, and not blessed with
sovereignty and a settled territory yet. During the transition of
such a valuable time as this, we were obliged to go through ever
so many experiences and suggestions. Especially we, residing over-
seas, cannot but keenly feel -feeble and powerless from "the point
of view of a legal .position,

•

a -social base, and an economical
foundation. ."V* /.

We cannot afford to .be disheartened' at. the chaotic circumstances
%!• .

'
. . . - > r. - f . s . i . >
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and lukewarm attitude of our homeland. We can safely trust this

state of affairs to the wise leaders at home and the benevolent

Allied Powers that support them.

We Korean residents in Japan, however, have come to such a

stage that we are now forced to decide everything with our own

power and with our own hands. In the course of the past one year,

many parties, some political, some of thought, and the other

cultural, have been organized at random, and were only successful

in handicapping us by breaking our solidarity, and consequently

rendering no service whatsoever to the independence of the father-

land, the unity of the race, and the cultivation of culture of ,

which we have been so desirous, and that they pot only prevented

us from solving and elevating the problem of the life and culture

of the people, the very question of the day, but^also they com-

pelled us to lose international faith gradually.
Hereupon we are constrained to tide over the present situation

and to establish the foundation for -future activities by' humbly

observing the general state of affairs which surround us, by

coolly criticizing the' circumstances which lie within us, and by

completely considering the general tendency at home, the general

attitude of Japan, and the urgent demand of the Allied Powers.

Separating from the politics which sticks to its own principles

and opinions, casting off the yoke which adheres to its own party,

we are resolved to revive and develop and to maintain the honour

of the race and the glory of the fatherland with the all-out-

power that is generated by dint of combination and cooperation
and with the omniscience that is concentrated by virtue of

colourlessness and transparency.
Hence the immediate and urgent necessity of organizing the

Korean Residents Union as an impartial and unbiased . self-governing

body.
Hereafter the spheres of our activities which we are aiming at

are to be limited to the following three points:
1. Stabilization of life of the Korean residents in Japan.

2. Promotion of culture of the Korean residents in Japan.

3. Friendship betv/een the races and international c,o-operation.

In order to realize the above-mentioned object vigorously and
surely,, our Union will draw up the concrete and clear Principal
Programmes on an annexed paper.

In accordance with the above-mentioned object, our Union will
promptly solve the actual problems of the Korean residents in

Japan, and furthermore will do its best to enrich and promote our
inner life, and it sincerely hopes and ‘expects to fulfil the
mission of the Korean race in the historical stage and it wishes
and declares to contribute to the realization of the ideals of
mankind.

PRINCIPAL PROGRAl-HES

1# The Union includes all the Korean residents in Japan as its
constituent members, and each resident or each group of residents
is ensured an equal opportunity and an even condition in joining
in its resolution and execution.

2. The Union will grasp in prompt concentration the whole will and
demand of the Korean residents in Japan, and will have the organ
and regulations that can put those plans and policies based on
the whole will and demand into practice most wisely and
effectively.

3# The Union is in itself neither a body of men who entertain a
certain kind of thought nor a political party, and stands aloof
from the main current of any thought or politics both at home
and abroad.

4. The Union is a self-governing organization formed by' the co-
operation of the - Korean residents in Japan, and in future will
develop as an authorized party recognized by the official
authorities at home or *as a subsidiary organ which they wish
to have.

5. The Union will do its best to cope with the problem of occupation
food, and houses promptly and effectively which enable the Korean
residents in Japan to maintain the ir_ lif.e., .

.

6. The Union will execute a positive, and reso-lute. plan 'in fostering
and promoting the enterprise and international trade of the Korean
residents in Japan, earnestly debiting the prosperity of the
fatherland and wishing to ; enjoy its. "blessing. ..

7* The Union will enforce a necessary and'...indispensable education
for the Korean residents in Japan needed by therein the capacity
of the Korean nation or the international constituent members,
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and will make every possible effort to train and improve them
intellectually, morally, and 'physically' as required in building
up their character. < •

8. The Union, in order to make the’ originality and the demonstra-
tion of ability of young men active, and at the ;same time to help
women to develop and promote themselves in their position and
quality, will pay special attention to a solid and sound movement
of young men &nd an expansive enlightenment of women.
9. The Union, with the purpose of striving for friendship between

.
the races and international co-operation, will cultivate and
implant a profound view of life based upon faithful love and will
promote mutual understanding and friendship.

'

10. The Union will constantly consider and examine th*e advices,
suggestions, and proposals offered by the Korean residents in
Japan and others, and will apply 'the most effective, appropriate and
scientific method, and a legal and powerful measure to the
execution of its policy.

THE END
< 1111

TOP KOREAN DENIES REDS CAUSED RIOTS
- 1

‘

OSAKA, JAPAN (UP)—Mun Ki Song, president of the Korean Residents
League here, today denied charges of U.S. officials that his

* league was Communist-dominated and responsible for week-end
demonstrations which resulted;' in one death.

Mun said the charges of Communist domination were products of
"false reports, by nationalistic Japanese police.”

Meanwhile, Tokyo police arrested 15 Koreans in charge of the
capital's 14 Korean schools. They were charged with not complying
with the education ministry's, requirements.

There was no disorder in connection with the Tokyo arrests,
police reported. This was in contrast to yesterday's demonstrationhere by 30, °°0 persons in which a 16-year-pld Korean boy was shotlataily by police and five persons were injured.

The Eighth army disclosed that the shooting and beating of
demonstrators by Japanese police occurred after a mob refusedobey an order t6 disperse by Maj . Gen. Joseph M. Swing, Pi^stcorps commander. - ... '

Lieut. Gen. Robert L. Eidhelberger, Eighth army commander, «a i,at least seven Communists had been identified as participating inme riots.
Mun said he was "dismayed" by official U.S. linking of hisKorean Residents League with Communist efforts to influence theSouth Korean elections May 10.
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i04th I'. C-. Group,/, 10 7 unit 1
Care of jp.af. San I'rancisco

(Chcngju, Korea)
July 6, 1943.

l>ar Friends,
In spite of all you read or hear over the radio about unsettled condit-
ions in Korea-and doubtless these reports are mostly true-ana in spite
of the legion oi new difficulties wnich uo not appear in the papers, the
pasc

^
six months have been good months.We would not part witn them. Pol-

itical news v-0 leave to the commentators except one item. Did you Know
the llLr &.t .so s s i on _of the National Ae s f m ply was cpence 1 with prayer led
by a pa stor member ? Of th>. 198 member s,bl are Christians, 8 ministers

.

Beyond tne grey tnatcneu roofs of Korean homes stretches a delightful
green of terraced rice paudies to tne foot cf low mountains. This our
physical eyes sec. But as ve sit aown witn you to renirisje it is faces
v.e are seeing. Young men’s faces, alight .On their mats of woven straw in
tne cfass rooms of the Chon r

f
1u Bible Institute we- see them, these lads

V'ho come mostly from country villages. They are the hope of the churches
the backbone of the work of evangelization in this area. They see vis-
ions tney no.d not seen before. Let Kim Myuag Su represent this bana of
sixty. A deacon in a rural church, he had come in at the urging of his
people to learn more of tne things of God. At tne close of the term when
he came to say Goodbye he could not speak. But the grip of nis hand, the
tears in nis eyes, the choke in his throat said xuuch.Ti o vocks later he
came back to tell us how the Searcher of Hearts ,one day in class had
given nim a black picture of his own sin. Nov.. ne had confessed and made
things right. For him all things had seen maae Dew.Gov can use him now.
The sweet faces of young women and girls appear. The romon’s B. I. im-

mediately followed the Men’s and on Korean request v 'c two taught in
both institutes. Snow, rain or snine,nine young girls from NongChon foot-
ed it in, leaving home by 7 A.M. to oc in their places by 9 o’clock, all
from non Christian background.lt v;as in the class room tilatattractivc
Chung Wee met Jesus Chfist.O Yes, she had attended S.S. ana church for
years witnout knowing Him. Recently sne brought a friend to us v-honi she
had led to Christ since returning nome from the almost two months B.I.

Tho’tful a nd interested faces of high school students .both boys and
girls, we remember .Mary was sorry to give them up after six months but
Harry was getting out to the lees privileged country places and Mary
felt that she should go also on Sundays*
Foxks taught In tne big district Bible class for a week seemed to

have been half starved spiritually during the war years. Ana there are
the haunting faces of refur.ee

s

from North Korea, ethers repatriated from
Mancnuria, Japan and China as we have seen them in the refugee camps or
as they have come to our homes, many aull with utter weariness ana dis-
couragement .To see a light cf nope and gratitude break as they receive
clothing sent by American frienus is rewarding for long hours of sort-
ing, listing, bundle preparing, dispensing. This work is time and strength
consuming; we need to know how much He voulci have us spend in this ray.
These folk from Russian occupied territory, as someone expressed it
’’vote v.itn their feet”. They continue to pour down over tne boraer.

It always gives us a lift to remember tne face cf blind Chong Sini
With its inner glow. She was a great blessihgto B.I. students and others
when she visited us again in February .During tne long winter vacation
of seminary sne had been invitee to five different towns for a veek
ea cn.In one place as many as 600 came to hear this young blind woman
tell wnat Jesus Christ has cone for ^er.Tn tnat sane torn twenty com-
munists alarmed the pastor by Lneir continued presence at the meetings
but made no disturbance,The last nite tv.o xeaders professed to accept



Christ and hs.’. s? zzr.ce fltiQ'x au every evidence ol sincerity • It vas a
thrill to Sana on to her in CeouJ. a px t.ifn.i. b Line tee.~t.sr girl .who .by
tne way, went clothea in garments sent by some oYijtou. Chong Slni had
written tnat sns could place the girl in a Christian heme. Our biinu
"daughter" nas nor; grauuateu from tire seminary

, begins stucy of Eng-
lish this week in the nope of going to America to prepare for the
work to which she ana we believe Goa is calling her .If this i3 His
will He will provlae the moans.

Speaking of faces, re surely wish that you could look into the fac-
es of the nanafui of orphan boys .who , we trust, are to form the nucleus

home for hot .joJesa boys
, a v,ork llary has bees asked to accept re-

sponsibility for . You would never guess to see them groupeci about our
piano Tuesday evenings, lustily singing hymns or later sitting on the
^ ioor playing games, that uix months ago they rfirs beggar boys sleep—
ing in any hole where they coulu finu shelter from the cola* Our mis-
sion can give no help fin -inert aiay but consents to dary's giving
for the work. Temporarily the boys

time
Buu-
fr.r
W'-i

. , _ * - „ — - - - -- - housed in a Japanese
xiist temple. Local authorities rmo footeu bills for fcoa etc. so
but are pressing us to take ever all responsibility nmeiiately

.

have been encouraged to believe that the China Chiluren's Puna
-

will
give us help. Do pray that ve may have the courage 01' faith I A remark-
ably fine young bachelor, a devote! Christian refugee from North Korea
in charge of tne boys. At the beginning, in bitter eo.ru weather, h^ ate
ana slept with the boys in a dug-out.

Tne week B.I. closou we were off for nin e lays inVChoong ju, second
city in importance of this province (oo as in moon. jin a tiny room of
ii former Buuhist temple novr usea as a church we"pit ckea"our army cots.
At 5 A.Ivi. the siren curfew gave permission for the people to gather
for an hour of prayer but tome earnest souls began .audible prayer afew feet from our tnin paper doors long before that hour. V’ltn late
hours at night we aia veil to got four hours sleep ana believe it ; as
in answer to your prayers that we were able to keep up ana that. Goa
dia a thorough work in hearts of many. Two and a half hours o** solid
Bible study in the mornings

, celling in homes afternoons , children's
ana evangelistic meetings at night made a full day, Night after night
the ouxlding was crowned till it seemed there would net be room for
one more bony to squeeze in ana "Tne Lora aaaeu to the church daily
such aa snoulci be saved" till the number had gone over the hunured mark

.

Among tnose who maae the great aecision was a ioveOv voun*? sccool
tf-acaer who showed her earnestness in coming out at 5 A.!!, to

Player .Another special joy vas ’watching the transformation
young man who had been a slave to urink and almost broken nis

the hour
in a
mother '

s

as
to
in

hear c . xnought ful stuaunts, too, stepped out cn the Lora's side,
hrayips are snring my up all over this ai strict ana are clamor

-

ing lor hatching and supervision. Three times lately Harry nas aroppedMary oif at., one village and ;ono on to another in oruor to cover more
ground. One Lunacy a month Harry loots into the faces of some hundreds
of criminals in tne jyenitenti *r\ ,an opportunity he greatly rejoices in

he tclis oi the One ^ho'came not to call the righteous but sinners
repentance. "That Sunuay also he preaches in the Central church h^re
Chong ju,
A t ough town is. Nag £u,tsn miles away .More than one Korean Cnri/ tian
r
!x

errH
^ to tne P^ a<^ "Soaom and Gomorrah ".But Urn Kyung Sool,

K J i . L seminary stuuent believes that Nae Su is not beyond the love
v*ov. • It v as he vno toia us about the place, the school with a thous-

'
' -u ar cn , the new willingness on the part of some to listen to theLL;ex.,ouu v;e not take tne army tent out ana gather people in tohear the Good News ? He would take his trumpet and a drum to announcethe hours of meeting a Hu we snouix take a portable organ .For eight

.VayE ve ha«t- w*? tent scbottng.^Rnd-r.oy tin, is f*>iiov.i»e. up. First re went



calling in noriOS.AJ.ways ye were courteously veloomed ana invariably
nelgnbors crowueu irj to hear ^hat ve nau to say, A quarter hour before
children f s meeting Urn climbed an improvised platform built on poles
ana sounded out the call, playing hymn tunes to the rhythm of the drum
beat by a local boy, signal for the youngsters to come running from ev-
ery air-action.

The first day two cute piglets came scouting under the tent Hap but
soon squealed their way out and who cared ! "Pigs is pigs", you can see
them any day; not so flannelgrapn pictures.

Accomouating ourselves to the farmers v;e aid not open the evening
service till after 9 P.M. The full moon was v rith us when we began, its
light shining f ull upon the wide fringe of easedropperr squatting or
standing outside tnc tent. From her vantage point at the organ near the
side flap Mary had an excellent view. In:-iee* the tent hied hold? POO
comfortably or more uncomfortably,*? wv dijeover^cTT ~:'CrT you* .1 maginiTa
song service with ten nymr b

, lining out the t^rec.'-.^vs words a line
at a time till mo5.t of the folks inside vere i oini ng in, formJ rg over
and over the words which tel., of the Savior and H*?* salvation.

On tne two market aays Barry ana Urn had fine at* ;onticuj street preachi
ing, contacting many from countryside around .When the rains descended
we feared our \unbrellaioss, raincoatless audience wcu.lu not appear but
a most encoura ging number came ana sat in damp garments on the rough
rope mats.Results ? It is too early to estimate, Several professed to
accept Jesus Christ. Some hundreds heard and "Faith coraeth by hearing."
One sees the sowing ana the reaping going on side by side in Korea,
the reapers in the barley and wheat firlets while on the next terrace
the tender rice seedlings are being transplanted. God grant that har -
vest may follow seedtime in Nee Su. ;

Harry finds tnat serving on the executive committee of the mission
these aavs of reopening of the work and on the administration of the
Restoration fund as well as conferring vrith Korean pastors requires
much time , Toaay , for instance he is in Taejun with Korean and mission-
ary colleagues because of the seminary probiem.lt has been a knotty
one.O wo need your prayers in Korea more than ever before lit is not
merely buildings that were destroyed or marred, during these past years.

"He that observeth the wind shall not sov; ;and he that regardeth the
clouds shall not reap. " (Ecc .11.4) 0 God, deliver us from watching the
wind and the clouds. Keep us sowing and watering and weeding and culti-
vating and reaping till tne Lord of the Harvest comes or calls us Home.

Our Mary Eli f

3

.beth ana her husband ,

G

eorge Horner have turned their
fages^ Africa-ward,unaer appointment to the French Cameroun .They will
probably be sailing soon , first to Europe to acquire fluency in French
a necessary preparation for their field in West Africa.Yes, we would
have loved to nave them in Korea but God has made it clear that He is
calling to work among African students ana we rejoice ?ith them. For
little Georgie ana Mary Jo life will be quite different down near the
Equator.Perhaps when you pray for us you will remember this new miss-
ionary family, too.

Your friends ,Hany + Mary H<!f
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REPORTS OF THE JOINT DEPUTATION TO KOREA

The Korean Church and Evangelism
Peter K. Emmons
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Scriptures as the foundation of Christian Faith were best able to resist theideology of the Shinto religion and to endure the persecution of the militaristic

clofiedTrt ,

:’°clety
' th® ®lDle Society, and the Sunday School Association, werelosed and their activities forbidden so that the Christian Church was practicallycompletely cut off from all Christian literature throughout the warfare

^

Which hart ^
bout a “onth before the close of the war the governmental pressure

liihid^or- +h” rZ
C1T^ ® Korean Churohes int° the pattern which had been estab-lished. for the Christian Church m Japan finally decreed that all of the Korean

UnltS
1

in a single church organization. Shortly after thisforced union took place a large number of the Church leaders were imprisoned

w?th th
17 °?

+
erenCe t0 whether or not they had been willing to cooperatewith these regulations. They were not released until the day of surrender anddocuments were later discovered which indicated that they were to have beenexecuted three days later if liberation had not come.

+Vl „ .

Against the background of such experiences it is not surprising thatthere is much confusion and some division in the Korean Church today. Almost assoon as tney could take free and democratic action, it was decided that, at least

encrtteS
,

Jdnt^r
0minati°nS Sh°Uld re8Ume their aeparate and independent exist-® maintaininga program of close and cordial cooperation. As one of theleaders described it. Having been forced into a compulsory marriage, we were home-sick for our own family home. Therefore, we have decided to go back home for a

Senear
°f t0 ^ relationshlP -lun-

. ?
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.

ib 18 significant of the spirit of the Korean Church that while a

So SeLZate rt

faVC* °f continuing as a united church it was decided to divideinto separate denominations again until the minority should be willing to go

that she wlSrt ?
he rrr*1 conclusion of the war by her allies, Korea thoughtthat she would immediately be a free and independent nation. After only a few

S?

°

r8^S °f celebration by a people who had been shackled in tyranny

"iron S+
yea

-

S
t il

SUdd®nly found their country cut in two by an impassabl^
inf +h SC at

u
t?® 38th with the military forces of the U.S. occupy-

SthernSlf!
rn 1 ^ military forces of Soviet Russia occupying the

tnrhert hr
the Christian Church, already divided denominationally and dis-turbed by differences concerning the degree of cooperation of various leaders with

to%h^h
ml

+
ltary and P°litical overlords and their loyalty or lack of loyalty

rtSrt rt

Christdajl convictions under stress of persecution, now found itselfdivided geographically as well.

In Korea in these recent days, as in Borne in the early centuries and in
°?e ln

.

the l6th and X7th centuries, if the Church were a mere human
" f ““ hen situation would have seemed almost hopeless. However, once more™ 881Bdn

f
the

,

trdumpd of spiritual power over adverse circumstances as the
p O- God works in the lives of men and women completely committed to Him.
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It is at this point that I must present a quite different picture of the

Korean Church from that which Dr. Brumbaugh has described in the article to which

I have already referred. I rather imagine that the reason his picture differs

from mine is because we were working with two different denominational groups. I

personally visited several churches in Seoul and all of the Ghurches in Taiku, oe-

sides holding conferences with the pastors and church leaders in ,-uidong and Chung

Ju and their respective provinces and I did not discover in any of these areas or

churches the spirit of divisiveness or "controversy and invective" which Dr*

Brumbaugh describes. On the other hand I did discover a very real and vital evan-

gelistic fervor and deep spiritual devotion on the part of both the pastors and

the laymen. The one church to which Dr. Brumbaugh referred in Seoul is only one

of some seventeen newly organized churches in that city. Of the churches which

were closed during the war many have reopened, either rebuilding their church

buildings at great sacrifice or using houses as places of worship.

A deep feeling of sincere repentance is expressed by many for their

lack of courage and zeal during the stress of the war years and in some cases

pastors have not only made a public confession of such failures but have volun-

tarily withdrawn from pastoral and ecclesiastical duties for a period of self-

discipline to prepare themselves for further service.

In practically all of the churches the attendance is on the increase and

young people are present in unprecedented numbers. In all of the areas where we

visited there are definite plans for an aggressive evangelistic effort using the

laymen as well as the pastors and many are being won to Christ and enlisted in His

Church.

While the program of lay training in Bible Institutes, which had been so

fruitful before the war, was completely stopped during the war years, it is being

resumed in several centers. The buildings have been repaired with funds raised uy

the Koreans themselves and in some cases the work has been done by volunteer worknen

without pay. Where there is missionary personnel available these Americans are

warmly welcomed and given as much responsibility of leadership as^ they^ are willing

to accept. However, where there have been no missionaries availaole the Korean

pastors and lay men and women have given their services to help in getting this

work started. There are urgent requests for more missionaries who can help in

this important phase of the Church’s work. The women of the Church are particular-

ly anxious for more missionary leadership in training themselves to take a larger

part in the life of the Church and in the new Korea.

In the field of Theological Education lie some of the most difficult

problems in the life of the Korean Church. In the past there have been very sharp

theological and ecclesiastical differences both between denominations and within

denominations. It is at the point of theological education and the training of

pastors that these differences become most acute today as they look forward to

leadership in the church of tomorrow. Under present circumstances there would

seem to be no hope of carrying on this work on an interdenominational basis. In-

deed there may even arise more than one theological seminary within each of the

larger denominations, though that seemed less probable when we left than when we

arrived in Korea. If the theological seminaries can be kept in very close contact

with the Church organization and made to feel their responsibility to it and for it,

I think that within a very short time these relationships will improve and the whole
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program of theological education will be established on a sound basis. It is athis point that the Churches in America can render one of their most effectiveservices to the Church in Korea at the present time. They desperately nee^Iom.d

statesmen^
*trairied

> spiritually alive theological scholars and ecclesiasticalstatesmen to assist in training the future leadership of that Church. We need topray the Lord of the harvest that he will send forth laborers into his harvest"for the harvest truly is great but the laborers are few.

Observations on Church and Home Life, on Christian Women
and on Christian Rural Projects *

Laura Jean Brooks
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And now this week we learn that the Soviet troops are willing to with-
draw from above the 38th parallel, if the U.S. troops withdraw from the South.
Kim Kyh Sik, a Presbyterian in whose home the Deputation spent an evening, is re-
ported to have said: ’’Worth Koreans would sweep down like red lava, cover South
Korea, and end Korea’s existence”. As I read that, I thought of Dr, Helen Kim's
remark: ’’Korea is caught in the vicious circle of power politics, but Christians
must save Korea .... God has yet to show to this sick country what great heal-
ing He can bring about through Christians."

The only Sunday that I attended churches in rural communities I am happy
to say that I found a different situation from that which I observed in Seoul. Wo
one knew we were to be in Chemulpo (Inchun), yet we found the churches clean and
in good repair. The largest church we visited, high up on a hill, was crowded.
There seemed to be life in this church too, as various announcements were made for
the week ahead. I am told that the rural churches are, in general, in good condi-
tion and clamoring for missionaries to help them.

Certainly Pastor Han outlined for us a comprehensive program of rural
evangelism. He wants a church every three miles, so that every one in the country
can hear a bell ring. Further he wants this church to be the center of the com-
munity organizations, such as clubs, cooperatives, etc .; the center of educational
activities, of agricultural improvement, and of social welfare. Truly his plan is

ambitious, but his presentation of his ideals was so effective that we all believed
his dream could come true.

Your Deputation listened to three papers on rural problems at our Joint
Conference in Korea. These papers and resultant discussions acquainted us with
certain facts and led us to some definite conclusions. As you know seventy per-
cent of the population of South Korea lives in the country, and, since liberation,
the farmer's condition has improved. They now have to give only one-third of their
rice to the government instead of one-half as formerly. Before and during the war,

of course, the farmers sold their rice to be shipped to Japan and other countries.
At that time the average land tilled by a farmer was from 2.\ to 3 acres and be-

tween 50 and 6C% of the farmers were tenants. Following the war communistic think-
ing men advised the Korean farmers to pay no rent at all but just to take the land
as theirs.

Previously to the war the missionaries held farm classes in many communi-
ties, giving such courses as animal husbandry, farm crops, rice culture, etc ., and
sometimes combining these with Bible classes. Wo doubt the greatest drawback to
any program of rehabilitation is illiteracy. An intensive literacy campaign has
recently been put on by the Educational Department of the government and it is now
estimated that 50$ of the farm population is literate*

The need for rural missionaries, was, of course, discussed and the num-
ber requested was one hundred. As a result of the information gained, the Deputa-
tion is making certain specific recommendations regarding rural evangelism and
agricultural work. You will note that in each recommendation united effort is
stressed. This seems absolutely essential.

1 . "The Deputation suggests that an inter-Mission and Inter-Church
Rural Planning Committee be organized as an agency of the Wational
Christian Council to integrate a forward moving program."
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2. "The Deputation recommends that all activities, such as publication

of a rural Christian magazine, development of unused arable land,

etc*, be integrated into a nation-wide program and not be permitted

to be fragmentary individual efforts. It, therefore, suggests the

establishment of a national Christian rural training center."

The Deputation is making no specific recommendations concerning the work

and the needs of women. It is assumed that their theological training, their

college training, their training in Institutes will continue and will be greatly-

improved. Certainly the women missionaries are laying their plans with this in

mind.

I can't refrain from mentioning partly facetiously and partly seriously

what actually happened in our Joint Conference on the subject of Women's Work, The

paper on this subject was supposed to have been presented by Dr. Evelyn Koh, an

able person. For some reason she did not appear and a Korean Methodist woman arose

and gave a long discussion (not at all to the point) on what Methodist women had

done. She was barely seated when a Korean Presbyterian woman arose and, not to be

outdone, gave an equally pointless long account of what Presbyterian women had

done. By this time Dr. Helen Kim was somewhat embarrassed; she arose and said very

briefly that she felt the church was far behind the government in what it was try*

ing to do for women; that the government was offering classes in reading, home

making, gardening, home crafts, public health, etc.; that the church should either

cooperate or establish an equally good program of its own.

But this is not all of the story. After the Findings Committee brought

in its report, it discovered it had no recommendations on Woman's Work. Then

hastily, one of the members of the Committee wrote the page on Woman's Work in

your possession.

I personally feel we must give the Korean woman more attention. She is

quick, alert, and worthy of our consideration. But, for the most part, the Koreans

still live in two worlds: the men on one side and the women on the other. Ewha

stands, to be sure, for women and women's problems and development. But we must

begin on a lower level and provide classes for women, especially in home making,

in ourruial centers as we will continue to do in our city social centers. We must

make a determined effort to do all we have done and much more to elevate women and

to help them to establish Christian homes.

I do not want you to get the impression that we met no Korean women lead-

ers. There are four women in the legislature, two of whom are Ewha graduates and

one of whom is a refugee from the Worth. Outstanding women lead in both the Y.W.C.A,

and the W.C.T.U. The former are very active in what they call the "New Life Move-

ment", which they say will improve the life of the women. The W.C.T.U, has parades,

makes posters, gives radio programs, etc .

The women, we were told by the Korean women of the Woman's Bureau, are

all in the Woman's National Party and they fight Communism. This particular group

was the most vocal of any to whom we talked. They said they wanted independence;

they were not anti-American, but anti -trusteeship and anti -communist. They also

said they wanted Americans as advisers, but did not wish the advice forced on them.

Incidentally, a group of Christian women to whom we talked just before we left said

just the opposite of all this. Again, even with the women, that baffled feeling!
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has proved fully as damaging in Korea as Japanese war has in China. There has been
less physical destruction, but the academic harm has probably been greater. There
have been years of a regimentation which surpassed anything attempted in China,
even in occupied areas* Spiritual wear-and-tear has been inevitable and insidious.

At the same time, the agony of the past decade, and longer, has not been
without its reward. There is an understanding of the value of Christian schools
and an increased insistence that Christian schools must be closely Church-related
-- in other words, a determination to secure for the Christian community that type

of education which will insure that children grow up in the Faith and the Church
shall not lack for educated leaders. And, strangely enough, there is less evidence
of weariness than of courage and hope and faith.

There is no question at all about the Korean point of view: they cry
aloud for Christian schools of all grades. Every Christian community appears to
desire a middle-school of its own; every center that already has such a school
looks forward to establishing a college* The Koreans need caution to prevent them
from attempting too much, rather than encouragement to go ahead.

The demand is obviously the result of need. Of this need we saw signs
everywhere. It is the result of two factors. There is first the pressure of sheer
numbers, pressure which we have no figures to describe. We can only say that there
are not nearly enough schools to go around, and that the two colleges are turning
away many more than they admit. This is probably a part of the world picture, like
similar student floods in China and in this country. But it is also a reflection
of the new spirit in Korea, with youth preparing for a new life in a liberated
homeland. Educators find it hard to turn a deaf ear to the thousands clamoring for
an education. It is this need that has led to programs of rapid expansion. There
is also the threat to the Church inherent in purely secular education. Korean
Christians have seen the workings of such an education, and they will have none of

it.

One must admit the validity of both reasons. At the same time, the
Deputation would be false to its responsibility did it fail to point out the dang-
ers inherent in the situation. The laudable ambitions of Christian communities are
likely to produce a rash of weak, perhaps doomed, schools; for resources, physical
and human, simply are not adequate. When the Church has reclaimed and re-estab-
lished former schools, and has money and teachers to spare, will be time enough to
try to implement this greater dream.

The most immediate problem is undoubtedly financial, for Korean schools
are being subjected to the pressures and temptations that beset the poor . Wealthy
non-Christian Koreans are prepared to support Christian schools, and some institu-
tions have been tempted to sell their birthrights. (This is a fact we must face,
though Heaven save us from casting stones.) The unfortunate practice of permitting
individuals to purchase places on boards of managers has, in more than one case,
resulted in the establishment of non-Christian members in positions from which it
may be difficult to remove them, at least without misunderstanding and unpleasant-
ness.

And all schools are tempted to balance budgets by increasing both enrol-
ment and tuition. The arithmetic is simple: if your present income provides only
half salaries for a minimum staff, double either enrolment or fees. Better yet,
double both.
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But both steps are fatal to the objectives of Christian education - or
any education worthy of the name. Doubling classes debases academic standards and
well-nigh eliminates hopes of moulding character. Doubling fees - and, because of
inflation, the increase is actually much greater - may well mean that the children
of the Church either miss out entirely or are forced into secular schools. This
is an extremely dangerous situation and one which, in the present financial situa-
tion, the Church finds it hard to correct.

This financial need is matched by a shortage of personnel - especially
of personnel with the amount and kind of training demanded by these times. There
is much talk of a desire for democratic education, probably based on American
practice, but few have any clear idea of what is involved and even fewer have had
any experience with such education. The large majority received their training in
Japan and have spent years under a system strikingly opposed to that which they de-
sire to institute. The simple fact is that, no matter how willing, a great many
Korean educators do not know how to go about the new task in the new way. Such
people as Brs. Kim and Paik are all the more conspicuous as exceptions to this
rule. The real lack in Korea today is of teachers and administrators trained in
the democratic tradition.

One of the greatest needs Christian schools face, therefore, is for op-
portunities for as many as possible - both on the college and on the middle-school
level - to see education at work in a democracy. The goal should not be to foist
any particular pattern on Korea but to enable Christian educators to work out a
democratic and Christian pattern for Korea.

Academically, moreover, both secondary and higher education in Korea have
a long and hard climb ahead. Wot only in regard to professional training of their
staffs but also in regard to academic standards and academic equipment, many insti-
tutions appear to be on insecure foundations. Such a situation is almost inevitable
in such a period of transition, but the schools and colleges of Korea will do well
to ask themselves whether there may be other underlying causes. Certainly a real-
istic recognition of the situation, which many Korean educators acknowledge, is a
prerequisite for the rapid advance that is required.

A. final inescapable result of some of the pressures that are being exerted
is that few if any of the schools are as clearly or as predominantly Christian in
character as we should wish. While it is unwise to Judge the Christian influence
of any institution statistically, there can be no doubt that large enrolments have
resulted in a serious decrease in the percentage of Christian students. Moreover,
non-Christian control, combined with a shortage of teachers, has also contributed
to what appears to be a serious dilution of the Christian character of the faculty.
In at least one case, active Communist endeavors have resulted in a Christian school
being labelled as Communist. In this crisis in Korea, when there is more than the
usual necessity for Christian schools being unequivocal. and dynamically Chris-
tian, the schools and colleges need to exercise especially care to preserve their
uniqueness as Christian institutions. This is the major problem facing Christian
schools today.

During the past decade, the Church- has lost most of its schools. The
Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. formerly par-
ticipated in eight secondary schools, four for boys and four for girls in the cities
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One of the most moving experiences of our month was a meeting with a
half dozen devoted alumnae of Chungsin at the home of Dr. Kim Kiu, political lead-
er who is related to the school by marriage. For them all, the major influence in
life seems to have been years at Chungsin, and their testimony to the Christian in-
iluence of the school was most convincing. Any school which has the sacrificial
support of such devoted Christians not only deserves aid but will witness for
Christ whatever happens. Their great needs are for backing that will enable Chris-tian forces to remain in control, and for the bare essentials of classroom equip.

The two schools in Taiku, after Mission withdrawal, came entirely under
control oi Presbytery . In the absence of adequate support, the principal of the
Boys School secured funds from a non-Christian by establishing him as Founder. Theprincipal of the Girls School organized a supporting body. In 1945 both schools
formed juridical persons to hold buildings erected after Mission withdrawal. Dur-
ing the war the schools operated independently of Presbytery. At present the Boys
School is theoretically once again under its auspices, but the Founder and finan-cial guarantor is non-Christian. Efforts are being made to restore its Christian
character, and cooperation of the mission is desired in the form of co-administra-
tion. The Girls School is not under the auspices of Presbytery, though that body
is represented on its Board. Non-Christians are eligible for membership, and the
principal is a member. Mission cooperation is desired, though sharing of controlhas not been suggested. ^

.

Both scho°ls appear to have adequate physical plants in so far as landand buildings are concerned, especially the Boys School, which is engaged in erect,ing additional buildings with its own funds. In both cases the needs are inrough order of importance: 1 ) Christian control. 2 ) higher concentrations ofChristian teachers and Christian students, and 3} new equipment. Christian con-trol will depend in large part on freedom from financial worries; that same free-dom will permit reduction of enrolment which will make the available Christian
personnel more nearly adequate for the task.

The problem the Korean Church faces is shared by the Mission. The im-portance of Christian schools for the future of the Church in Korea is clear: theymust s^ve as ooth evangelistic agencies and training centers for Christian leader-ship. tod yet the financial status of the Church is not such as to enable it tosupport schools adequately under present conditions. Consequently, Christian in-luence is m danger of dilution through fees so high as to exclude children of
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the Church, through non-Christian supporters, and through inadequate and non-
Christian teachers. It is not at all clear that the Church is prepared to assume
full financial responsibility at once, even for the limited number of schools in
existence. Consequently, both Church and schools are turning to the Mission for
help.

At the same time, responsible Church leaders recognize as well as do the
missionaries the danger of such aid. The Korean Churchhas an enviable reputation
for self-support. Very substantial outside aid would jeopardize the priceless
self-reliance of which it is justifiably proud. The problem is not whether to aid
at all, but how to aid wisely. One very direct form of aid, and one which con-
tributes not only financially but spiritually, is through personnel. There appears
to be a real need for some time to come for the services of missionaries in all of
these Christian middle schools. This service will demand the highest qualifica-
tions, for these teachers must serve not only in the classroom but also in personal
and group evangelism, and must be of such maturity and experience as, unofficially
and unaggressively, to support the Korean principals in the remoulding of their
schools. A very great challenge and a very real opportunity still faces the mis-
sionary educator in the Christian secondary schools of Korea.

For many years Christian higher education in Korea, aside from its theo-
logical and medical aspects, has been centered in the following institutions:
Ewha Womans College and Chosen Christian College, both of Seoul, and Union Chris-
tian College, of Pyongyang. All of these are technically union institutions. The
action of the Japanese Government in 1936 in connection with Shinto shrines re-
sulted in the closing of Union Christian College in March 1938 and the withdrawal
of the Presbyterian Board from Chosen Christian College in March 1939 . Both Ewha
and Chosen Christian College functioned throughout the war, the latter under
Japanese administration, without the aid of missionaries, and with Christian in-

struction and other activities under proscription.

After V-J Day, both institutions became "universities" in the sense in
which that term has been used in Korea and Japan - institutions of higher learning
admitting students only after completion of full secondary courses, as compared
with colleges (roughly equivalent to the American junior college) which give stu-
dents two years of secondary and two years of collegiate training, and prepare
students for more advanced work at universities. Complete reflection of this
change in status in standards of admission, instruction, and graduation is likely
to take some years. Moreover, even when standards have been raised, the term uni-
versity would appear to be misleading, and the Deputation recommends continuation
of the former English names.

The buildings of the Union Christian College are being used by the
People* s Party, and no clear picture of their condition is available. On the Ewha
campus, three buildings occupied by the Japanese military suffered some damage;
others were not kept in good repair. At Chosen Christian College, the buildings
all suffered more from lack of repairs than from destruction due to war and all
are in usable though shabby condition. In both institutions, equipment and
apparatus are in need of replacement and supplementing. During the war the
Japanese Government in Korea declared Chosen Christian College enemy property.
It is therefore necessary for the institution to clear with the Property Custo-
dian before it can regain full control of land and buildings. Negotiations are
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under way, and no serious difficulty is anticipated. Ewha escaped this fate and

has been in full possession since liberation. Both institutions are working on

the important problem of reorganization of their Boards of Directors to insure

Mission representation and Christian character.

The process of rehabilitation has been started by the Koreans themselves.

Through May of this year, for example, Wun 2,300,000 (about US $46,000 at the of-

ficial rate) has been spent on repairs at Chosen Christian College. But the task

has been but begun. At both institutions, buildings still require extensive re-

pairs; roads, waterworks, and heating plants are unsolved problems; libraries and

laboratories remain most inadequate.

Despite these difficulties, the Deputation found both institutions

planning bravely for a future of greater and more varied service. Enrolments are

already several times their prewar levels, and Ewha proposes almost immediate ex-

pansion to nearly double its present number. Chosen Christian College is thinking

in terms of co-education and a college of agriculture; while Ewha has already em-

barked on a medical college. Both institutions have plans for graduate studies.

While welcoming these indications of courage and of responsiveness to

need, the Deputation cannot agree either that all these goals are desirable or that

the time has arrived when all of them can be actively pursued. The only one to

which it can accord present approval is the plan of Chosen Christian College to

take in a limited number of women students.

Present swollen enrolments, though reflecting popular demand for higher

education - especially under Christian auspices and in institutions with such not-

able records - raise very serious problems. A rough estimate suggests that, with

the exception of dormitories, each college might handle from $00 to 400 students

well with present facilities. Only the sacrifice of quality permits present num-

bers: 1000 at Chosen Christian College and a slightly higher number at Ewha.

Ewha* 8 goal of 2000 seems to the Deputation completely inconsistent with academic

standards and the objective of Christian character formation which Ewha holds so

dear. Moreover, with dormitories adequate for even less than the 300 to 400 totals

mentioned above, present enrolments are, of necessity, very largely day-students.

The wisdom of such a proporation of day-students is open to serious question. Chris

tian institutions cannot afford to limit their influence to the classroom and an
eight-hour day.

It must also be recognized that neither institution is prepared, academic

ally, for the task it now faces, much less for the loads likely to be imposed.

Neither institution has an adequate library, that at Ewha being notably deficient.

Nor does either institution possess laboratory equipment sufficient in either

quality or quantity to meet the requirements of science education on a level compar

able to that in small church colleges in this country -- and these institutions

should aim higher. Furthermore, both colleges suffer from shortage of personnel,

both Korean and Western. Increased enrolments, combined with the demand for Chris-

tian educators in government service, have made it difficult to maintain faculties

adequate either in academic strength or in Christian character.

The re-equipping of laboratories, the building up of book-collections,

the raising of academic standards, and particularly the development of adequate

faculties — all of these require time. Certainly there must be some years of
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experience with undergraduate work of the highest quality before graduate studies
are attempted. Consequently the Deputation views with concern the possibility of
what it considers premature, though laudable ambitions.

Furthermore, the economic situation imposes a serious burden on all in-
stitutions. Though faculty salaries remain painfully inadequate, overhead in-
creases at an alarming rate* Attempts to meet the situation have included:
drastic increases in tuition fees, solicitation of patrons and parents, and en-
gaging in business enterprises. All of these raise serious problems, as for ex-
ample the inclusion, for financial reason, of non-Christians on Boards of Direc-
tors. Only when and if they achieve a reasonable degree of financial security can
these colleges escape the pressures that result in swollen enrolments, non-Chris-
tian directors, and the expenditure of effort in money-raising adventures.

Even if it be decided that the Korean Church should, and can, finance
secondary education, there can be no thought of asking it for many years to assume
any significant share of the burden of Christian higher education. Nor can the
support of Christian education be left entirely to secular sources. The inescap-
able conclusion is that, for some time to come, much of the support of these in-
stitutions is going to fall on friends abroad. It also appears clear that mere
resumption of former contributions will not suffice. For one thing, neither in-
stitution has ever carried on, either quantitatively or qualitatively, a program
such as it now faces. For another, as has already been made clear, the American
dollar buys only a fraction of what it used to purchase.

At the same time, the Christian colleges are counting on Western rein-
forcements for their staffs. Only the highest praise is due the consecrated
loyalty of many of the administrators and staff-members . Dr. Helen Kim at Ewha
and Dr. George Paik at Chosen Christian College measure up to the highest standards
of Christian leadership. Ewha, with its prewar quota of Western members, is more
fortunate than Chosen Christian College, where there has not been a missionary
teacher for many years. There is great need, and very moving requests, for the
assistance of missionary teachers.

Ia 1946, a group representing Christian institutions of higher learning
met to discuss, at the initiative of Dr. Kim, who had just returned from this
country, the possibilities of closer cooperation and federation. The recommenda-
tions of this group, as they affected Ewha and Chosen Christian College, included;

1) Organization of a Federation of Christian Institutions of
Higher Learning in Korea.

2) A common building program regarding auditorium and library.

3 ) A correlated program of graduate training for the faculties.

4) A joint graduate school,

5) Reorganization of Boards of Directors on a common plan.

Proposals for union have also been made and widely discussed. Many of
the members of the Deputation went to Korea with the thought of union in higher
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education as a logical and probably certain - though obviously difficult - stepCertain facts soon became clear: one, that progress toward union had not been asgrea as imagined; two, that the initiative was coming primarily from abroad, witha hint of financial pressure; and, three, that there were some very strong forcesin opposition. ^

The spirit of those concerned was reasonable and conciliatory, but dif-
ferences of point of view too great and vital to iron out in brief conferences
loomed more and more insuperable as time vent on. Perhaps it is sufficient to saythat the time is not ripe. Certainly no harm has been done by exploring the is.
sue, and union may one day come. Meanwhile, and perhaps as a final policy, theremay be other means of attaining much of the desired result - which definitely isnative one of elimination of any one institution, but the positive one
of the most effective service to the cause of Christ in Korea. A brief summary
of points of view might be as follows: at Chosen Christian College, belief in
the principle without great enthusiasm for facing the difficulties; at Evha the
president and board divided on the matter of principle, and a very great fear.

The location of the two institutions is such as to make the closest co-
operation desirable without at the same time making it simple and inevitable. Sit-
uated in two valleys on the outskirts of Seoul, they are separated by still a third
valley. By present paths, twenty minutes to half an hour separate them. By a pro-posed direct route, that would be reduced to ten or fifteen minutes. Between thetwo there is land available for joint development. It would seem that a logical
step would oe closer coordination of facilities now available, avoidance of allduplication in development, and joint planning for any new buildings. Contact andmutual sharing may solve many of the problems now looming so large.

One obstacle in the way of even such cooperation lies in the attitude to-ward co-education. Even if one directors statement that Korea will not be ready
for that in less than fifty years be greatly discounted, it is clear that Koreahas far to go before men have to struggle for their rights as they do in China. -
Judging from Dr, Kim, Mrs, Chey, and other Korean women, it is impossible to sub-scribe to one Korean gentleman* s contention that Chinese women are more able thanKorean. Though the day of political and social equality is not yet here, theDeputation does not believe that co-education either should be or is far in thefuture. (This statement must not be construed as implying disapproval of the
separate woman* s college; it is simply positive approval of co-education.)

A powerful incentive to unified thinking and planning on the field would
e union aoroad. The fact that the Co-operating Board for Christian Education inChosen is concerned with both Chosen Christian College and Severance Union MedicalCollege simplified the problem of closer relations between those two institutions.On the other hand, the existence of separate Co-operating Boards for Chosen Chris-tian Coliege and Evha undoubtedly serves as something of a deterrent to any action

r
lnsti^tion appears to imperil its privileged position. A merger

5J? rJ
^o-operating Board for Christian Education in Chosen (heretofore concernedwith Chosen Christian College and Severance) and the Cooperating Board in Wortherica (so far concerned only with Evha) would obviously simplify the relationsof all three institutions with each other. Certainly, union cannot be urgedby groups which are not united. b
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It is such thinking as this that lies behind the Deputation' s recommenda-
tion that there be one, and only one. Board for Christian Higher Education in
Chosen, a board which would concern itself not only with the three institutions
now specifically dealt with but also with any future developments such as the
possible reopening of Union Christian College at I^engyang.

Similarly, the participation of all cooperating mission boards in all
institutions of higher learning appeals not only as an incentive to unified think-
ing and action in the field of higher education but also as a fine example to the
Church in Korea. Consequently, the Deputation recommends that all boards partici-
pating in Christian higher education in Korea contribute to all of the institutions
involved. We look forward to united cooperation by friends abroad with a closely
articulated program of higher education in Korea,

In conclusion, it should be added that all of the Deputation* s recommenda-
tions are based on the conviction that Christian character and academic excellence
are to be the twin keystones of the educational arch which the Church in Korea asks
your help in erecting. We came away not only with an overwhelming conviction of
the need for Christian schools but also with a firm belief that, given wise aid,
the Koreans will build on the present somewhat shaky foundations a solid education-
al wing of an unshakable Church,

Observations On Christian Education
In Korea

ihoburn T . BrumWugh

Dr. Fenn's observations concerning the Christian educational institutions
sponsored by missionary agencies in Korea apply with almost equal pertinency to
those related to the Methodists as well as to the Presbyterian church. The Metho-
dist Board of Missions and the Korean Methodist Church in past decades have been
gradually creating a structure of education under Christian auspices from kinder-
garten to college, and with some attention to professional training.

There are at present, for the most part associated with local churches,
a number of well established and accredited kindergartens and primary schools.
Recognizing that at least until the public school system develops to the place
where such elementary education can be provided for all of Korea's children there
will be a need for such institutions, the Joint Conference of Korean Christians
and missionaries with our Deputation recommended the promotion of a certain number
of these schools. It was recognized that contacts with children within these im-
pressionable ages not only affects favorably their own character and careers but
furnishes valuable contacts with their parents and families and constitutes a
highly desirable Christianizing influence upon the entire community in which such
institutions are located.
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In the field, of intermediate and secondary education the Methodists have
always been active at home and abroad. In South Korea several such schools con-
tinued to function throughout the war, with varying degrees of persistent Chris-
tian emphasis and influence. In certain schools of this grade, however, there was
definite defection from Christianity toward nationalism and even toward something
akin to Communism, and this tendency seemed equally strong in both schools for boys
and those for girls. I think it may be said now that it was largely the Japanese
inclination to discourage large and representative boards of directors and to deal
almost exclusively with individual leaders of such institutions - the principal or
back of him the "solipsa” or Founder upon whom authoritarian pressure could be
exerted to achieve desired ends - which brought these schools effectively under
governmental control. It was also a natural reaction against such dictatorial
principles and methods in education which brought in its train a decided swing
toward individualistic interpretations of Democracy and to demands for management
by popular vote of the students in such schools.

Along with and perhaps corollary to the development of these extremes of
nationalistic emphases in education, followed by exaggerated individualistic,
socialistic and even communistic trends, should be mentioned also the disturbing
influence of secularism as a philosophic outlook and as a spirit which prior to and
during the war had crept into the educational processes in Korea as elsewhere in
our world. Here too perhaps Japan can be held in large part responsible, since so
many of Korea 1 s prospective leaders, even Christians, had in the forty years of
Japanese domination been trained in Japan* s educational institutions. Yet on the
other hand, we in presumably Christian Europe and America cannot escape a very
sizable share of the blame for such materialistic and secularistic developments
in the thought life of our 20th century world. Science and education have been
too largely interpreted in other than spiritual and moral terms; it should not be
too surprising that four Methodist middle schools in South Korea (viz. Pai-chai
Boys* School and Paiwa School for Girls in Seoul, and in both boys 1 and girls*
schools in Songdo, should have been led so far along such secularistic paths as
almost to have escaped from Christian administration.

Fortunately the constructive leadership of missionaries, former teachers,
trustees and alumni is now guiding these institutions toward representative boards
of management and to Christian emphases both in the class room and in extra-
curricular activities. Certainly the Korean Christian movement and those of us
who now again have some share in its guidance have a great responsibility for the
future of Christian education among the intermediate and secondary school students
of South Korea.

With this in mind it was resolved at the Joint Conference of Korean
Christians, missionaries and members of the Deputation in Seoul that attention be
given by the Christian forces in Korea to “a comprehensive program of secondary
education. •• ..to provide the Christian community with a means of conserving the
faith of its youth at the most impressionable age and (likewise) to provide a re-
cruiting ground for Christian leadership,” The Deputation in giving support to
this resolution recommends also "an association for secondary education” and that
"one of its first functions be the conducting of a comprehensive survey" as to
number and types of such institutions needed and ways and means of maintaining their
Christian character.
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Consideration was also given by both the Joint Conference and the Depu-
tation to the need for Christian education for pupils in the public and other se-
cular schools of Korea. The Church and its missionary agencies must not ignore
or underestimate the importance of the great bulk of students now to be found in
institutions which assume no responsibility for the religious or even the moral
education of youth. Attention to this aspect of missionary endeavor by such
movements as the Wesley Foundation to the United States, as well as in Japan and
the Philippines has demonstrated that even without the great expense of duplicating
the faculties and facilities of the public schools, rich rewards can be gained for
Christ and the Church by a broadly interpreted yet aggressively evangelistic ap-
proach to the vast student populations of such academic centers as Seoul. We
urge your thoughtful consideration of these specific recommendations.

Concerning professional training by the Methodists of prospective lead-
ers for positions within the church, a word needs to be said, though with some
hesitation and chagrin. For years there have been both a Methodist theological
school and a Deaconess and Bible Training school in Seoul. With the establish-
ment of the independent Korean Methodist Church and later through the union of
Southern and Northern Methodist Churches in the United States together with their
missionary agencies, these institutions in what is now South Korea were eventually
merged into one institution for the training of both men and women workers in the
Church.

Though even before the war, and particularly as the Japanization of Korea
was accelerated during the early stages of the Asiatic conflict, there were both
ideological and administrative difficulties within such institutions, with the
withdrawal of the American missionaries from I939 through 1941 these difficulties
were greatly aggravated. With the outbreak of war with America, confusion became
worse confounded.

Making a long and embarrassing story short and yet somewhat comprehen-
sible, the Methodist Theological School was eventually discontinued and in its
place appeared an institution called "The Seoul Training School for Christian
Teachers" related to what thereafter became the "Methodist Church of Japanized (or
Japanese) Christianity." In this school not only was the teaching of the Old
Testament banned as inimical to the dignity of Japan's imperial order but even the
New Testament was emasculated, and Shinto teachings, ceremonies and practices were
intermixed freely with what was left of Christian ideology and observances.
Moreover, since the same procedure was being followed with the theological schools
of other denominations, it was inevitable that these schools should eventually be
merged into one such institution for the training of leaders for the united
"Korean Christian Church of Japanese Christianity". This organization, however,
was not formally consummated until July of 1945, but its headquarters had been es-
tablished a year before in the downtown Song Dong Methodist Church. Appropriately
rededicated with the name "Culture Hall of the Imperial Way" a Shinto priest then
led many of the Christian pastors to the Han river for the purification ceremony
known to Japanese as the "Misogi." Thus was the new order of Korean Christianity
inaugurated, and it had a Presbyterian "Tognisha" or official head and a Methodist
chairman of its General Assembly.

All this came to an abrupt and for most Koreans an unexpected end on
August 6 , 19^5 >

&nd in the bedlam of confusion which the Koreans joyfully called
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Haban or Liberation the leaders* Training School disappeared along with a great
many other things "made in Japan”, including most of Seoul* s street cars, window
glass and sign boards.

^ Feoruary of 1946 a group of former leaders reopened the old Methodist
eological Seminary and it was soon again training both men and women for Chris-

tian service. Incidentally, however, it soon became apparent that this institu-
tion was also committed to the re-establishment of the Korean Methodist Church as
it had been before the Manchurian phase of World War II. Up to this time how-
ever, there was no revived Methodist Church and it seemed probable that, though
the yoke of Japan had been gladly thrown off, many of Korea's Christians includ-
ing Methodist and Presbyterian pastors and a majority of their laymen, would have
preferred to remain in a united Protestant Church.

Confusion of this sort naturally gave rise to sharp differences of opin-ion over several months of deliberation, but when it was clear that a majority ofthe various churches* constituencies desired to revert to their original denomina-
tional organizations, the Methodists set to work to re-create their former church
system. By that time, however, the 38th parallel had been fixed between Russianand American military zones of occupation and it was only possible to reorganize

* s *ow aS the Methodist Church of South Korea. This confusion, togetherwith dlfferences of opinion over what type of church and theological school should
be established led to a break between those on the one hand who reorganized and
opened the theological seminary and are even now in control of it, and those on theother who had been elected as officials of the Methodist Church of South Korea Theissue on which this schism occurred was primarily that of the church leaders* mr-time collaooration with Japan. Those operating the theological school feel thatthose who are now the leaders of the South Korea Methodist Church are not worthy of
representation in the seminary because of their apostasy. The majority of Korean
Methodists, however, feel that "all have sinned and fallen short of the glory ofGod and that there should be universal penitence, mutual forgiveness and thenhearty cooperation in what is left of the Church south of the 38th parallel.

p it

The Methodist missionaries, both those of the General Division and thoseof the Women's Division, when they returned to Korea, began teaching and cooperat-ng as eiore the war with the theological school in its program for the training
o pastors, deaconesses, and Bible workers. However, they soon found themselves
caught between the fires of two groups of Korean Methodists, both claiming to have

c
t0 g2Ve theological education but with only one group, the smaller inSouth Korea and unrecognized by any other organization, operating the school.

Accordingly, as might be expected, the Methodist members of the Deputa-

m H°
reTeaUCh time while in Seoul trying to effect a solution to thisdifficult problem out without appreciable results. Therefore, before we leftSeoul and particularly because the officials of the Church of South Korea werethreatening the establishment of another Methodist theological seminary, the As-sociation of Methodist Missionaries resolved that they could no longer participate

WhiCh re
f
resented only a fraction of the entire church andre now wlttiholding both money and personnel from support of the existing seminary,while at the same time for the sake of genuinely Christian training of the future
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011 Korea striving to bring about a Just and brotherly solu-tion of the problem. Meanwhile, the Woman's Division missionaries have temporarily
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reopened their women's training school as a separate institution, yet there are
hopes and prayers that the ultimate outcome will not be three Methodist schools
for educating church leaders instead of one inclusive and well-equipped institu-
tion. Indeed, some are convinced that what is most desirable is a united Protes-
tant theological seminary and training center for Korea, or at least for that
southern portion of Korea with which we as Americans now have relations.

In our Joint conference with Korean church leaders such united theo-
logical training was envisioned but not specifically recommended as now practical
except possibly on the graduate level. In the meantime much remains to be done to
bring the standards of theological training and that of deaconesses to a level
where the church may feel its leaders are adequately prepared for the task of
winning Korea's masses to Christ. As regards the training of lay workers, the
Deputation recommended the reorganization of the Peirson Bible Institute on a co-
operative and if possible an inter-denominational basis. But, either due to dis-
couragement over the confused situation obtaining or because of conviction that
such divergent viewpoints cannot yet be resolved, the Deputation made no recommenda-
tions regarding regular theological education, its content or administration in
Korea. However, since the members of the Deputation were all present at the Joint
Conference with Korean leaders, it may be assumed that they concurred in the unani-
mous recommendations of that group concerning certain general principles of ex-
cellence which should govern theological and all other training for responsible
leadership in the church, as well as regarding Joint use of instructors and facili-
ties until a union seminary is established." We regarded it also as very signi-
ficant that whenever we were told about those memorable post-war meetings, in which the
representatives of the Korean church which had been united under Japanese pressure
decided to go pack to their respective denominations, we were assured it was withthe understanding that this was but a temporary reversion to type, "a separation "

as one speaker put it, "to prepare to unite again." There were certainly many
evidences that a new and more perfect union of the majority of Korean Christians
would not oe long deferred.

To certain other agencies of Christian education and evangelization
covered by the Deputation's observations and recommendations attention should be
called. So much progress is being made in the use of both the moving picture andthe sound track which today so naturally accompanies it that some knowledge ofAudio-visual Aids in the propagation of the Gospel should be required of every
prospective missionary, and some new workers should be sent out as specialists inhis means of catching and guiding the attention of the public. The provision ofsuch equipment as will make available to all who need them the excellent materialsnow handled by Christian agencies for making and distributing these audio-visual
aids, should be the aim of every missionary board interested in Korea today.

. . . .

A:Lso
f
nd clos©ly related to this type of educational evangelism, muchattention must oegivento broadcasting. It is possible even now, if we had oneor more missionaries skilled in radio techniques, to secure much free time fromthe radio stations operating in Korea. Again, by a not too sizable investment

of missionary money it would be possible to establish several Christian broadcast-lng stations. Tne Deputation proposes that one such station be established atosen Christian College, with technical and program-building instruction offered

T if °Urr^U
fT’

and With time to be Siven freely to the various Chris-tian organizations which have a message for the people of Korea in these perilous
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times. The procurement and sale of cheap receiving sets to Christian churches and
schools as well as to individuals is another proposal with great possibilities for
wide dissemination of the Christian message in its many aspects.

In further implementation of the Church* s outreach to meet present needs
the Deputation made some very challenging observations as to methods to be em-
ployed in reaching the masses and in training leadership for such a revived Chris-
tian Movement as alone can triumph over the problems and difficulties found in
Korea today. For students and the intelligentsia there must be an intellectually
respectable interpretation of Christianity, and this only a well-educated leader-
ship can provide. The Church has always sought to cultivate the minds as well as
the hearts of its constituency and the alert Korean youth demands the same keen-
ness of intellect among those who aspire to influence in such circles as do the
young minds of our own communities here at home.

Again there are the great laboring masses who are awake and alert as never
before to both personal and social values, and who must be won to Christ in terms
of mine or mill or office experience as well as of family and community life, if
they are not to follow more direct and even violent patterns of social reform.

Confronted by such demands the Church begins to realize that its Gospel
must contain a seven-day program of evangelism, of education, and of laboratory
experimentation. The industrial chaplaincy was one particular recommendation of
the Deputation, as was also educational centers for laborers, settlement work of
a constructive type, and promotion of the cooperative principle in community buying,
selling, and the granting of credit.

Again, all such activities demand enlightened and competent leadership,
not only in technical affairs but in Christian motivation. In these respects the
Church ha3 lost much ground in Korea in recent years. Korean Christians still
know their Bibles and sing hymns with probably more zest than those of any other
land. But in the techniques and dynamics of these modern forms of evangelization
and education there is need for great assistance from American Christians and
churches. It therefore behooves those of us who abound both in blessings and in
ideas as to how to express them, to throw all possible energy into imparting
these blessings to others. It is for the sake of developing trained leadership
in these various new techniques of education and evangelism that we urge the early
unification of our existing schools of higher learning; for only thus can we then
establish departments of education, social science, agriculture, public health,
rural economics, etc., which will meet these new needs with new ideas and insti-
tutions. With leadership being trained on the field, we can then proceed with the
establishment of institutes, retreats, demonstration centers, and other helpful
agencies of education and training to which Korean leaders and prospectives can
be brought for observation and for much needed refresher courses of instruction.

Some of the most promising of leadership in these various techniques
should be brought on scholarship to the United States or other places of learning
and there given the best of training for more advanced forms of service back in
their native lands. For such scholarships American churches and missionary agen-
cies should provide ample funds, for it is obvious today that the most dynamic
and radiating centers of influence both for democracy and for the Christian cause
in Korea are personalities who have received both education and inspiration from
study in this country and from fellowship with Christians in the homes and churches
of America.
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- ., ^ conclusion let me say that I greatly enjoyed the days of fellowshipand stimulation among these magnificent Korean Christian leaders of various
denominational backgrounds yet with one consuming passion for the advancement ofthe Christian cause in Korea more than I did trying to resolve petty political and
personal feuds among those of my own denominational persuasion. Now that I thinkacout it, however, I realize that in many cases the same personalities were presentb0™ vhlch leads opine that maybe those Korean Presbyterians,
like the Methodists, weren’t always as inspiring as when they are on their best
behavior in an interdenominational conference.

Medical Work In Korea
Ruth C. Williams

„ All hospitals in Korea, as well as Japan, suffered badly during the war.They are run down, badly equipped, and make one think of what hospitals must havebeen fifty years ago. All missionary funds and influence had of necessity been
removed. There had been a systematic looting so that heating plants, plumbing
equipment, sterilizers, and even instruments are gone. The Japanese needed metal
so took it wherever it could be found.

Hospitals which at one time had splendid up-to-date equipment are eithertrying to run in a make-shift manner, or are closed entirely. Severance hospitaln which used to be the pride of Korea and to which patients came from allover the country and even from Japan for medical attention, is in this run-down- and
pathetic condition. There have been no missionaries on the staff since before thewar, and the present staff seem unable to repair or improvise replacements. Clean-
JLiness and efficiency are lacking. Funds were not available for repairs, so thatthe leaky roof continued to leak, and the plumbing continued to be useless. Paintsoap, and even water were not sufficient to meet the needs, so the whole gave a

'

dingy, dark and unwholesome impression. It was like an institution that had lost
its soul. There is no reason, however, why the hospital could not be reconditioned
even modernized. It would take much patience, energy, and money, but should bedone

.
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general run-down condition of the Severance Hospital also applies tothe Methodist Hospital at East Gate, which is under Korean control, with no missionar es on the staff since before the war. It is now functioning as a general hos-pital, but should be limited to maternity and children's work unless much enlargedThe doctors and nurses, who are available from the missionary staff to work in thes<wo institutions, unfortunately arrived just before our departure. Thus, our con-ferences with those who had once worked in these institutions and were ready to re-turn for active work came too late to be incorporated in our findings. It was
however, generally agreed that mission effort should be centered in one strong'medical program. Funds should be found to rehabilitate the hospitals, and also toestablish the very best medical and nursing schools that can be maintained. Laws

b®®n
.

p^f
ed ** government which require a new high standard, and the needfor a Christian medical work is felt in Korea as never before.
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The Severance Union Medical College vas founded over 60 years ago by
missionaries, and vas supported by the Canadian United Church, Australian Presby-
terians, Presbyterians US, Presbyterians USA, and the Methodist. Is there another
Board? The hospital and school are situated in a compound in the center of the
city of Seoul, near the railroad station, a very valuable and strategic location.
There vas a Board of Trustees before the var and a large staff of Koreans and mis-
sionary doctors and nurses. During the var, the missionaries had to withdraw,
funds could not be sent from the United States and the Japanese dominated more and
more the whole institution. There has been a frequent change in the personnel with
various doctors trying to hold the organization together until now it is in the
hands of Dr . Paul D, Choy, who is not only president of the medical school but also
superintendent of the hospital. He has a group of loyal medical men around him,
but the hospital cannot be run in order to support the medical school which is what
it has been endeavoring to do the last few years. The institution has now a large
deficit.

Before the var the medical work in Korea had a fairly high rating. Al-
though the Japanese would not allow the granting of medical degrees, Severance
Medical Union College had a high standard and did good basic work granting a
license to practice medicine to its graduates. The school of nursing was recog-
nized as excellent and graduated finished nurses. During the var when funds were
cut off, when personnel vas depleted, when equipment was impossible to acquire,
and when the Japanese practically commandeered the whole plant, the entire set-up
of medical and nursing schools fell far below the standard.

To conform with the new regulations set up by the Department of Educa-
tion in the Government, new laboratories, teaching material and equipment are
needed. As one of the leading Christian Korean doctors said, "We must teach the
medical students the difference between a business and a profession. They must
learn that a hospital is a place to help people, not to make money." In other
words, Christian medical ethics are needed. Unfortunately, during the war, many
of the Christian Korean Doctors left the mission hospital to set up private prac-
tice. As in Japan and China, many doctors now are "money makers", and have lost
the ideal of service which should be incorporated in Christian medicine. The
name of Severance and what it has stood for in the Medical history of Korea should
be restored and take its rightful place as the leader of the health program in
Korea, as well as a center to demonstrate the healing of body and soul as seen in
Christian medicine. This should be our opportunity to develop a Grade "A" school
of medicine for Korea, in cooperation with the Chosen Christian University.

The Severance School of Nursing has struggled through the war doing the
best it could with limited staff and equipment. There is almost no recognition
nor understanding of the nursing service by the medical staff. The Japanese at-
titude of treating nurses as servants has crept in during the var, and some out-
standing nurses have found it impossible to continue working under these conditions.
We found nurses carrying water up three flights of stairs for hospital use and per-
forming other tasks that should have been done by hired workers. Until nursing
is recognized as a profession and the nurses are accepted as co-workers by the doc-
tors, with a proper budget set up for the school, we shall not draw into nursing
the type of young women we want to have care for our sick, nor hold on the staff
the graduate nurses needed for a well-run institution. Missionaries are being
asked to rejoin the staff at Severance, It will take courage and vision to carry
this great opportunity of rehabilitation to its proper fulfillment.
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We would recommend that Severance Hospital be developed into a well-
equipped, up-to-date medical center either on its present site or another one.
This teaching center in Seoul should have priority over other hospitals in rehaoil-
itation and staff, in order to train highly qualified Koreans to fill the crying
needs in the smaller hospitals throughout the country. We would also recommend
that the budgets for the Severance Medical School and of the School of Nursing be
separate from that of the hospital. We would urge that the Wo premedical years
now given at Severance be transferred to the campus of Chosen Christian College,
thus relieving the congestion on the Severance Compound and allowing the students
to benefit from the stimulus of the larger student body and faculty of C.C.C. We
would also suggest that consideration be given to developing a School of Nursing
of College level, using Ewha College for preclinical training and Severance Hos-
pital for clinic training.

The Public Health and Welfare Department under the Government have done
much to advance the medical program throughout Korea. There is cooperation on all
sides between Government Hospitals and the mission work. At Taigu the mission
hospital has been greatly helped and should soon be the center of active, progres-
sive medical work. The Leprosarium there, has carried on well and is once again
turning to the mission doctors for help. The Tuberculous work is under the govern-
ment, and with the help of former missionaries, a great deal is being accomplished.

Where the hospitals were looted and closed, such as in Andung and Chunju,
we would recommend concentrating on Public Health work. Already the Methodists
have nurses at work with mobile units, and more such could be used. There is also
a big place for Health Clinics of all sorts in connection with the Social Work
programs. The requests for Public Health nurses should be high on our list of
personnel.

The future program of cooperation with all Christian groups should lead
to a strengthening of our medical work. The Seventh Day Adventists, whose splen-
did medical work is known all over the Orient, will undoubtedly be glad to join
in this united effort of training Christian workers. The Koreans know that the
best in medicine has come to them through missionaries. Let us make every effort
to continue this great program of healing the body and soul through Christian
Medical Work.

Eehabilitation Of The Christian Community
Henry G, Bovenlcerk

Korea did not suffer the direct devastation of war as many of the nations
of Europe and Asia did. No battles were fought on her soil or large-scale bombing
occurred. As a unit of the Japanese Empire, however, Korea was seriously drained
of metals and raw materials; her farmlands were forced to produce without proper
replenishment of the soil. More serious, however, is the fact that she has been
keyed into the whole production machinery of the Japanese Empire and has neither
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the equipment nor the technical skill to become an independent manufacturing unit.
During the pre-war decade 93$ of her exports were to Japan and 94$ of her imports
were derived from that country. Her significance in the Japanese economy was that
of a supplier of raw material, agricultural products, and unskilled labor.

Specific Needs of Churches and Schools

The specific needs of the Christian community in Korea are mainly those
products which cannot be produced by Korea* s industries. With the importation of
American raw cotton by the American military government there are sufficient cotton
spinning mills to very adequately supply the country with clothing; in fact, there
were several reports that the Koreans are better clothed than they ever have been.
The same is true of their food supply, provided there is sufficient chemical fer-
tilizer. As one reviews, however, the findings of the Joint Conference, it will
be noted that the list is composed almost entirely of the items which cannot be
manufactured there.

Building Materials

Cement, glass, plumbing fixtures, piping, metal roofing and paint are
some of the items desperately needed to rehabilitate both the churches and the
schools. For about a decade nothing could be done to keep institutional buildings
in repair.;, all material was devoted to the war effort against China and the Allied
Powers, Your deputation witnessed hospital buildings which would continue to
deteriorate rapidly and certainly would not be able to function even on a low grade
medical standard without drastic repair. In two hospitals water was being carried
by hand to large vats next to the operating room because the water system was poor
and unreliable most of the time.

Drab, bleak rooms remind one of accounts of conditions in medicine a
century ago. The restoration of hospital buildings and equipment in Korea will
definitely be a major item in the reconstruction of the country.

What is true of the hospitals is also true of the schools. The deputa-
tion saw ample evidence of the damage caused by leaking roofs, of seriously
damaged flooring, of broken windows, and lack of paint covering. Even the modern
and. relatively new buildings of the colleges in Seoul need proper material and

care if they are to continue to function in the manner originally in-
tended.

Institutional Equipment

To the uninitiated it would be very surprising that church bells should
be placed in a high position among the equipment items needed by the churches.
Just as the church bell decades ago in the American countryside ms not only the
signal for the worship service but also the time -piece of the community and fitted
into the daily routine of the community life, so the church bell has its standing
in the towns and villages of Korea. One of the prominent pastors of Korea phrased
the goal of evangelism in his land, "every villager and townsman within the hear-
ing distance of a Christian church bell".
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Musical instruments should also call for comment. The Korean church has

become a singing church; during the years of oppression when deliverance seemed to

be distant, their faith and hope welled up in song. The quality of their singing

is that of the Negro spiritual in its notes yearning pathos, the weariness of liv-

ing, and the jubilant cries of triumph and thanksgiving (Taegu). When the written

Word and the spoken Message was suppressed and censored, the people found their

souls in the Christian hymns sung with a meaning and ardor which still rings in

the ears of your representatives. During the war choirs and singing groups came

into existence even in the smaller churches. Whatever American Christendom can do

in the matter of musical instruments, hymnals and volumes of sacred music will

bring rich returns in that section of Christendom which is finding its Christian

expression in sacred song.

Whatever can be done to stimulate the production of Christian reading
material deserves every support; Korean church and educational leaders, particu-

larly the younger men, confessed that they are intellectually ill-equipped to meet

a Marxist dialectic or the complex problems of modern life. Some have received

educational advantages from the institutions in China and Japan. If the English-

reading element in the Christian church were large, the large importation of Chris-

tian books printed in the Western countries would be a rapid solution. There are

enough of English-reading church folk, however, to warrant the sending of a limited

amount of Christian books of highest quality under the agreement that they either

be translated or used in reading clubs to give them effective influence. The im-

portance of the written word both for the nurture of the Christian community and

the furtherance of the Gospel cannot be exaggerated. If the shipment of paper be

the only bottleneck as has been constantly averred, then let paper be shipped in

large quantities.

Purchasing and Shipping Agency

Your deputation makes a strong recommendation that a joint purchasing

and shipping agency be organized to import from North America those supplies so

badly needed by the churches and schools. In a meeting of the Committee of Ten
with missionary representatives of at least five denominations present the organi-

zation of such an agency was recommended, including the request that the Boards or

Church World Service send a qualified business agent who would also act temporari-

ly or permanently as a treasurer either for a single mission or a joint mission of-

fice. The deputation on its own initiative recommends that a steamer be chartered

for a bulk shipment of these much needed reconstruction items, and other supplies.

Dr. Young will discuss the livelihood of the missionaries. The mission-

aries are dependent on the largesse of the American Army for the right to purchase

fuel, coal, ice and PX items, but such an arrangement must discontinue in the very

near future. Therefore the deputation suggests that out-going missionaries take

at least a three-months supply of food with them; but the further importation of

food would be handled by the shipping office.

Befugees from North Korea

Korea is among the areas of the world where the two dominant ideologies
of our time come into conflict, an unhappy country which is the viotim of two

terrible pressures. Poverty, the inability to be economically independent, and the
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lack of strong national leadership accentuate its helplessness. Refugees from
North Korea pour over the border; the Russians are quite willing that they should
go, provided that they leave all their possessions behind, for the larger the
number which enters the American zone, the greater becomes the problem to house,
feed and employ this unassimilated population. The city of Seoul already has be-
come extremely congested and authorities have taken steps to shift the incoming
refugee population into areas farther south.

Some forty miles north of Seoul just south of the 28th parallel are the
reception centers for the incoming group; they are actually makeshift communities
of tents. During the heat and heavy rains of this last summer they were indescrib-
able places of filth and discomfort, and the hardship will be even more terrible
in the coming winter.

Relief Organization

The deputation suggests two approaches to assist the desperate refugees.
First, the organization of a Christian Korean-American Relief Agency; and second
the organization of vocational training schools. In our recommendation we quote
the finding of the Joint Conference that a United Christian Relief Agency be or-
ganized to receive contributions from Korean Churches and from similar agencies
abroad and administer them among the refugees in Korea. The Christians are capable
and have the resources to help their fellow-citizens from the North, among whom so
many are Christians, and CWS would thereupon assist with resources from abroad.

It will be necessary to consider transportation equipment, storage and
protection of supplies in such an enterprise. The P.H. & W. Department of the 24th
Corps has taken the same stringent attitude toward relief management that pertained
to Japan, but in both countries the restrictions have greatly relaxed. In Korea
the PHW Department procured an 1ST to ship the Presbyterian 1000-bed hospital from
Shanghai to the harbor near Seoul; the latest information would indicate that this
is being done without cost to the Mission, In addition, a warehouse has been pro-
vided for^the storage of the hospital unit; and in this whole arrangement the Mis-
sion has full right to dispose of the hospital equipment as it wishes, The success
of this project would certainly indicate that this department would not obstruct
the success of a relief agency.

Vocational Training Projects

The second approach to the refugee situation is the organization of vo-
cational training schools. One of the worst legacies of Japanese occupation is
Korean industrial serfdom; there are almost no Koreans trained in industrial pro-
fessional, and commercial activities. It is proposed that industrial training be
provided to refugees in schools which have self-help features. 3uch a school has
been suggested by the Committee of Thirty of Pastor K. C. Hahn's Church. Applica-
tion has been made for the use of a factory formerly owned by the Kanebo Spinning
Co.; five hundred sewing machines are in the plant now, which will be put to pro-
ductive use. The warehouse has capacity for classrooms, and dormitories are also
part of the plant. The whole project will be run on a non-profit basis as an edu-
cational institution. Five million yen will be needed to purchase the site and
buildings. Needless to say, the government is vitally interested in such a project,
which would be a substantial beginning for similar long-range enterprises for build-
ing a new self-reliant Korea.
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If there is an efficient, unitedly planned approach to give the Christian
community in Korea material, equipment and evangelist resources, then there will be
assurance that both Church and schools can build for a Christian Korea.

Church, Missions And Related Institutions- -Korea
Margaret Billingsley

Social Service Projects and Program

Before the war both church and Missions had a social service program
which was working effectively. There were both co-operative and denominational
projects. One of these was "The Home for Girls in Need", which was a co-operative
piece of work being supported by the various groups with the Salvation Army provid-
ing a trained worker for the home. Another project was that of having a worker at
the port of Fusan to help combat the white slave traffic, by giving guidance and
assistance to travelers who found themselves without a place to stay or without the
proper papers or funds for going or coming from Japan. Here again the Salvation
Army furnished the worker while the other groups furnished the funds and helped
in the planning and operation of the program. The Salvation Army had a large Boys
Home in Seoul where orphans, beggar boys and others were given a home and taught a
trade. The Churches had workers who helped in finding positions for country boys
and girls who came to the city hunting work. Individuals, churches and Christian
Groups who had their pet social service projects were many and all were very ef-
fective, each meeting a need of the moment.

The Methodist church followed the policy of having Social Evangelistic
Centers in their Mission Stations. These were similar to the Community or settle-
ment house found in America. Through these institutions emphasis was put upon the
prevention of social problems. However, some relief work was also done. During
the war the Seoul Center (Presbyterian and Methodist) being declared alien property
was sold under force to the city for a police station. It is still a police sta-
tion to-day, but the home in connection with the Center has been returned and is
in the process of repair so that work may once again be started. A missionary is
living and working in the home and it is hoped the Presbyterians will soon add a
member to the staff. The deed for the main building has been returned and the
promise made that as soon as a suitable place can be found that the police station
will move, turning the property back for its original use.

In Songdo the Center had been taken over by a Communist group, but here
also a missionary has returned. After a few weeks of struggle things have been
settled and the former work is being re-established. The Christians of the com-
munity urged that a missionary be returned to this institution, so they are working
with her 100$.

The smaller Center in Wonju is being repaired, with the former missionary
reorganizing the work. , This building was used by the Church and as a residence
during the war period. There has been no news from two other similar institutions
in the north.
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Well baby Clinics have been a part of all the social centers as veil as
a part of the Church program in many places. In S?oul there vas a headquarters
building, with weekly clinics held in Churches and in the Seoul Center, where the
work was started. The nurse in charge of the clinic at the Center said, "I could
not let the work which the missionaries started die, so I took the equipment with
me and rented a room and carried on the clinic throughout the war," When asked
how she financed it, she said she used all her personal savings and then the sav-
ings of her relatives. When the American army came in they asked her to move her
clinic to the city hall where it became the nucleus of the present Seoul city wel-
fare clinic. Miss Kim, the nurse, has returned with the missionary to the Seoul
Center home to again carry on the work there.

With freedom making it possible many organizations are interested in
various forms of social work. The Women's Police Department has been established
with the idea of preventing delinquency. Classes of all kinds for children and
women are conducted by the Women's Police. Many of our Christian trained girls
are finding this an attractive field of service.

The W, C, T, U. is interested in opening a home for girls and women who
have no place to stay while working in the city. They are also active in educa-
tion for temperance which has become even more of a problem since the entrance of
the American Army,

Many of the Government agencies have called upon our church and mission
trained people to head up their work, A man who worked at the Seoul Center heads
up the Korean Red Cross, a doctor from Severance supervises the Department of Pub-
lic Health and Welfare and many others are working in these departments. The
Y.M.C.A. is moving on with its program, while the Y.W.C.A. has been reorganized
with a better building than it had before the war. The present location was for-
merly used by the Japanese. A Y.W.C.A. trained Korean worker from Hawaii is on
her way to Korea to become the Executive Secretary of this organization.

Churches are doing work with refugees, both in the camps and in their
local communities. Thousands of these people have been helped in finding work and
in securing living quarters.

The Church is also active in prison work. Several former pastors are
now prison chaplains. The Church women are also planning a program for the
prisoners.

Hostels

Formerly neither the Church nor the mission groups had hostels for stu-
dents. Dormitories were connected with all the mission schools, but there were
not many, if any, detached hostels. To-day there is a felt need for this type of
service, especially in Seoul. Students come to Seoul from all over the country
and under the present crowded conditions it is very hard to find a place to live.
A Mr. Pok, who worked with student hostels in Japan, has established one in Seoul,

which we had the privilege of visiting. Students (most are refugees from the
north) representing almost every college and university in Seoul are living in
this hostel which is operated on Christian principles with a Christian program.
Missionaries end Boards are being asked to give a helping hand.
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National Christian Council

On October 9, 1946, the National Christian Council wa3 re-organized with

the following groups represented:- Methodist Church, Presbyterian Church, Holiness

Church, Salvation Army, Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Young Peoples Union, Korean Bible

Society and the Missionary groups. The Chairman is Kim Quan Sik and Im Young Bin

the Executive Secretary, There is a total membership of seventy with an Executive

Committee of eighteen. To date their activities have been confined to publishing

a Christian Weekly, two pages, three thousand copies a week. One copy sells for

five Won. More copies would sell, but the shortage of paper will not permit more

to be printed.

There are committees on evangelism, social service, education and pub-

licity. They would also like to put out a union hymnal. Though having many ideas

and plans they have not been able to go forward. There i3 some doubt on the part

of certain church groups as to the legality of the present re-organization while

others will not recognize certain members due to reported collaboration. The or-

ganization needs to be strengthened. We are suggesting a re -study of the organi-

zations with plans to provide from increased Church and Mission contributions suf-

ficient salary for a full time, well-trained Korean Executive Secretary, We also

fed that it would greatly help if one of the Boards would supply a full time

missionary as an Associate Executive Secretary.

Bible Society

Before the war the British and Foreign Bible Society, with a qualified

staff were carrying on a very effective program. There were two missionaries on

the staff. Following liberation there was a re-organization with some of the

former Korean staff. Mr. Scott of the United Church of Canada, is assisting in

this work. All are grateful to the British and Foreign Bible Society for the

10,000 Bibles sent to Korea, and to the American Society for the 100,000 New Testa-

ments. These Bibles and Testaments sell for a very high price and have to be ra-

tioned since there is such a demand for them. There is a plea for more Bibles in

order to meet the needs of the people.

There is also an urgent request for paper in order to print Bibles in

Korea, so they can be printed in the new spelling which is now being used. This

will also make it necessary to have a committee on revising the Old and New Testa-

ments in conformity with the modern linguistic standards.

Christian Literature Society

Preceding the war years Korea had a fine C.L.S. building and an active

program. However, even at that time this organization did not care for all the

Christian literature production and publishing because of doctrinal differences.

Some churches preferred to do their own, but the C.L.S. was the recognized body

producing Christian literature.

In March 1941 Dr. Y. 3, Ryang, not a member of the staff of the Society,

but an interested Christian was called to the Police Department and told that he

was going to be asked by the missionaries to take charge of the C.L.S. work and

that he must not refuse to accept. Arrangements were made between the missionaries,
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Dr. Byang and the Police Department. Then the Japanese said that this was such a
big work that he would need help so they appointed an assistant who proved to be a

spy. Taking advantage of Dr. Byang* s lack in the Japanese language, telephone
calls were made openly from the office to the gendarme several times a day report-
ing the names of those who called at the office etc. This arrangement continued
until war was declared. The Governor -General then declared the C.L.S. to be enemy
property and appointed the Japanese Governor of the province to be Property Custo-
dian, The C.L.S. work was stopped.

Following liberation, every one was so busy that nobody seemed to have
time to look after the C.L.S., so after two months, Dr, Byang went to the Military
Government and was appointed Property Custodian for the Society, The building had

been stripped of all furniture, equipment, radiators, toilets, electric fixtures,

telephones, iron gratings and even the elevator. For a while the Military Govern-
ment used part of the building for offices and in return secured contractors and
practically repaired the building. The Society operates in a few rooms, renting
the others to different groups which pay rent.

There were a few copies of books left in the stock rooms, of which
228,5^8 copies have been sold since October 1945. The hyinn book plates and half

tone cuts were removed by the Japanese.

This society with a history of fifty-seven years was re-organized on
May 8, 1947. At this time Dr. Byang turned over to them the property over which
he had been a good steward. Mr, E. J. 0. Fraser of the United Church of Canada is

acting as Executive Secretary during this period of re-organization.

Both the Deputation and the Joint Conference are recommending that the

Christian Literature Society be the one united agency for the production and dis-

tribution of Christian literature in Korea. The emphases being put on unity and

the fact that there should be only one agency in Korea for the production of Chris-

tian literature. We are also asking that the Mission Boards provide personnel,
materials and funds for the speedy resumption of the production and distribution
of Christian literature in Korea. Let me quote from a paper by Euengi Lew, "A

united form in Christian Literature is needed. I am sure you were informed by

many worthy speakers that the Korean Church not only saved and propagated the
Korean alphabet, but she has been the leading power in the production of good liter-

ature for fifty years. But during the war years the Church was misused by the

Japanese army and the language was banned and books in Korean were prohibited.
However, since the liberation, at least south of the 38th parallel, we have the

freedom of printing, and the Church must not miss the golden opportunity. She must
regain her prestige in the literary field and flood the book market with wholesome
Christian literature. To do this great and necessary work, the Christian Church
must put up a united front."

Paper is the greatest need at present. Most of the printing can be done
in Korea if paper and binding materials are sent from America. There is no paper

in Korea. The good paper left from the Japanese stock is from 70 Won to 15,000 Won
per ream, while poor Korean paper is from 50 Won to 2,500 Won in Christian litera-

ture and if it contains anything against Communism the printers will not touch it.

The printing shops are colored and the book stores are flooded with "things un-

Christian" .
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from the military government. Arrangements were made with American officials to
renovate missionary houses in return for the occupancy of some of them. The ac-
tivities of the missionaries became interwoven with the military government as a
result of being guests of the occupation forces.

The second major factor that ha3 affected the life and activities of the
missionaries in Korea has been the exchange rate. Missionaries are horrified at
the small amount of labor and material which can now be purchased for the Korean
currency equivalent of American dollars. Since there was one favorable change inthe official rate it has been hoped that there would be another. This has
paralyzed much of the activity that might have been carried on by way of relief
and reconstruction.

The missionaries in Korea include very few younger men and women. It hasbeen possible to secure permission for the re-entry of experienced missionaries
whereas the military government has balked on giving permission for new missionar-
ies to come into the country. Consequently the age level of the missionaries in
Korea is high and the enthusiasm and vigor of youth is conspicuous by its absence.

. . .
. J:

he Reputation viewed with concern the above factors which have contri-
buted to the missionary program in Korea. Korean Christian leaders are loud in
their appreciation of the sacrifices made by veteran missionaries who suffered in-
ternment at the outbreak of the war. These same Korean Christians make very clear
that in the future they wish missionaries who will be co-workers "of the same equal
r
;£
hts privileges - not on the basis of nationality, source of support or any

other differences or prejudices." At the joint planning conference it is signi-
fleant that one of the thoughts concerning the functions of missionaries should beas follows: We are not unmindful about the unwarranted intimidation of fear that
our missionaries sent from allied nations may reflect in their attitude and ac-
tions due to the political and economic position that their countries hold in
Korea at the present time."

The deputation recommend that the missionaries in Korea as soon as pos.sible separate themselves from the bounty of the occupation forces with the hope
that as their independence increases their scope of activity still will increase.

^ was gratifying to note a unanimous request of the churches and in-dividual Christians in Korea for missionary evangelists, doctors, teachers, ruraland social workers as well as specialists in all departments of church activity.

Special request was made by the church for short term specialists toteach in schools, work among youth and in community programs.

.

Since the possibility of the free access of missionaries to Korea was
still an academic question, the deputation gave no serious attention to the pro-
grems of language study. It is noted that courses in Korean language are offeredin New Haven and Berkeley and the deputation assume that all new missionaries goingto Korea would have their preliminary language training at one of these institu-tions.

Since there were no missionaries with small children in Korea
tion of a school for missionary children did not arise.

the quea-

The deputation left Korea convinced that this land is extremely importantas a proving ground for Christianity in East Asia. Great care must be taken as tothe type of missionaries to be sent there in the near future.
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Preparation of Rules of Administration

U7-10a5 - Pursuant to Board action #h5-73> outlining the procedure for re-entering
occupied fields and providing for a thorough survey of the field in

consultation with leaders of the national churches as to the field program to be
undertaken and as to the form of administrative organization to be set up and its
relation to the national church and its constituted courts, and upon the recommendation
of the Boardt s Deputation to Korea, the Executive Council, acting upon the authority
given to it by the Board at its meeting on October 20-21, and acting ad interim for
the Board, took the following actions:

1* Looking toward the re-establishment of the Korea Mission in accordance with
the Board's Manual rules, sections 59 to 71, it was VOTED to authorize all the mission-
aries on the field in Korea, including those in government service, to be constituted
as a committee of the whole, electing their own chairman and secretary, with the
purpose, in full consultation with the Korean Church, of preparing rules of administra-
tion to be returned to the Board on or before December 1, l?li7, for its consideration
and action, with the expectation that the date of the re-establishment of the Mission
shall be January 1, 191*8. These rules of administration shall embody the principles
outlined in the Recommendations of the Deputation, page 6 ,

revised to read as follows:
*The Deputation is convinced that the entire evangelistic program,

including lay training, missionary assignments, work budgets, women »s work,
etc., should be determined by the General Assembly and the Presbyteries of
the Korean Presbyterian Church in cooperation with the missionaries; it
therefore recommends that a cooperative arrangement be organized by the

Church and the •missionaries for the planning and control of all evangelistic
activity in which the missionary participates, »•

It is understood that the Emergency Executive Committee gave its support, in its
Survey and in discussions with the Deputation, to the principles involved. Arrangements
for the meeting of this committee of the whole shall be the responsibility of the
Korea Emergency Executive Committee*

2, It was further VOTED to request that in the preparation of the rules of
administration consideration be given 1) to the closer relationship to the Korean
Church of the medical program and other institutional work; and 2) to a provision
whereby there shall be annual review of this process of administration with report
to the Board, looking forward to the- further merging of the work of the Mission, into
the work of the Korean Church as conditions in Korea become stabilized and the church
is in a position to undertake these addtional responsibilities.

3n It is further understood that the rules of administration will take into
consideration the Board ?s covering actions, approved by the General Assembly,
appointing Field Administrator in certain fields in connection with the processes
of re-establishing the work, with the following duties in general:

1. The Field Administrator is charged by the Board, under the general
direction of the Board and Mission, with the execution of the Board
and Mission policy for Korea, as this policy may be outlined from
time to time.

2*, He will serve as the Executive Secretary of the Mission and of its
Executive Committee, in which capacity he will give full time to
executive work and counsel.

3# As Secretary he will conduct the official correspondence of the Mission
and its Executive Committee with the Board.
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Under the general direction of the Executive Committee, he will have
special responsibility to the Board for the supervision of the

Restoration Program and for the implementation of a Program of Advance,
as outlined by the Mission and the Deputation,

5. He will hold this position and this relationship for a period of fiveyears, the question of the continuation of this office to be reviewed
at the end of the five-year period." (Bd, Ac. 10/22/1*71Report from Committee of the Whole
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t^rian Churoh"
6 avan

f
ela stlc of missionaries working with the Korean Presby-

mfw ! Ifl i
therefore VOTED to re-establish the Korea Mission as of

‘

January 1, 191*8, in accordance with the Board's Manual rules. Sections 59-71, and with

the three
E

o+h
dlr

\r^ th® MlSslon would nsg°tiate further with the Korean Church and

line, ^ 0th
f-

M1
:u
S1

°S
S C °?Cerned regarding these cooperative arrangements along thelines outlined m the Report of the Committee of the Whole." (Bd. Ac. 12/16/1*7)

"1*7-1256 - The Board noted also that Chapter Six, Section 18, of the Report of the
..

Committee of the. Whole, lists a number of items as 'private affairs of

fld
f

approving the first five mentioned, namely "homes, salaries,

,n^°^?
h
n

S
’ medlcal attention, itineration funds,’ the Board questions whetherpersonal assistants to missionaries in various lines of work, etc.' should be

TOrk
U
nf

d
th

S1
rh

e X
h

1S
a
t^ understanding the Board that all funds covering the

thS G^rCh 30(1 lts institutions are to be under the control of the JointCommittee or the various Branch Committees,

Korean ChnneV
B
°f

d noted er that, while the Joint Committee representing the

i n if ihe +
C0°Peratlng Missions is to be given the responsibility ofadvising in the selection ahd location of the missionaries who are to labor inconnection with Evangelistic work, Educational work, Sodial Service, etc.

'

,

the section

Other Tn + +

t
+

deal
ff ’Relationship to the Korean Church of the Medical and

tha+f
Institutional Work fails to state how such work is to be administered except

Knre fJ ^ . f
’policy to seek to secure the closest cooperation of theKorean Church by submitting the program of such work to the district planningcommittee for review.' The Board, therefore, VOTED to ask the Mission to give further

(Bd. Ac! 12/l6A7°
rtant matt6r ^ t0 reP°rt as s°on as possible for Board approval."

Possible Appointment of Field Administrator «

"1*7-1257 - In regard to the possible appointment of a Field Administrator for Korea,
.

e Board realizes that the plan for placing all evangelistic work of thelssion under the control of a Joint Committee representing the K0rean Presbyterianhurch and the four Missions in Korea cooperating with' this church, may make itnecessary to modify the functions of the Field Administrator as outlined in Boardaction #1*7-101*5. The Board, therefore, VOTED to defer action on this matter untilthere has been time to confer with the various bodies concerned, the Korean Church,
e orea Mission and the other Boards and Missions cooperating with the Korean Church,

t is understood that, in conferring with the various Boards and Missions concerned,the question of appointing a Field Administrator for all four Missions would be gitendue consideration." (Bd. Ac. 12/16/1*7)
-
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Plans for Field Administrator

"W"29 '
thf

reC0rd
.

0f
+

the Allowing action of the Administrative Committee,regarding the reorganizatiqn of the Korea Mission:

'In response to the request of the Korea Emergency Executive
ommittee.on January 2, 192*8, for instruction regarding plans foreld administration following the reorganization of the KoreaMission on January 21, 192*8, the Administrative Committee VOTED

Exaont p
adlo

ff
aln t0 Korea, authorizing the election of an InterimExecutive Committee and an Acting Executive Secretary. It was

understood that the above personnel would serve pending negotiationswith other Boards and Missions in connection with plans for joint
administration, as approved by Board Actions #217-1255 and #2*7-1256,ecember 16, 192*7- It was also understood that, if the plans forjoint administration do not materialize, the Board would take up

Action
e

I|

1
7
U
i

S
nfd°

P
n
S
f
1
u

a Fi
f
ld Administrator, as given in Board

#hl
zl

0^> 0ct°ber 22, 192*7, the question to be reviewed onor before the Annual Board Meeting in June, 192*8 J' (B.A. 1/20/2*8)

^^^^Q^OQOARD IN ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERDENOMINATIONAL PURCHASING AMD

"2*7-102*6 - Upon the recommendation of the Joint Deputation to Korea, it was VOTED to

ShiDDintr Aire^v +n
Pa^ ln

,

the establishment of an interdenominational Purchasing and

^conditioning
Shl

?
adequa

^
e supplies for the livelihood of missionaries, the

relatS hosnit aJ f T^°V^denoes
, tha rePeirs and replacement of churches and church

”^S22Si.r^;fti^2^ )

"hlch,he B°-rt “>

APPROVAL OF CONTINUATION OF NEGOTIATION FOR LOAMS IN KOREA

"2*7-102*7 - Upon the recommendation of the Joint Deputation to Korea, it was VOTED to
approve the continuation of the policy of negotiating loans in Korea

exch|nge
e

rate
P
i

rt7
hr-

th
H f

S
/l

aS a guarantee, until such time a/more favorableexcnange rate is obtained." (Bd. Ac. 10/22/1*7) /
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°F PRESBYTERIAH DEPUTATION TO KORtft REOARDIUG CHOSENIhLULQGICAL SEMINARY, SEOUL, KOREA —
1*7-909 - In view of the urgency of the recommendation of the Deputation to Korea

recommendatory
the

.

cb°sen Theological Seminary, the Board VOTED to aporove this

the rrOr e iu
pri

?
C1Ple > t0 the Executive Council authority to redraftthe wording of the action." (Bd. Ac. 10/20-21/2*7)

OunQ
PR0F0SAL QF MSSION COOPERATION WITH CHOSEN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY .

"1*7-1053 - The Executive Council, acting ad interim for the Board and upon special

to the nennOt^rr
1

-

1

f
r°m the B °ard ’ adopted the following minute with referenceto the Deputation s findings regarding Chosen Theological Seminaiy, Seoul, Korea:

rtmrvh j
1
?.
WaS

y°
TE

? y
hat the authorities of the General Assembly of the Korea

Rn nf ft “V"
1? 8 of the Chosen Theological Seminaiy be infomed that theBoard of foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.. favors the

rrrr ^
C00perate with Chossn Theological Seminaiy, whenever theSeminary has definitely been placed under a Board of Directors elected by the GeneralAssembly and pjmsistmg of one or more representatives from each of the Presbyteries

f the Church. It is understood that the Mission, in this cooperation with the
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Seminary, hopes to provide for the services of one or two of its members on the
emmary faculty, and that a limited sura of money will be appropriated for current

expenses and for the rehabilitation of the plant, as funds are made available from
the regular annual Board appropriations and from the Restoration Fund/' (B.A. 11/5/1*7)

ESTABLISHMENT OF RADIO BROADCASTING STATION, SEOUL, KOREA

"1*7-1100 - Upon urgent recommend ation of the Board»s Deputation to Korea for the
establishment of a radio broadcasting station in Seoul, and after careful

® u y ty t e Division of Education and Information of all the factors involved, the
Board VOTED to approve the following procedurei

1*- The Division of Education and Information, with the Secretary for Korea,
will explore at once with the Emergency Executive .Committee in Korea the
feasibility of establishing a recording studio in Seoul as an immediate
first step toward the launching of a program of radio broadcasting, this
studio to begin recording material in transcriptiori form /radio use through-
out Korea and also for phonograph record reproduction.

2 r The Division of Education and Information, with the Secretary for Korea,
will seek Methodist cooperation in this project and in mapping out radio
program development.

3# The Division of Education and Information, with the Secretary for Korea*
will correspond with Korea relative to personnel to begin the operation
of this project,

1*. The Secretary for Korea will advise the Korea Emergency Executive
Committee of the proposed Radio-Audio Visual Commission visit and suggest
the wisdom of surveying radio broadcasting possibilities along lines to
be suggested by the Commission prior to its arrival on the field.”

(Bd.- Action 11/18/1*7)

"1*7-1259 - In accordance with Board action #1*7-1100 authorizing the establishment
of a recording studio in Seoul, Korea, as a first unit toward a program

of radio broadcasting, the Board VOTED to authorize the Division of Education and
Information to proceed with the purchase and installation of equipment for a recording
studio in Seoul, Korea, immediately upon receipt of approval of this program from
the Korea Emergency Executive Committee and to approve the expenditure for this
purpose of not more than $5,000. to be charged to the Restoration Fund, Rehabilitation
of Christian Communities," (Bd. Ac. 12/16/1*7)

EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION BY BOARD TO MEMBERS OF JAPAN AND KOREA DEPUTATIONS AND
DEPUTATION OF LAYMEN TO MEXICO

"1*7-927 - The Board VOTED unanimously to express to the members of the Japan and
Korea Deputations and to-the Deputation of Laymen to Mexico their great

appreciation of their services in making these trips and' in bringing to the Board such
comprehensive reports." (Bd. Ac. 10/20-21/1*7)

EXPRESSION OF GREETINGS BY BOARD TO THE CHURCH AND MISSION IN MEXICO, GUATEMALA
iTOREA AND JAPAN

— 1

’1*7-928 - The Board VOTED to ask the Foreign Secretaries to convey to the church and
to the mission in Mexico and Guatemala, and in Korea and in Japan, the

information that of this date the Board has received the report of the Deputation and
has been encouraged, heartened and thrilled by that which it has been told, and that it
expresses to them its greetings and best wishes. The Board asks that in the messages
to these countries suitable reference be made to the devotion of these people in Mexico
and Guatemala, to the vitality of the Church in Korea, and to our Cooperation in the
united church in Japan and our desire to work with it." (Bd. Ac-. 10/20-21/191*7)
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W-163 - Pursuant to Board action #1*7-909, the Board VOTED to approvethe recommendations of the Korea- Denntat-i
aPProve

Chosen Theological Seminary in Seoul, Korea, providing:
^ ^ ^

2* That +ht n°
ar

a ^.

ake
-

a subsidy for current expenses.
2. That the Board furnish one full-time professor, and the

That
V

the
n

Bo^d^°
the

t
^Ttiaa Pr°fessor bv part-time service,

building.
^ rehabilitation of the Seminary !

That pTOTlsion be made for one scholarship abroad for each yearf r the next five years for qualified seminary professors.

The Board understood that these plans for assistance areconditioned on the Seminary »s being placed under the control of theGeneral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Korea and the p^ertvbecoming the property of the Church.
property

^

W-161* - The Board VOTED to aprrove the recommendation of the Deputation' Bibleregarding Hiseion participation 1„ Bible Inatltnte, „“St. £Sit«te.

o' ^
ibl

u-°u
aSS

|?
^ short term Bible Institutes.

2 P Two Higher Bible Institutes.

(a) Union Bible Institute in Seoul - Pierson Memorial Bible

CM j

Cb°o1
,

be reorganized as a union training school. ’

(b) A Presbyterian Institute in Taiku*

3iblf°ln^t
U
t

d
rSt00

^
th9Se tW° Institut5S w^e to be kept asBible Institutes and were not to develop into Theologicaleminanes, and were to be related closely to the Church.

proposed for thi
S
M*
baSiS thS

i°?f
d aPProved the Program of cooperation^ or the Mission, a full-time missionary for each and Boardsupplements to the budget, including Restoration Funds for repairs. I

I* - 5 - The Board gave further consideration to the report of the

of
S

-

rian
?
ePutation to Korea relative to the institutionser learning in Seoul, m which they presented for favorable

Ch"f
d oration recommendations regarding the inter-relationship of Chosen

Madic!l
ia
pn??

1VerS
^y

I
EWha Women ' s University and Severance Union

tha mf
1 C°llege

^ their relationship to the Korean Christian Church, and

Sarrunder^Iod
S
th

C

f^ ln K °rSa 311(1 in Amerioa and Australia. The

of M
d understo°d that these recommendations were directed to the Boards

th
rs
^

"usslonaI7 agencies. The Board took action covering

ih

h
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e

iSStSir1” t0 itS relati0nshiP -wort 0/

The Board noted that the Deputation recommended:
i. That the institutions in their reorganization adopt a uniformtype of organization so constituted as to provide for represen-

th^nm h
K
°a

ean Churches
> the Cooperating Mission agencies,!the official heads of three institutions, the Alumni of each !

I

Higher
Education
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institution, and the Korean community at large. The Board has
been advised that the institutions are now taking up these
recommendations and sees no major difficulty in bringing this
uniform plan into operation.

2* That since a "Union University" is not contemplated for the
present, a correlated program be instituted by three institutions,
providing for the following development for each institution:

(a) That all clinical aspects of medical and nursing education
be offered at Severance, with a definite place for women
in medicine as well as in nursing*

(b) That all preraedical work be at Chosen and Ewha with
preclinical nursing also at Ewha*

(c) That Chosen and Ewha concentrate on the development of
general education in arts and science. In this connection,
we wish to express our conviction that a sound undergraduate
foundation is a prerequisite for graduate work, and that,
therefore, for the present, plans for graduate development
can wait.

proAdingf
00perating Mission agencies give assistance in

a* Financial and material aid in the task of physical
rehabilitation:

(1) In the repair and renovation of present physical plants*
(2) In the equipping of laboratories until they are adequate

to the task. This will involve special aid for pre-
medical training.

(3) In the securing of special equipment, such as audio-
visual aids.

b* Personnel: the earliest possible provision of Western
personnel as follows:

Ewha - 12
Chosen- 12
Severance - 10

c-* Annual Grants: the assurance of substantial financial
assistance from all cooperating Missions for current budgets

d. Scholarships: a limited number of scholarships to enable
members of the staffs of the three institutions to go
abroad for refreshment and further academic training.

e. New developments: a joint campaign with a view to raising
a sum of US $14.00,000. for the erection of an adequate joint
library on a site halfway between Chosen and Ewha, and for
other projects which may encourage cooperation and
coordination*

The Board VOTED to approve these recommendations of the
Deputation, insofar’ as they pertain to the Board* s participation in
this program of assitance to Severance Union Medical College, Chosen
Christian University, and Ewha’ Women* s University, with the
understanding that the conditions will be met. The Board further VOTED

3d. Aid for
Chosen Chr.U.

,

Severance Med.,
Ewha Women* s

University
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to authorize the Korea Mission to enter into negotiations looking towards
the changes indicated and to submit to the ^oard the drafts of the new
Charters, so that the ^oard may authorize the appointment of members of
the Mission on the Board of Managers* The Board VOTED to approve the
action of the Emergency Executive Committee of the Korea Mission in
nominating four members of the Mission to the Board of Managers of Chose: 1

Christian University on a provisional basis, pending the final adoption
of a Charter complying with the basic policy of permanent cooperation
of the Mission*

The Board joined the Deputation in expressing its faith in the
future of these institutions and its desire to continue to share in the
task of providing Korea with Christian higher education. The Board
remembers the long record of cooperation in the past and rejoices that
for Chosen Christian University and Severance Union Medical College
this action is a renewal of the ties which have bound the Board and
these Institutions into a bond of fellowship and service over many years
The Board also joins the Joint Conference in looking forward to a
University which shall include all of these institutions*

The Board understood that, in accordance with the usual
practice, the Charters as revised or as finally agreed upon will be
forwarded to the Board and final action will be taken after receipt of
the Charters, authorizing the Mission to elect its representatives on
the Board of Managers*

U8-166 - The Board noted the statement of the Deputation concerning the
importance of Christian secondary schools in the life of the

Church, and the fact that the Church looks forward to the earliest
restoration of Christian control and direction of such schools, including
the two in Taiku and the two in Seoul, as well as the four in the North,
as opportunity may come.

The Deputation assumed that the Korean Church would carry the
major responsibility for secondary education, with the Mission assisting
in the rehabilitation of these schools by helping in repairs and re-
equipment, and further with missionary personnel being made available
for service in certain strategic middle schools. The Deputation
recommended aid in the form of scholarships for worthy Christian
students, and especially children of Christian workers.

In the consideration of these recommendations, the Board
noted the statement of the missionaries in the 19U7 Survey Report as

to the present status of these schools:

"Pyongyang Boys 1 School . Mission withdrawal in March 1939.
Property loaned to the government for continuing the school under
another name. Mow closed. It is expected that the property will revert
to the Mission.

"Seoul Boys * School (John D* Wells) . Mission withdrawal in 1939*
Property sold to Mr. Choi Tai lung for Yen 60, 000. The property was

subsequently sold and buildings on a new site erected north of the city.

School now operating under the Alumni Association with requests to the

Mission to resume co-operation.

Bd. faith
in these
institutions

Secondary
Education

Present Status
of Schools

Pyengyang
Boys 1 School

Seoul
Boys' School



Taiku Boys’ and Taiku Girls’ Schools , In 1939 the Mission withdrew
from these schools because of the problems arising out of obeisance at
Shinto Shrines as required by the Japanese Government. The schools then
came entirely under the control of Presbytery in that this body appointee
all members of the Boards of Directors of both institutions. A financia'
problem now developed in that the Presbytery was unable to provide the
funds hitherto made available by the Mission. In order to secure
additional financial support the Boys' School Principal succeeded in
influencing a non-Christian to donate funds in turn for which he was
established as Founder of the School. The Girls* School Principal was
able to organize a perpetuating group to make funds available for
current and other expenses*

"In 19li5 both Schools formed Juridical Persons (legal property hold-
ing, bodies) in which all buildings erected after Mission withdrawal were
registered. - All Mission property still registered in the name of the
Mission and in our legal holding body. During the war the schools once
again operated independently of Presbytery but at present the Boys' Schoo'
is theoretically once again under the auspices of Presbytery in that thi
body elects the seven members of the Board of Directors. However, the
founder and financial guarantor of the school is still a member of the
Board although a non-Christian and despite the fact that only Christians
are now eligible for Board Membership,

"Although non-Christians are permitted to serve on the faculty a
definite effort is being made to restore the former Christian atmosphere
of the Boys* School, The Bible is being taught and Chapel exercises
held, ihe students number 89lw There is an endowment of Yen 303,000,
The income is derived from student fees, the Parent-Teacher* s Association
and endowment,

.

Co-operation of the Mission is desired in the form of
co-administration, missionaries serving on the Board and Faaulty. For
the next five years the estimate for buildings is Yen ll*, 000, 000 and
for the current budget Yen 1,200,900,.

"The Girls’ School is not under the auspices of Presbytery although
this body elects two of the five members of the Board of Directors, The
Board itself elects two members while the principal serves as the fifth
member. Non-Christians are eligible to membership on the Board and at
present about one-half of the faculty are non-Christians, Students
number 600, There is an endowment of Yen 5*-000,000, The income is
from student fees, endowment and gifts of the Parent-Teacher*^'
Association. The School would welcome Mission co-operation on a basis
that the School would indicate but does not suggest ‘sharing the control*
The estimate for five years is Yen 15*000,000. for buildings and
1,200,000 for current budget. There is some evidence of a desire to
restore the Christian atmosphere by the teaching of ethics and one
hour of Bible per week and an occasional Chapel service.

u
Feb, 16, 17, 1918
Taiku Boys’
& Girls’ Schools

" Pyengyang Girls’ School , Closed in March 1938, Property still
intact,

"Girls
|

School in Seoul . With financial aid from the Mission or
Seoul Station this school was able to continue until evacuation, During
the war a wealthy non-Christian Korean family became interested in the
school and contributed generously toward its support with the result tl^t
the influence and control of this family increased in proportion to their
financial support until they finally assumed entire control and
discontinued the name "Chungsin". The Alumnae of the school decided to
re-establish the former Chungsin and succeeded in interesting one of

Pyengyang
Girls' School

Seoul
Girls

’

School
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their number to provide the necessary capital funds with which to secure

Government permission. With approval of the Presbyterian Board in New

York the buildings formerly occupied by Chungsin were made available to

the school. In the new constitution provision is made for Presbytery

and the Mission to cooperate with the Alumnae in a Board of Directors*

A principal has been secured, buildings are being repaired and it is

hoped the school will reopen in September *"

The Board VOTED to approve the general recommendations of the

Deputation relative to these schools and to refer the recommendations

to the Korea Mission. In doing this, the Board would reiterate its own

interest in these schools and hopes that the Mission will keep in close

touch with these schools and that individual missionaries will assist

both in the conduct of the regular schedule of the schools and in the

Christian activities in the schools, The Board asked the Mission to

indicate the restoration needs and the personnel desired.

Recommendations
re schools
approved

1*8-167 - The Board noted the recommendation of the Deputation regarding

the medical policy and program for the period following Mission

reoccupation and during the military occupation:

Medical Work

"In view of the limited resources in both personnel and institutions,

the Deputation believes that the most effective medical contribution

which can be made in Korea is that of high grade medical and nursing

education re-organized at Severance Medical Center, stressing the

Christian emphasis on service rather than profit; and recommends that

this take precedence over the re-establishment of hospitals in

smaller stations. It further recomn^nd^ that to stations where

hospitals are not being re-opened/ be 'assigned public health nurses,

who equipped with mobile units, shall stress the preventive aspect

of public health medicine.

In consideration of this recommendation, the Board noted the

statement on the pre-war medical work of the Mission as given in the

19i*7 Survey Report of the Korea Mission:

Statement re

Pre-war work

"The Mission formerly conducted medical work in all the eight

stations in which its missionaries were located. Some years before

the war, however, the hospital in Chairyung was' sold to a Korean

Christian* Since the end of the war the main building of the Union

Christian Hospital in Pyengyang, the property of the Methodist

Mission, was burned. Our Presbyterian unit still stands as do our

hospitals in Syenchun and Kangkei but information concerning

equipment, etc. is lacking entirely.

"Of the four hospitals in Southern Korea in which we conducted

work the Andong and Chungju hospitals were closed at the time of

evacuation. During the war these institutions were stripped of all
|

equipment and supplies and -since liberation have been occupied by

the American forces, although Andong hospital is now empty and

Chungju will be evacuated soon,

"In Taiku the Presbyterian and Leper Hospitals, preceding the war, l

according to an agreement between the Mission and the Church, were
!

under control of a Board of Directors half the members of which were}

appointed by Presbytery and half by Taiku Station. The property of
|



the Presbyterian Hospital was, and still is, registered in the Missioi

Juridical Person while that of the Leper Hospital is in the Leper

Juridical Person.
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'•The Mission and the Church should expect to assume responsibility

for the Taiku Hospital when a foreign rate of exchange has been fixed

so that funds may be brought out from America and when equipment and

building materials become available*' 1

The Board VOTED to approve the above recommendation of the

Deputation and to refer the question to the Mission for implementation

with the understanding that the Mission will continue to study the whole

question of medical service and make an effort to keep this arm of

Christian service for use by the Church, with the understanding that the

Board will be ready to consider further the whole question, especially

as it related itself to the-other hospitals now closed.

U8-168 - The Board VOTED to approve the following recommendation

regarding the future support of the Severance Hospital and

Medical Center by the Cooperating Boards as presented by the Deputation:

1. Annual grants to the current budget.

2 r Contribution towards the modernization of the out-patient

department, the repair and rehabilitation of the in-patient

department, and the nurses* residence*

3* Equipment from the "1000-Bed" hospital, purchased in Manila,

ti. Contribution of four to six missionary doctors, including one

dentist and h nurses.

5. Provision for scholarships abroad for two doctors and one nurse

annually for the next five years,

The Board understood that these recommendations are based on
J

the accompanying recommendation of the Deputation to the Board of

Managers that the Medical Center be organized as follows:

,rThe Board of Directors be so constituted as to provide for

representation of the Korean Churches, the cooperating Mission agen-

cies, the official heads of all three institutions (Severance, Ewha

and Chosen Christian Univ.), the alumni of the institution and the

Korean community at large."

U8-I69 - The Board noted the report of the misssionaries regarding the

status of the Taiku Leper Hospital, which before the war,

according to an agreement between the Mission and the Church, was under

the control of a Board of Directors with a Missionary Superintendent*

In Apri 19U3 it came under the direction of the Provincial Public Health

Department of the Japanese Government, which continued to function until

liberation in 19hS, after which time the Health Department of the

Military Government came into control. The Board also noted the

recommendation of the Deputation, as follows:

"The Deputation recommends that as opportunity is afforded, the

Mission participate in the work of the Taiku Leper Hospital and that

it come under Mission auspices,"

Recommendations
approved

Support of

Severance
Hospital and

Medical Center

Bd.- of Managers

of Severance,
Organization

Taiku Leper
Hospital
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.

®oar(^ VOTED to approve the recommendation and to refer
the question to the Korea Mission for implementation, with the under-
standing that the Board would be ready to help in the rehabilitation ofthe Hospital as it again comes under the joint control of the Missionand the Church.

1|8-170 - The Board, noted the suggestion of the Joint Deputation of the
Foreign Missions Conference that a nation-wide forward-moving

rural program be instituted in Korea, as an agency of the National

th^following*
1011 °f K °rea

' SUCh 3 pr0graJn t0 include among other things

1 *

2 .

3 1

h

•

5.

Publication of a. rural Christian magazine.
Development of unused arable land.
Animal husbandry, including dairying.
Horticulture, including dehydration and processing of fruit
Education in sanitation and health.

It wasafurther suggestion that the National Christian Council
s ould set up a national Christian Rural Training Center in addition to
regional centers. Such a training center would have personnel trained
in various skills, and would be linked closely with the local and
unreached villages; it would thus help to develop indigenous Christian
rural leadership, both for clergy and laymen, and provide an extension
service in the skills listed above, and also aid in carrying forward
an extensive evangelistic program,

The Board VOTED to approve the recommendation of the Board*

s

Deputation regarding this program, as follows:

,

"Th
f

deputation approved in principle the Christian agricultural
demonstration projects as they have been outlined by D. N. Lutz and

.

. Adams with the. understanding that not more than four Presbyterian
missionaries be assigned to this agricultural program.”

U8-171 - The Board VOTED to approve the recommendation of the Deputation
relative to Restoration Funds for Korea as follows:

"In view of the urgent need for restoring and rehabilitating
institutions and work in Korea, the Deputation recommends that as*
soon as the exchange rate of l5o/l or more is reached, the Mission
proceed immediately to use Restoration Funds; this should not
preclude the present use of funds where the work makes it necessary.
It is further assumed that material will be sent as needed regardless
of the exchange rate.

"The Deputation further recommends that one-half of the Restoration
Funds . allocated to Korea be held in reserve for the institutions and
work m North Korea with the understanding that they shall be used
when the 38th. parallel restrictions are removed, or shall be
reconsidered in 1950 in case there is no access in North Korea by
that time. " J

In connection with this action, the Board records the
statement of the missionaries in the 19h7 Survey Report relative to
Restoration and other funds, as follows:

Recommendation
approved

Rural Program
urged by F.M.C,
Joint
Deputation

Suggestion
to N.C.C, re
Christian Rural
Training Center

Recommendation
approved

Restoration
Funds

Recommendations
appr oved
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"We hope, therefore, that the Board will be prepared to consider
revised estimates as to the needs for its work in Korea and if
possible, keep intact all Restoration and other funds, designated
for Korea, .until a favorable exchange rate makes it possible for
these funds to be used to the best advantage. We expect that during
a period of reconstruction the needs in both personnel and funds will
be greater than they were before evacuation. We are greatly encour-a

by the efforts the Korean Church and Christian institutions are
making towards a forward movement in spite of inflation and political-
uncertainty, Certainly it is a time for the Board to substantially
increase its support in workers and funds. Retrenchment now would
he disastrous to the morale of the Christian forces among the
Korean people,”

Feb. 16-17

1*8-172 - The Board VOTED to accept the above
upon recommendations of the Board*

s

report as a whole, based Korea
Deputationrto Korea, Report apprvd

as a whole



Letter No* 1

Over Asia
September 2$, 19U8

Dear Friends:

Finally the last arrangements were made, the last word said at office
and home and we were off for LaGuardia airport, A suitcase and two brief cases

had been carefully packed and weighed. They totaled sixty-five pounds, just one

less than the limit. The plane was ready at the field, goodbyes were said to wife
and family and we were off on the long-planned-for trip to the Orient.

The course lay by way of Minneapolis where the Orient bound plane was
bocarded. ’7e loft New York at 8:00 in the' evening of September 22nd and the next
morning had breakfast in Edmonton, Canada, in the midst of the wheat country. Be-
fore noon we were at Anchorage, Alaska - the last two or three hours of that leg
of the journey lying over high snow capped mountains, one of the great unbroken
mountain regions of the world. It was not clear enough to see lit. McKinley but we
did see many mountain lakes and rivers, frozen and unfrozen, and at least three
gla ciers.

'At Anchorage the pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, Rev, R. Rolland
Armstrong, was at the airport to meet us* For an hour and a half he and' I toured
the city in his car. Before the war there were 35>00 people in Anchorage, now there
are 19,000 and it is still growing rapidly, A Christian Education director. Miss
Thelma Glenn, is assisting Rev. and Mrs. Armstrong and the Presbyterian Church is

filled to capacity. In addition, a new suburban church has been started and just
now a now building is going up in a beautiful location. Mr, Armstrong and Rev.
Fred Koschnann, minister of the new Faith Presbyterian Church, are doing much of

the construction themselves, assisted by church members and interested G.I.*s from
the Army Post. Costs are astonishing - 30 cents for a loaf of bread, $1.20 for a

dozen eggs, and fuel oil, at twice the cost in New Jersey. Here is frontier
America, with the Board of National Missions planning wisely and well for the
spiritual needs of the new community.

From Anchorage to Shemya, near Attu, is 1500 miles, and it would have been
the dullest leg of the journey but for the fact that a former friend, Bishop Timothy
Makita of the Episcopal Church in Tokyo, boarded the plane in Alaska on his way
from the Lambeth Conference. For most of the seven hours vie talked, Japanese
began to come back slowly and I learned a great deal about the Christian Church in
post-war Japan from this stimulating and devoted Christian leader. We talked church
and theology and hospitals and education and politics, and still we are not through.

At bleak Shemya we stopped only for sandwiches and coffee while the plane
was rcieuled, and then we v/ere off on the longest leg of the journey, 2000 miles to
Tokyo. It was now the evening of the 23rd, the longest day I*ve ever spent. Each
stop meant setting our watches back from one to three hours as we sped westward.
It seemed the sun would never set as we pursued it, 200 miles an hour one and a

half and two miles above the sea. We had a total of 21 hours of daylight and 10
hours of darkness on the 23rd.

Out of Shemya most of us went to sleep in the reclining seats about 9:00
P.M. We were due in Tokyo about 5 A.M. but the intervening hours totaled not 8,

but 12 as we fled before the rising sun. Some of us were up after eight hours
sleep, however, and were initiated into the Short-Snorter Club, this time with our
names on a Chinese bill. Bishop Makita made his appearance and when it was explained
to him he joined in the fun.
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That night we crossed the date line and lost Friday, the 2Uth. Be-
fc.irc dawn we sa , the lights of Japan and landed in Tokyo, one day and two nights
out of New York*

!c were off again in an hour — saw Fuji with her head above the clouds
and wore blessed with the clearest of weather as we passed over Osaka and the
Inland Sea. I saw Wakayama, where wc had lived for six years; Osaka, where our
school was burned; Hiroshima, where the bomb was dropped; and Shinonoseki, where
another school was burned* All this we saw in less than one hour.

At hynshu we turned sharp right and are now over Korea just thirty
minutes out of Seoul, where we are to land an hour before noon* Each stop has
meant a change in crevj-s, although we have kept the sane plane* It is a DC Uand

x?'
t

4. ,

bee
^

3S steady as the best of railroad trains. One of the pilots toldne
,

t
^“^.

he Troubd nuch rather fly out here than at home, for he had less trafficand better weather.

The twenty-five or thirty passengers have become good friends. It is
easy to talk above the hum of the motors and conversations are interesting and
varied. There are two Gliinese-Anericans from California, a Norwegian United Nations
employee from Shanghai, a Christian Science missionary from Boston, a lawyer frommamla .and many others. One man has his wife and four children with him. They
range in age. from 8 to 13>. Certainly it is an easy way for a mother to travel -
the journey is. short, the children can't get cut of sight, and there is always some-thing interesting to see outside the window.

Last night when I saw the lights of Japan I wa
when -Its. Smith and I, new appointees of the Board, firs
we approached on shipboard, and vowed anew to serve God
gospel in Japan. We are older now but there is the same
hope and pray there will be the same consecration as has
Churchy around the world. Won't you pray for us in these
that lie ahead? May we be used to serve the Mission and

s reminded of 19 years ago
t saw those same lights as
in the spreading of His
thrill about it and we
marked the work of the
three months of journeying
the Church where'er we go.

Sincerely,

John Coventry Smith



LETTER NO. 2

Seoul, Korea
October 18, 19^8

Dear Friends:

• rr

Three weeks and two days in Korea - my visit is over. Actually I am stillm Korea for the plane did not fly this morning and I am having a day of rest.

is certainly welcome for these have been busy days. We visited all the
Mission Stations in South Korea - Seoul, Chungju, Taegu, Andong and the sub-station
of hyungju. I preached at least a score of times, talked with groups of ministers
and elders, called on the President and American Ambassador and did a bit of
sightseeing in addition.

This was my first visit to Korea so that I am unable to make comparisons
between the past and the present. And in a few words, it is difficult to describe
New Korea, but I will try.

It is New Korea. The Nation is less than three months old and yet the
three years since Liberation have brought great changes. The half of Korea that lies
south of the 38th parallel is a new nation and already has begun to assert herself.
There was fumbling at the beginning. Japan had not trained any Koreans to carry on
the essentials of government. But out of the fumbling has emerged a pattern of
activity. Electric lights still go on and off at odd hours and transportation is
extremely difficult, but the new government is taking hold and there is promise for
the future.

There is a realistic appreciation of the fact that Communism is just across
the border to the North and that Communist activity always is carried on in the south.
But the people are assured that short of open war between Russia and the United States
they have a chance and they are carrying on without fear. The Constabulary is making
progress and is able to assure the internal security of the country while preparing
for the future. There is a consciousness that here Communism and the West face each
other and that the decision will be just as important for the Orient as the fate of
Berlin will be for Europe.

In such a situation, the Christian Church plays a truly important part/ In
many respects this is the most successful modern Mission activity. Some say there
are a million Christians among the 30,000,000 Koreans. Accurate statistics are
impossible with the Nation split in two, but churches are scattered all over the
country and Christians make their numbers felt by their participation in the
community. The first Pre'sident is a Christian, so are forty odd members of
Parliament and many leading educators are Christian. In almost every department of
government you will find them.

Fortunately, there are only a few denominations here. Among these,
Presbyterians predominate. The Church, of course, is independent — the Missionaries
cooperate with it. You would be proud of your Presbyterian brethren* Some of the
Churches are large. I preached at least a half dozen times to 1000 people or more.
Twice there were people standing. The smaller churches are full too. They sing well*
they have fine choirs and the spirit of devotion is impressive.

Perhaps the most striking thing about the Church is the vitality as
expressed in the power to reproduce itself in new churches* There have been more
than seventy of these since the war, few with ary outside help and some with
memberships in the hundreds.
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Personally, I attribute the strength of the Church , humanly spe^king
f to

the Bible Institutes established by the Mission* Here at strategic centers the
laymen have been trained during slack seasons on the farm. They have become Sunday
School teachers, deacons, eiders, lay preachers, and sometimes ministers if they then
continued on to the seminary . It is these people who have cared for new Christian
groups as the seed was planted.

The Moderator of General Assembly told me that only twice before in the
more than sixty years of Christian history had there been as great a chance for
evangelism# The door is open. Each time the door has opened, there has been an
adversary# First, it was the Koreans themselves, then the Japanese, and now it is
the Communists. Among students, and on the farms, it is this that is the eneny of
the Christian faith. As one elder put it, "This generation in Korea is deciding what
to do with the rest of their lives* We must strike now."

the South. They are still coming at the rate of 300 per day. Some of them live in
dug-outs and tents. Some live in shacks and houses. There are more than $00,000
in and around Seoul. Three out of five of these have become self-supporting# Many
of them are Christians, the largest church in south Korea is a refugee church. I
preached to 1200 people there one morning and they have three such services every
Sabbath. Such people need relief, schools for their children, and the encouragement
and fellowship of Christian communities. The task is a challenging one for Church
and Mission, but is difficult with limited funds and personnel.

nationalism. It affects the whole community, Mission and Church relationships
included.

.

As yet the people have not yet learned fully the techniques of democracy
whereby differences are merged and a program is agreed upon. Thus, there is sometimes
a divisiveness that is disturbing.

School in Seoul, in Boys' and Girls 1 Academies, in Bible Institutes, and in the
Forward Evangelism program. As yet, this Mission force of forty-five (four more to
sail before Christmas) is composed principally of experienced missionaries who saw
service before the war. It must soon be reinforced with new people from America.
In spite of the physical difficulties which sometimes make ordinary daily living a
task and in spite the psychological difficulties arising from the changed situation,
this is a Mission that is doing a job. It can well be proud of its past accomplishments
and of its present activities as it plans for the future.

Restoration Funds, which are furnishing relief, putting missionary houses in condition
for occupancy, rehabilitating schools and rebuilding churches destroyed by the
Japanese. In general, they are preparing the Christian community for advance into
new territory.

I have met many old friends in Korea, friends made among the missionaries
on the Gripsholm and Korean friends from the days before the war in Japan. In
addition there has been a multitude of new friends. They have helped me greatly to
understand and the warmth of their welcome has overwhelmed me. One feels that here
God has been preparing Himself an instrument for such a time as this# It is a human
instrument with its faults, but it is a capable instrument, strong and devoted. Under
God, it can win Korea for Christ.

From the enemy of the North, several hundred thousand Koreans have fled into

There are other difficulties. Freedom has brought something of a spirit of

In all this, the Mission plays its part, in the University and Medical

The work of the Mission is made possible by the regular budget and

in Korea today.
I could not wish for any greater task than to be a minister or a missionary

Sincerely,
John C. Smith
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The Board of Foreign Missions
OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
150 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK lO. N. Y.

December 1, 19H8

No* 8?8

TO THE KOREA ITSSION

Dear Friends:

This letter is to report a number of actions which have been taken by the
Board at recent meetings* These actions have been reported to your Executive Secretary,
but are now being put in this permanent form for the information and use of all the
members of the Ilission.

GREETINGS TO PRESIDENT SINGMAN RHEE

Mh8-»125>? - It was VOTED to make record of the foilawing cablegram sent August 16, 19l*8,
by the Secretary for Korea to the Korea Mission for transmission to President

Syngman Rhce of the new Korean Government: 'Please convey greetings of Board to new
Korean Government and best wishes to President Syngman Rhee as he takes up his responsi-
bilities. *" Board Action 8/25/U8

PRESIDENT SYNGMAN RHEE'S MESSAGE TO THE FOREIGN MISSIONS CONFERENCE

President Rhee sent the following radiogram to the Foreign Missions Conference
at its Columbus, Ohio, meeting on October 6 to 8, 19U8

:

"In behalf of the people and the government of Korea, I wish to send our hearty
fraternal greetings to the Columbus Assembly of Foreign Missions Conference* The
Protestant Missions, started in Korea over sixty years ago, created the source of
spiritual paver so strongly that the Korea Church survived and even thrived during
the ij.0 years* persecution, with many lives martyred in opposition to the shrine
worship, and today the Christian influence is profoundly felt in the social and
political life of the nation* Our people, even non-Christian, are grateful to the
churches in America and other countries that are interested in their work in Korea
for the sending of their early missionaries to Korea* We assure you that we will
do anything in our paver to assist your great work and we need the support and
cooperation in the realm of the moral and spiritual development^ we offer you
every opportunity in building up our' schools and hospitals and also in various fields
of hunanitarin activities* Over i|0 years, an you remember, Korea was blacked out by the
Japanese to such an extent that even the philanthropic and humanitarian aids and
reliefs for suffering people were not allowed to roach our people. We need food,
clothing, fuel, and medical supplies^ this coning winter is our most critical time
and we appeal to the loving hearts of our friends in the Christian lands beyond the
seas* The most urgent of all problems is the partition of Korea between the North
and South economically* Korea is bisected politically* The Soviet-trained Red
Army threatens to comnumze the South* Educationally and religiously Korea is
under attack* The communists are attempting to wipe out Christianity and destroy
both spiritual and intellectual enlightenment***
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BOARD APPRECIATION OF OPPORTUNITIES AND PROBLEMS HI KOREA

MU&rl307 - The Board joins with the Mission and Church in Korea in appreciation of
the tremendous opportunities which now confront the Christian forces in

that country* It also sympathizes with the Mission and Church in the manifold
problems which post-war Korea presents, especially those tendencies toward divisive-
ness which grow out of the political situation but which also affect the Church, The
Board would encourage the Mission in its stand for the things that are right and true
and in its attitude of love toward every faction, that it may contribute to the unity
in Christ of the Christian forces in Korea, The Board recognizes the General Assembly
in Korea as the representative body of the Church and would encourage the Mission to
follow the lead of the General Assembly in evangelism and theological education, and
to coordinate its own plans with General Assembly decisions.” Board Action 9/21/1*8

PLAQUE FROM YOUNG-NAK PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

WU8—1309 - The Board recorded receipt of the gift of a plaque from the Young-Nak
Presbyterian Church, Seoul, Korea, as an expression of their appreciation of

the kindness shown to Dr, Kyung Chile Han, their pastor, The Portfolio Secretary was
instructed to express the Board* s thanks for this gift and to make arrangements for
its proper display in the Board rooms." Board Action 9/21/1*8

REVOLVING FUND OF $50,000 FOR AID IN ERECTING CHURCHES FOR REFUGEES FROM NORTH KOREA

”148-1662 - Upon the request of the Korea Executive Committee (BA J*8-l*l* and 1*8-1*5),
the Board VOTED to grant from Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation of Plant

and Equipment, within the total reserved for North Korea, the sum of $50,000, to be
used as a Revolving Fund for aid in erecting church buildings in South Korea by
refugees from North Korea, it being understood that the fund will be administered by
a Joint Committee composed of three representatives of The Association of Christians
from North Korea and three representatives of the Mission, It is understood that no
loan shall exceed $5,000, and that a definite contract for repayment within five years
shall be drawn up,” Board Action 11/16/U8

ALLOCATION OF $6,000 TO AID IN TRAVEL EXPENSES OF NATIONAL DELEGATES TO AMSTERDAM

”1*8-381 - In view of the circumstances and in order to provide for travel of certain
Nationals as delegates to the meeting of the World Council of Churches at

Amsterdam in August 191*8, the Board VOTED to allocate from the item in the budget
rFund for the Employment of Highly Trained Nationals* the sum of $1*,900, to be used
to aid in the travel expenses of National delegates to Amsterdam, it being understood
that the case of each such delegate shall be acted upon individually upon presenta-
tion by the Portfolio Secretary concerned,** Board Action 3/16/U8

"1*8-81*9 - Pursuant to Board action #1*8-381 granting $1*,900, to aid in the travel
expenses of delegates to the meeting of the World Council of Churches at

Amsterdam, Holland, in August, 191*8, the Board VOTED to make an additional grant of
$1,100, from the Fund for the Employment of Highly Trained Nationals so as to include
an amount to assist in the travel of European representatives. The Board further
VOTED to make the following additional allocations for delegates from the various
countries:

$' 200 .

925 .

1 , 000 .

600.
•250.

I,h00,

J apan
Indonesia
Korea
North India
Brazil
Europe

$1,375,Total
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These amounts with the previous grants to the Philippines ($1,000,) and Siam
($625# ) make a total of $6,000, designated for the above purpose# n Board Action

6/15/U8

MEDICAL AND TRAVEL EXPENSES OF DfU KWAN SIK KIM

nh8^120? — It was VOTED to grant from the balance of $1*00. remaining in the amount
set aside for the expenses of the Korea delegate to the meeting of the

World Council of Churches, (Board action #1*8-81*9), the sum of $115# to Dr. Kwan Sik
Kim for extra medical expenses incurred while traveling, this sum being half the
total amount*. the V/ orId Council of Churches paying the other half# 11 Board Action

8/11/U8

"1*8-1?31 - The Board VOTED to approve the payment of $1*71.31, which is one-half of
the expense involved in the return trip by air of Dr. Kwan Sik Kim from

New York to Seoul* Korea, for an emergency operation, it being understood that the
other half of tha expense will be assumed by the World Council of Churches. This
amount is to be paid from the balances in the funds set aside for the travel of
delegates to the meeting of the Vforld Council of Churches at Amsterdam* from the Fund
for the Employment of Highly Trained Nationals, in accordance with Board action
#W-81*9. It was understood that $28?, remained in the $1,000. originally granted
for the use of the Korean delegate, and that the remainder of the $1*71.31, amounting
to $186.31, would be taken from other balances within the amount set aside by the
above Board action’." Board Action 10/18/1*8

MISS MARGARET FLORY UNABLE TO MAKE A SPECIAL VISIT TO EOTHA COLLEGE

"The Executive Committee of the Korea Mission, reinforced by an invitation
from Dr , Helen Kim, President of Ewha College, Seoul, Korea, having requested that
Miss Flory be allowed to pay a special visit to Ewha College, at the close of her
visit to China j for Religious Emphasis Week, it was VOTED to reply to Dr, Kim that
it was felt necessary regretfully to refuse this request." Exec. Council 9/16/1*8

HONORABLE RETIREMENT OF DR. aND MRS, HENRY W. LAMPE

"[*8-11*98 - The Board noted that the Rev. Henry W-. Lampe, D.D., reached the retiring
age of 70 on September 28, 19U8, and, in view of his more than 1*0 years

of service and of Mrs. Lampe f s 38 years of service, the Board VOTED to grant Dr.
and Mrs •> Lampe of the Korea Mission the designation f Honorably Retired. * It was
further noted that Dr. and Mrs. Lampe are entitled to a pension of $1,7?9.39,
computed as follows;

Board of Pensions - Service
11 " " - Accumulation
n M " - Sustentation
Foreign Board Supplement

$631*.?0
73.60

130 .0?
921 . 21*

*1,759.59

In accordance with Board action #1*8-6?3 Dr, and Mrs. Lampe are entitled to
a high-cost-of-living grant of $1*0.61, thus making tho total annual pension $1,800.

The Board expressed grateful appreciation of the devoted and effective
service rendered by Dr. and Mrs. Lampe during their years in Korea and wished for
them many more years of satisfying life and service in this country." Board Action

10/19/1*8



HONORABLE RETIREMENT OF DR. AND MRS. GEORGE H. WINN

”18-1631 - The Board rrade record of the retirement of Dr* George H. Winn of the

Korea Mission on November lit j 1918, at the age of 66 years and 1 months,

and in view of the 10 years of service of Dr, and Mrs# Winn, the Board VOTED to

grant Dr.# and Mrs# Winn the designation ’Honorably Retired. 1 In accordance with the

Board’s rules. Dr* and Mrs. Winn are entitled to the following retiring allowance:

Pension Board $ 650.00

Foreign Board Supplement 901.29
81551:2?

In accordance with Board action #18-653* Dr. and Mrs. Winn are entitled to

a high-cost-of living grant of $218.71, making their total annual pension $1,80Q#

The Board understood that when Dr, Winn reaches the age of 70, on July ll, 1952, he

will receive his Paid-Up Sustentation Pension, which will necessitate an adjustment

of the amount to be paid by the Board, and that action in regard to this adjustment

will be taken at that time. The Board expressed to Dr. and Mrs. Winn deep gratitude

for the years of effective service they have rendered in Korea and wished for them

many years of satisfying life and service in this country.” Board Action 11/16/18

CANCELLATION OF APPOINTMENT OF REV. AND I IRS. JOHN HENRY VAN LIEROP

"18-1501 - At the request of the Rev# John Henry Van Lierop for personal reasons, the

Board VOTED to cancel the appointment of Mr. and Mrs. Van Lierop to Korea

within the Reinforcement List for 1918 (#18-17), with the understanding that Mr.

Van Lierop will be given one year to get financially caught up before he starts re-

paying at the rate of at least $15.00 a month the money which he has received from

the Board," Board Action 10/19/18

REAPPOINTMENT OF REV. AND MRS. FRANCIS KINSLER

"18-1068 - It was VOTED to reappoint the Rev# Francis Kinsler and Mrs. Dorothy

Woodruff Kinsler within the Reinforcement List for 1918, and to reassign

them to the Korea Mission," Board Action 7/11/18

Mr# and Mrs. Kinsler were appointed by the Board on May ll, 1928 and served

in the Korea Mission until their resignation on December 15, 1912, at which time Mr.

Kinsler accepted the call to become pastor of the Presbyterian Church at East Hampton,

Long Island. They have maintained their interest in Korea and it is good to know

that they are now back in the work there#

TERMINATION OF SERVICE OF DR. ROY K, SMITH WITH ALLIED MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN KOREA

"18-1285 - Inasmuch as the Rev. Roy K. Smith, M.D., terminated his services with the

Allied Military Government in' Korea on August ll, 1918, it was VOTED to

place Dr. and Mrs. Smith on field salary, all allowances, and pension payments,

beginning as of August 15 , 1918." Board Action 9/8/18

TERMINATION OF SERVICE OF DR, JOHN D. BIGGER WITH ALLIED MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN KOREA

"18-1351 - Inasmuch as Dr 0 J ohn D# Bigger has terminated his service with the Allied
Military Government in Korea and has returned to the United State?, and

inasmuch as the Korea Mission has urgently requested his return to Korea, the Board

VOTED to' place Dr# and Mrs# Bigger on salary and all allowances, including pension
payments, beginning one month before their sailing date# Since Dr. and Mrs. Bigger
retire on May 7, 1951, the date of Dr# Bigger *s 70th birthday, this action is an

exception to the provisions of the Board’s Manual and is made at the request of the

Korea Mission because of urgent medical need.” Board Action 9/21/18
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EXTENSICN OF FURLOUGH OF REV. AND MRS, GEORGE J. ADAMS

"1*8-1532 - Pursuant to Board action #1*84*83, the Board VOTED to extend the furlough

of the Rev. and Mrs^ George J. Adams of the Korea Mission from November

2$, 191*8, to May 25, 19h9 , with salary and all alliances, in view of the opinion of

the Medical Department that it would be well for the son, Jon Robert, to spend

another vri.nter in /unerica before being taken to the field. It is understood that Mr.

Adams has secured a part-time position with the Live Oak Church in ualifornia for

this period and that he will refund to the Board the salary received, -hich according

to his letter of October 1, 19b8, will be approximately $1,500 per year."
Board Action 10/19/4

8

SPECIAL FURLOUGH APPROVED FOR DR. DEI ITT S. LCWE

»|48—1350 — Upon the request of Dr. DdNitt S. Lowe of the Korea Mission and the

approval of the Executive Committee of the Korea Mission, as stated in its

action #1*8-26, August 17, 191*8, the Board VOTED to authorize the return of Dr. Lowe

to the United States on approximately March 9, 19h9, for a special furlough of six

^

months after two years* service on the field. It was understood that this is in line

with the general policy of the Board with regard to families separated as a. result,

of the war. It is anticipated that Mrs. Lowe will return with Dr, Lowe at the expira-

tion of his furlough." Board Action 9/ 21/h 8

FIELD SALARIES

"1*8-11*73 - It was VOTED to make record of the action of the Korea Executive Committee

(IA 1*8-96) fixing the salaries of missionaries on the field for July,

191*8, at the same salary as the proceding quarter, and for the months of August and

September 191*8 at $70, plus a Won salary of 10,000 per person per month. It is under-

stood that the increase in Won salary is necessary because supplies can'no longer be

purchased at the Army Commissary." Board Action 10/ 5/1*8

"[18-1596 - It was VOTED to make record of the action of the Korea Executive Committee

(IA 1*8-11*7) fixing the salaries of missionaries on the field for October,

November, and December 191*8 at $80 per month, plus a Won salary of 15,000 per person

per month." Board Action 11/3/1*8

SUPPLEIIENT.uRY freight allowance

"1*8-1666 - On the request of the Korea Executive Committee (BA 1*8-50), and upon

recommendation of Dr. J ohn C. Smith, Portfolio Secretary, after his visit

in Korea, the Board VOTED to make a supplementary freight allowance of two tons per

adult and one ton per child, thus making a total freight allowance of five tons per

adult and two and one-half tons per child, for the missionaries returning to Korea

after August l5> 19U8, when commissary privileges ceased, in order to compensate for

the heavy expense of shipping food to the fields" Board Action 11/16/1*8

AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE A REST CAMP AT HAIOON-DAI, KOREA

"1*8-1352 - The Board VOTED to authorize the Korea Mission to purchase a rest camp at

Haioon-dai, Korea, from the United States Government, with the understanding

that the amount of the purchase price shall come from Restoration Funds, Rehabilita-

tion of Plant and Equipment, within the total allocated to Korea, and shall be

approved by the Korea Restoration Committee." Board Action 9/21/1*3

TRANSFER OF TITLE OF LAND IN ANDONG

"1*8—1661* - fhe Board VOTED to approve the request of the Korea Executive Committee

(BA 1*8-25) to allow the transfer of the title of land in Andong as follows:

In Moon Kyung Kun, Nong Am Myun, Yun Chun Ri, Nos, 507, 509# 52l*$ in Koon Kei Ri Nos.
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1^2-2, 11*3-1*. Total 5l68 Pyung. This is privately owned land merely held in trust
by the Iiissiop* It is understood that the property is being sold and the proceeds
of the sale are to be returned to the original owner for use in evangelistic work."

Board Action 11/16/1*8

KOREA RESTOR-'.TICN COMMITTEE

Ml48-1021 - Record was made with approval of the appointment by the Korea Executive
Committee of the following Restoration Fund Committee:

Seoul
Chungju
Andon

g

Taiku
Director of the Fund

Dr* Horace H. Underwood
Rev. Harry J . Hill
Rev. J . Y. Crothers
Rev* Archibald Campbell
Rev* Edward Adams. 11

Board Action 6/30/1*8

"hB-13h9 - Pursuant to Board. action #1*8-1021, the Board VOTED to approve the request
of the Korea Mission that the same members serve on both the Korea

Executive Committee and the Korea Restoration Committee. In accordance with thepolicy of other missions of East asia, the Board requested the Executive Committee
to coopt from four to six Nationals to serve with the Executive Committee as the
Korea Restoration Committee* (See B.^*. I4.6—1^8U

)

11 Board Action 9/ 21/1*8

APPOINT' iEMT OF FIELD -JMBilSTRATOR FOR KOREA POSTPONED

"1*8-898 - Pursuant to Board action #1*7-1257 postponing the question of the appointment
.. , , ^

a Fleld administrator for Korea, and in view of the early visit to the
field of the Rev. John C. Smith, D.D., Secretary for Korea, the Board VOTED to deferfurther action until the return of Dr. Smith from the field. 11 Board Action 6/l5/l*8

INSTITUTIONS

Chungsin High School for Girls, Seoul

"l*8-13ul* - Upon recommendation of the Korea Restoration Committee, the Board
>

VOTED . to grant from Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation of Plant and
Equipment, .within the total allocated' to Korea, the sun of $7,000. to theChungsin High School for Girls, Seoul, Korea, for repairs.* 11

Board Action 9/21A

8

Pierson Memorial Bible Institute, Seoul

"1*8-1668 - Noting the report of the Korea Executive Committee that the Methodists

t
*?P0

f
s;Lble to 3 oin in the reorganization of the Pierson

: .emonal Bible Institute on a union basis at this time, and realizing theesirability of restoring this plant and program immediately, the Board VOTEDto accede to the request of the Korea Executive Committee (BA 1*8-1*1) giving
permission to the Seoul Station and Kyungki Presbytery to reorganize for thepresent on a Presbyterian basis, with the distinct understanding that as soonconditions permit the new relationship will be consummated* 11 Board Action

11/16/1*8
Severance Union Medical College and Chosen Christian University

a. Grants for Current Expenses

,!1*8-1667 - Upon the request of the Korea Executive Committee (BA 1*8-38) for

f5,00.0*
for Severance Union Medical College and $I*,000. for Chosenunristian University to cover current expensets, the Board VOTED to informthe Korea Mission that there are no funds to be found in the 191*8 Budget, but
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that the Board hereby grants $5*000. for Severance Union Medical College from
accumulated interest in the Severance Hospital and Medical College Fund and
-£4,000* from the funds designated as Expenses in Reoccupying Fields (Korea).
It was understood that these institutions have submitted constitutions and aremaking the necessary changes required by the Mission upon the recommendation ofthe Deputation, thus making the schools church-controlled institutions. TheBoard further noted the request of the Korea Executive Committee (BA 1*8-39)that appropriations to these two institutions be made available through theircoopera ting Boards m America with the understanding that action will be takenby the Mission on each request for funds** Board Action 11/16/1*8

b. Grant of $23,750

*148-1206 - Upon the request of Severance Union Medical College and Hospital and
the Treasurer of the Korea Mission, it was VOTED to grant $23,75(5.to Severance Union Medical School from special funds held in trust by theBoard for the School*' 1 Board Action 8/11/U8

c» Expenses of Dr, L. George Paik

"I48-IO20 - It was VOTED that Dr* George Paik of Korea be continued through
... T

J™8 °" the same financial basis that obtained during his service
, ^ international Fellowship Mission, his expenses beginning J uly 1 to

Chosen Christian University and continuing until travel to theiiold begins, the Board to pay all expenses in connection with his return toKorea, according to previous agreement." Board Action 6/3O/I48

lai Lwang Vocational School (Tai Sung Vocational Institute )
f
Seoul

I48-IO22 - Upon the request of the Korean Executive Committee, it was VOTED to
, n - -

a sec°n
t

grant of 520,000. for the Tai Kwang Vocational Schoolin beoul, this sun to be a charge against the amount the Board holds in reserveor Reha 01I1tauion of Plant and Equipment, Restoration Fund, in Korea* (SeeB.ii. #47-911)" Board Action 6/30/I48
v

Taiku School for the Blind, Taiku

-ii8-13U5 - Upon the recommendation of the Korea Restoration Committee, the BoardV°TED to grant from Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation of Plant andf within the amount allocated to Korea, the sum of $300. to the Taikuhool for the Blind, Taiku, Korea, for repairs," Board Action 9/ 21/1,8

Bible Institute, Taiku

a • Grant for V/ omen *s Dormitory

"I18-I3I48 - Upon the recommendation of the Korea Restoration Committee, the

and Fniii •nn«ri+

rd ^ g
f
a"t/ron Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation of Plant

\

h<3 t0tal allocated to Korea, the sum of Won 700,000

Bible 5°r the rehabilitation of the women's dormitory of theBible Institute, Taiku, Korea." Board Action 9/21/1*8

b * Cfrant for Rehabilitation of Plant and Equipment

"148-908 . $2,767.20 was granted for Taiku Bible Institute (rehabilitation of

SliDDerv Bn* P
equipment), Korea Mission, from Presbyterian Church,blippery Rock, Penn. (Received through the Restoration Fund)"

Board Action 6/15/1*8
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fftANTS

Grants of $2,253*86 and $10,000 for the Church of Pastor Han

"1*8-906 - $2,253*86 was granted for the Church of Pastor Han (rehabilitation of

plant and equipment), Seoul Station, Korea Mission, from
Oliver Presbyterian Church, Minneapolis, Minn. $1,782.85
St. Paul House of Hope Presbyterian Church,

St. Paul, Minn. 72.37
Grace Presbyterian Church, Peoria, 111. 398.61*

(Received through the Restoration Fund) 11 Board Action 6/15/1*8

*1*8-1530 - $10,000. was granted from the Restoration Fund, Plant and Equipment,
for the Refugee Church of Dr. Kyung Chik Han, Seoul Station, Korea

Mission, from First Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pa." Board Action 10/19/U8

Grant of $10 for the Church of Ye Yun Ho

"1*8-907 - 510. was granted for building of Church for Ye Yun Ho ' Christian Work
in Korea (Contributions in U.S. Non Approved Objects), Seoul Station,

Korea Mission, from Mr. David. S. Ralston, Philadelphia, Penn."
Board Action 6/15/1*8

Grant of $1,176.15 for the Andong Bible Institute

"1*8-899 - $1,176.15 was granted for the Andong Bible Institute (rehabilitation
of plant and equipment), Korea Mission, from J ,T. andW.J. Clarke,

Harbor Springs Presbyterian Church, Harbor Springs, Mich. $800.00
Falls Church Presbyterian Church, Falls Church, Va. 376.15

(Received through the Restoration Fund)" Board Action 6/15/1*8

Grant of $100 for the Chungju Bible Institute

"1*8-909 - $100. was granted for Bible Institute Building (rehabilitation of plant
and equipment), Chungju Station, Korea Mission, from Ross, Ohio, Venice

Presbyterian Church. (Received through the Restoration Fund) 11

Board Action 6/l5/l*8

Grant of $100 for the Work of Dr. John D. Bigger

"1*8-901* - $100. was granted for the work of Dr. J .D. Bigger (rehabilitation of
Christian communities), Korea Mission, from First Presbyterian Church,

Lawronce, Kansas. (Received through the Restoration Fund)" Board Action 6/15/1*8

Grants for the work of Rev. Harold H. Voelkel

"1*8-902 - $125.80 was granted for the Rev. H. Voelkel 's work, (rehabilitation of
plant and equipment), Korea Mission, from West Presbyterian Church,

Newark, New Jersey. (Received through the Restoration Fund)"
Board Action 6/15/1*

8

"1*8-901 - $1*00. was granted for the residence of the Rev. H. Voelkel (rehabilita-
tion of plant and equipment), Andong Station, Korea Mission, from

Knoxville Park City Presbyterian Church, Knoxville, Tenn. (Received through
the Restoration Fund)" Board Action 6/15/1*8



*1*8-900 - $330.78 was appropriated for the Rev. Harold Voelkel (rehabilitation
of Christian communities), Korea Mission, from

West Presbyterian Church, Newark, N.J • $ 80.78
Knoxville Park City Presbyterian Church, Knoxville, Term. $ 250.00

(Received through the Restoration Fund)’ 1 Board Action 6/l5/l*8

Grant of $50 for a Hospital Bed

"1*8-905 - $50. was granted for a hospital bed (rehabilitation of plant and
equipment), Korea Mission, from Sutter Avenue Presbyterian Church,

St. Louis, Mo. (Received through the Restoration Fund)” Board Action 6/15/1*8

Grant of §30*19 f°r hells for Korean Churches

"1*8-903 - $30.19 was granted for bells for Korean churches, (rehabilitation of
plant and equipment), Korea Mission, from Missionary Society and

Sunday School of First Presbyterian Church, Arlington, Va. (Received through
the Restoration Fund) 1

’ Board Action 6/15/1*8

Grant of $38.1*7 to Rev. Andrew Whang for Audio-Visual Materials

"1*8-1168 - It was VOTED to grant from Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation of
Plant and Equipment, within the total allocated to Korea, the s um

of $38.1*7 to Rev. Andrew Whang for the purchase of the Audio-Visual material
to be used in his work in Korea. This is a gift from the First Presbyterian
Church, Forest Hills, New York, and is to be made available to Mr. Wharg in
the United States «** Board Action 7/28/1*8

All grants made by the Board as designated gifts, received through the
Restoration Funds, form a part of the Korea Mission* s quota from Restoration Funds
and must bo taken into consideration in your Restoration program.

ADDITIONAL GRANT FOR PRINTING OF DR, WILLIAM L. SWALLEN *S BOOKS

"1*8-896 - Pursuant to Board actions #1*7-278 and #1*8-225, the Board VOTED to make an
additional grant of $ 1*92 ,, 26, which together with previous grants of $3*850.

and $750. covers the total cost of printing and sending to Korea of Dr. William L.
Swallen*s two books., *01d Testament History* and *The Life of Jesus,-* as follows:

Printing $1*, 837.92
Freight to Korea 151**1*9

Insurance 99*85
$5,092.26

It was understood that this would be charged to the item for Rehabilitation
of Christian Communities in the Restoration Fund." Board Action 6/l5/l*8

SCHOLARSHIPS

Mr* Hong Bom Kim

"1*8—1165 - Upon the request of the Korea Emergency Executive Committee, it was
VOTED to grant $2^1*00 <. to Mr. Hong Bon Kim of Korea for study at

Cornell University, this amount to bo charged to the item for Rehabilitation
of National Christian Workers in the Restoration Fund. The Board noted with
gratitude that Mr. Hong Bom Kim of Korea has made a contribution in Yen to
be used for the work of the Korea Mission." Board Action 7/28/1*8



Mr* Ik Whan Moon

"1*8-1166 - Upon the request of the Korea Emergency Executive Committee* it was

VOTED to grant 33,200* to Mr* Ik Whan Moon for study at Princeton

Seminary, this amount to be charged to the item for the Rehabilitation of

National Christian Workers in the Restoration Fund. The Board noted with

gratitude that Mr. Ik Whan Moon-has made a contribution in Yen to be used for

the work of the Korea Mission* 11 Board Action 7/28/1*8

Hiss Tuk Sun Park

"1*8-1167 - Upon the request of the Korea Emergency Executive Committee* it was

VOTED to grant 33,1*00. to Miss Tuk Sun Park for study at Park College,

this amount to be charged to the item for the Rehabilitation of National

Christian Workers in the Restoration Fund. The Board noted with gratitude

that Miss Tuk Sun Park has made a contribution in Yen to be used for the work

of the Korea Mission* 11 Board Action 7/28/1*8

ESTABLISHMENT OF WO CENTERS FOR REPAIR AND SERVICING OF AUTOMOBILES

<*1*8-131*7 - Upon the recommendation of the Korea Restoration Committee, the Board

'VOTED to grant from Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation Of Plant and

Equipment* within the total allocated to Korea, the sum of 36,000* for the

establishment of two centers* one in Seoul and one in Taiku* where repairs and

servicing may be done on vehicles owned by the Mission* The actual use of these

funds is subject to final approval by the Secretary for Korea during his visit to

the field in October*" Board Action 9/21/1*8

Dr. Smith, during his recent visit to Korea, verified the need for the

establishment of this service and, in his letter of October 16, 191*8 written from

Seoul* gave his approval for the release of these funds, thus making them available

to the Mission for this work*

GARAGES TO BE BUILT FOR PRIVATELY CWNED AUTOMOBILES
m - -

. — I"". 11
_

- T - - - ~~
I

~

"l*8-l665-Upon the request of the Korea Executive Committee (BAl* 8-1*2), the Board VOTED

to grant from Restoration Funds, Rehabilitation of Plant and Equipment, within

the total allocated to Korea, not to exceed 32,000. in order to provide garages for

privately owned cars now on the field* the maximum on each garage to be 3200., with

the further provision that the financing of future garages for cars to be brought

to the field would be taken up as the need arises •" Board Action ll/l6/l*8

To bring together the full program for providing garages in tho Mission, wo

would refer you to Board action #1*7-981, reported in Mission Letter #857* wherein

tho Board granted 31200 for the provision of garage space. Of this amount* we
understand by action #IA 1*8-153 that the Mission is using 3500 each for a Mission
garage in Chungju and Andongj and is making the balance of 3200 available for a

garage for a privately-owned missionary car in accordance with the program approved
under Board action #1*8-1665 quoted above*

PURCHASE OF A JEEP FROM DR. JOHN D* BIGGER FOR USE OF MISSION

•1*8-131*6 - Upon the recommendation of the Korea Restoration Committee* the Board VOTED

to grant from Restoration' Funds* Rehabilitation of plant and Equipment,

within the total allocated to Korea* the sum of 3500* for the purchase of a jeep

belonging to Dr* John D, Bigger for the use of the Mission." Beard Action 9/21/1*8

GRANT OF Q1*00 AS EXCESS COST OF TRANSPORTATION OF AUTOMOBILE TO KOREA

n
l*8-895 - Inasmuch as the. excess cost of shipment to Korea of the 31*1*00* automobile

aimed by the Rev* Charles L* Phillips of the Korea Mission totalled 3596.85,
the Board VOTED to make a grant of 31*00 • for this purpose, which sum represents 20$
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Cflll i tv +hp car# This is in accordance with the provisions of Board action

1*6* »< i. to be chwued to tt. ^
APPROPRL.TICW OF $193 FOR A REFRIGERATOR FOR REV. GEORGE ADAMS

n) o ln?3 _ ^193 * was appropriated for a refrigerator for the Rev. George Adams,
U8 10 3

Indong Station,
P
Korea Mission, from 1st Presbyterian Church, San Diego*

California. (The Treasury Dept, was authorized to communicate with the Rev. George

Adans now on furlough from Andong in regard to purchase of the refrigerator.)

(Property List 1948 Page 2)" Board Action t/ 30/48

l£ ADDITIONAL GENERATORS TO BE SENT TO FIELD

"48-1663 - At the request of the Korea Executive Committee (B.A. #48-5), the Board

VOTED to send to the field 15 generators, representing the. remainder of

20 purchased from Amy surplus in San Francisco for the use of the!.lissiani.

CORRECTICN OF ITEM #34 Pi MISSION LETTER #857

The heading of item #31; in Mission Letter #857, dated June 21, 1918,

should be corrected to read, "Grant of 05,000 for Taiku Hospital." Board action

#48-50 was correct as reported.

RECENT 5AILHIG5

The following who sailed on the "General Altman" from San Francisco on

September 30, 1948, arrived in Seoul, Korea on October 19, 1948:

Rev. and Mrs. E. Otto DeCamp and three children

Rev. and Mrs. Francis Kinsler and throe children

Miss Lilian Ross

Hr, Raymond Clair Provost, Jr., who left New York by plane on September

1$) 19H8 arrived in Seoul at 10:55 a.n.* September 18* 19^8.

Reservations have been made for Dr, and Mrs, John D, Bigger to sail from

San Francisco on the “General Collins" on December 6, 19U8,

NEW LIFE MOVEMENT OVERSEAS

Rev. Frederick H. Olert, D.D., pastor of the First Presbyterian Church,

Detroit, Michigan, and Mrs. Olert and Rev.-John C. Corbin, Secretary of the West

Central Area Office, Kansas City, Missouri, will arrive in Tokyo on January 8, 1949

by way of Northwest Airlines, Flight #803. They arc scheduled to leave Tokyo on

January 29th at 6:00 a.n., arriving at 10:55 a.n. that sane day m Seoul, where

they will remain until February 26th. Mr. Corbin will spend two weeks each in China

and the Philippines before returning hone. Dr. and Mrs. Olert will return by the

way of Europe,

The New Life Movement has brought a groat spiritual advance to tdie heme

church. Dr. and Mrs, Olert and Mr. Corbin have been used in a large way m the

program here and are wonderfully well equipped t' be the ones through whom the

home church would share these blessings with her sister churches m the Orient,

These are challenging days. There is so much to bo done and there is the

prosoect of such tremendous results if only we can take advantage of today*

s

opportunities. Are we equal to such a da;/? Is the Church equal to it. //e must all
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answer in the negative, I an sure* But God is able* How thankful wo are that it
is not by our night or power, but by His Spirit* We are attenpting groat things
for God and there is need to ever remind ourselves that we nay expect great things
of Hin* Our prayer is that the Hew Life meetings nay contribute to this end*

Finally reminding you that each and every day you are all renenbered at
the throne of Grace with thanksgiving for your labor of love, we remain

Host sincerely yours,

Harold Hi Henderson
Acting Secretary



Letter No* 1

Over Asia
September 2fJ, 19)48

Dear Friends:

Finally the last arrangements were made, the last word said at office
and hone and we were off for LaGuardia airport, A suitcase and two brief cases
had been carefully packed and weighed. They totaled sixty-five pounds, just one
less than the limit. The plane was ready at the field, goodbyes were said to wife
and family and we were off on the long-planned-for trip to the Orient,

The course lay by way of Minneapolis where the Orient bound piano was
boarded, Me loft New York at 8:00 in the' evening of September 22nd and the next
morning had breakfast in Edmonton* Canada, in the midst of the wheat country. Be-
fore noon we were at Anchorage* Alaska - the last two or three hours of that leg
of the journey lying over high snow capped mountains, one of the great unbroken
mountain regions of the world. It was not clear enough to see Lit, McKinley but we
did see many mountain lakes and rivers, frozen and unfrozen, and at least three
gla ciers.

"At Anchorage the pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, Rev, R, Rolland
Armstrong, was at the airport to meet us. For an hour and a half he and' I toured
the city in his car. Before the war there were 3500 people in Anchorage, now there
are 19,000 and it is still growing rapidly, A Christian Education director, Miss
Thelma Glenn, is cassisting Rev, and Mrs. Armstrong and the Presbyterian Church is
filled to capacity. In addition, a new suburban church has been started and just
now a new building is going up in a beautiful location, Mr, Armstrong and Rev,
Fred Koschnann, minister of the new Faith Presbyterian Church, are doing much of
tlie construction themselves, assisted by church members and interested G.I.*s from
the Army Post, Costs are astonishing - 30 cents for a loaf of broad, 51.20 for a
dozen eggs, and fuel oil, at twice the cost in New Jersey, Here is frontier
America, with the Board of National Missions planning wisely and well for the
spiritual needs of the new community.

From Anchorage to Shenya, near Attu, is 1500 miles, and it would have been
the dullest leg of the journey but for the fact that a former friend, Bishop Timothy
Makita of the Episcopal Church in Tokyo, boarded the plane in Alaska on his v/ay

from the Lambeth Conference, For most of the seven hours we talked. My Japanese
began to cone back slowly and I learned a great deal about the Christian Church in
post-war Japan from this stimulating and devoted Christian leader. We talked church
and theology and hospitals and education and politics, and still we arc not through.

At bleak Shenya we stopped only for sandwiches and coffee while the plane
was rcihuiod, and then we were off on the longest leg of the journey, 2000 miles to
Tokyo, It was now the evening of the 23rd, the longest day I*ve ever spent. Each
stop meant setting our watches back from one to three hours as we sped westward.
It seemed the sun would never set as we pursued it, 200 miles an hour one and a

half and two miles above the sea. We had a total of 21 hours of daylight and 10
hours of darkness on the 23rd 0

Out of Shenya most of us went to sleep in the reclining seats about 9:00
?•'*• We were due in Tokyo about 5 A,M* but the intervening hours totaled not 8,
but 12 as we fled before the rising sun. Some of us were up after eight hours
sleep, however, and were initiated into the Short-6 norter Club, this tine with our
names on a Chinese bill. Bishop Makita made his appearance and when it was explained
to him he joined in the fun.



That night v/e crossed the date line and lost Friday, the 2l±th. Be-
fore dawn we saw the lights of Japan and landed in Tokyo, one day and two nights

out of New York*

We 7/ere off again in an hour - saw Fuji vd.th her head above the clouds

and were blessed with the clearest of weather as we passed over Osaka and the
Inland Sea* I saw Wakayama, where we had lived for six years; Osaka, where our

school was burned; Hiroshima, where the benb was dropped; and Shinonoseki, where
another school was burned* All this 7/e sav/ in less than one hour*

At Kynshu we turned sharp right and are nov/ over Korea just thirty
minutes out of Seoul, where we are to land an hour before noon. Each stop has
meant a change in crews, although we have kept the sane plane* It is a DC U
and it has been as steady as the best of railroad trains* One of the pilots told
me that he would much rather fly out here than at home, for he had less traffic
and better weather*

The twenty-five or thirty passengers have become good friends* It is
easy to talk above the hum of the motors and conversations are interesting and
varied* There are two Chines e-Americans from California, a Norwegian United Nations
employee from Shanghai, a Christian Science missionary from Boston, a lawyer from
Manila and many others. One man has his wife and four children with him* They
range in age from 8 to 15. Certainly it is an easy way for a mother to travel -

the journey is short, the children can*t get out of sight, and there is always some-
thing interesting to see outside the Y/indow,

Last night when I saw the lights of Japan I was reminded of 19 years ago
when Mrs. Smith and I, new appointees of the Board, first saw those sane lights as
we approached on shipboard, and vowed anew to serve God in the spreading of His
gospel in Japan. We are older nov/ but there is the same thrill about it and we
hope and pray there will be the same consecration as has marked the work of the
Church around the world, Won*t you pray for us in these three months of journeying
that lie ahead? May we be used to serve the Mission and the Church whore 1 er we go.

Sincerely,

John Coventry Smith



LETTER MO. 2

Seoul, Korea
October 18, 19U8

Dear Friends:

Three weeks and two days in Korea - my visit is over. Actually I am still

in Korea for the plane did not fly this morning and I am having a day of rest.

It is certainly welcome for these have been busy days. We visited all the

Mission Stations in South Korea - Seoul, Chungju, Taegu, Andong and the sub-station

of Kyungju. I preached at least a score of times, talked with groups of ministers

and elders, called on the President and American Ambassador and did a bit of

sightseeing in addition.

This was my first visit to Korea so that I am unable to make comparisons

between the past and the present. And in a few words, it is difficult to describe

New Korea, but I will try.

It is New Korea. The Nation is less than three months old and yet the

three years since Liberation have brought great changes. The half of Korea that lies

south of the 38th parallel is a new nation and already has begun to assert herself.

There was fumbling at the beginning. Japan had not trained any Koreans to carry on

the essentials of government. But out of the fumbling has emerged a pattern of

activity. Electric lights still go on and off at odd hours and transportation is

extremely difficult, but the new government is taking hold and there is promise for

the future.

There is a realistic appreciation of the fact that Communism is just across

the border to the North and that Communist activity always is carried on in the south.

But the people are assured that short of open war between Russia and the United States

they have a chance and they are carrying on without fear. The Constabulary is making

progress and is able to assure the internal security of the country while preparing

for the future. There is a consciousness that here Communism and the West face each

other and that the decision will be just as important for the Orient as the fate of

Berlin will be for Europe.

In such a situation, the Christian Church plays a truly important part.' In

many respects this is the most successful modern Mission activity. Some say there

are a million Christians among the 30,000,000 Koreans. Accurate statistics are

impossible with the Nation split in two, but churches are scattered all over the

country and Christians make their numbers felt by their participation in the

community. The first President is a Christian, so are forty odd members of

Parliament and many leading educators are Christian. In almost every department of

government you will find them.

Fortunately, there are only a few denominations here. Among these,

Presbyterians predominate. The Church, of course, is independent — the Missionaries

cooperate with it. You would be proud of your Presbyterian brethren. Some of the

Churches are large. I preached at least a half dozen times to 1000 people or more.

Twice there were people standing. The smaller churches are full too. They sing well,

they have fine choirs and the spirit of devotion is impressive.

Perhaps the most striking thing about the Church is the vitality as

expressed in the power to reproduce itself in new churches. There have been more

than seventy of these since the war, few with any outside help and some with

memberships in the hundreds.
Mi
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Personally, I attribute the strength of the Church, humanly speaking, to
the Bible Institutes established by the Mission. Here at strategic centers the
laymen have been trained during slack seasons on the farm. They have become Sunday
School teachers, deacons, elders, lay preachers, and sometimes ministers if they then
continued on to the seminary. It is these people who have cared for new Christian
groups as the seed was planted.

The Moderator of General Assembly told me that only twice before in the
more than sixty years of Christian history had there been as great a chance for
evangelism. The door is open. Each time the door has opened, there has been an
adversary. First, it was the Koreans themselves, then the Japanese, and now it is
the Communists. Among students, and on the farms, it is this that is the eneny of
the Christian faith. As one elder put it, "This generation in Korea is deciding what
to do with the rest of their lives. We must strike now,"

From the enemy of the North, several hundred thousand Koreans have fled into
the South. They are still coming at the rate of 300 per day. Some of them live in
dug-outs and tents. Some live in shacks and houses. There are more than $00,000
in and around Seoul. Three out of five of these have become self-supporting. Many
of them are Christians, the largest church in south Korea is a refugee church. I

preached to 1200 people there one morning and they have three such services every
Sabbath. Such people need relief, schools for their children, and the encouragement
and fellowship of Christian communities. The task is a challenging one for Church
and Mission, but is difficult with limited funds and personnel.

There are other difficulties. Freedom has brought something of a spirit of
nationalism. It affects the whole community. Mission and Church relationships
included. As yet the people have not yet learned fully the techniques of democracy
whereby differences are merged and a program is agreed upon. Thus, there is sometimes
a divisiveness that is disturbing.

In all this, the Mission plays its part, in the University and Medical
School in Seoul, in Boys 1 and Girls* Academies, in Bible Institutes, and in the
Forward Evangelism program. As yet, this Mission force of forty-five (four more to
sail before Christmas) is composed principally of experienced missionaries who saw
service before the war. It must soon be reinforced with new people from America.
In spite of the physical difficulties which sometimes make ordinary daily living a
task and in spite of the psychological difficulties arising from the changed situation,
this is a Mission that is doing a job. It can well be proud of its past accomplishments
and of its present activities as it plans for the future.

The work of the Mission is made possible by the regular budget and
Restoration Funds, which are furnishing relief, putting missionary houses in condition
for occupancy, rehabilitating schools and rebuilding churches destroyed by the
Japanese. In general, they are preparing the Christian community for advance into
new territory.

I have met many old friends in Korea, friends made among the missionaries
on the Gripsholm and Korean friends from the days before the war in Japan. In
addition there has been a multitude of new friends. They have helped me greatly to
understand and the warmth of their welcome has overwhelmed me. One feels that here
God has been preparing Himself an instrument for such a time as this. It is a human
instrument with its faults, but it is a capable instrument, strong and devoted. Under
God, it can win Korea for Christ.

I could not wish for any greater task than to be a minister or a missionary
in Korea today. Sincerely,

John C. Smith



Dr. John C, Smith
Over the Inland Sea

On the way* to Shanghai

November 8* 19U8

Letter No. 3

Dear friends:

The second three weeks* visit is over. Actually it has been only twenty days in

all since I arrived in Tokyo by air from Korea, but in t hat time we have' visited

Shimonoseki at the southern tip of the main island of Japan, Kobe, Osaka, Kyoto,

^

Wakayama, Kanazawa, Tokyo, and Sapporo which is 700 miles north of Tokyo on the island

of Hokkaido.

There has been less speaking and more traveling than in Korea. We have spent

eight nights on the train. In addition to the regular business of such a visit, we

have been making a survey of Restoration needs. For this purpose Dr, Howard B.

Hannaford, one of our missionaries and an old friend, has traveled with me. My trip

would have been impossible without him.

Visiting Japan was coming home for me. Here we started out as missionaries, here

our children were bom, here we had many friends, both Japaneso and American. The last

time I had seen Japan was in war time, June of 19^2, as our exchange ship left Yokahama.

The change that first meets tho eye is the presence of the occupation forces.

.

American jeeps and cars, American soldiers and officers, English signs—even the streets

are lettered and numbered. The first night we left on a military train for south Japan.

.The Tokyo station waiting room for Allied personnel is decorated in the modernistic

’manner with bas-relief figures on the vail. Our train was the Dixie Limited, our car

was the "Portsmouth" and when I stretched my legs at the platform at the Yokahama sta-

tion the "Baby Snooks" radio program was being played on the loudspeaker* This was not

the Japan that I knew.

It is significant that the destruction from bombing is not vfoat first impresses

nor is it even thr s econd impression. There are some skeletons of buildings that stand

against the sky, some burned over plucks not yet rebuilt, and some vegetable gardens

still being cultivated in city squares, but the general impression is of some measure

of restoration. Most of it is very flimsy construction, but at least the streets are

free of debris and the people are going about their business somewhat as usual although

still living in cramped quarters.

The Christian church has suffered along with the nation. Christian people lost

their homes, schools and churches were burned and physical and nervous energy was

expended almost to the point of exhaustion. Our own contacts were principally with

organizations and people whom we had known as Presbyterians before the war. We lost

three schools out of seven, eight missionary hones out of twenty-one, and numerous

churches. What remained was either damaged or in bad repair.

Restoration funds have not been used in Japan to any very large extent because

materials were not available and a suitable exchange rate had not been decided upon.

But in spite of this several churches are being built, every school has gone ahead

without interruption in temporary buildings and every missionary has been housed al-

though he has often had cramped quarters©

Now we are ready to move ahead. Plans are underway for Presbyterian^ help in the

rebuilding of more than forty churches, and aid in giving permanent buildings to the

schools. Actual reconstruction is going on0 One of the thrills of the trip v&s to see

a church going up, being’ constructed with goed materials bought in Japan with dollars

from a church°in America, A contract is being let for the first new missionary home.



Japanese Christian people are also being restored* There is a narked improvement
in appearance and physical vigor* There is also wide-spread appreciation for American
gifts through Church World Service and LARA. Another year or two of additional supple-
mentary help is needed as Japanese economy slowly recovers. Many of my Christian
friends live in what I would call "genteel poverty.

•

Perhaps the climax of the trip from a personal standpoint was at Wakayama where
we had lived for six years. We had also lived in Tokyo and in Hokkaido, and we found
a warm welcome there* But Wakayama was special, for we had lived there the longest*
Our homo is still standing, one of five thousand homes saved on a night in July 19U5
when 1*3,000 homes were burned. Our Christian friends Welcomed us in a quonset hut
which serves now as church building. Many were absent, twenty-six from that church were
burned to death the night of the bombing. When I spoke to them I had to stop once
for more than' a minute to get control of myself* Later we visited the graves of Dr.
and Mrs* Hail, pioneer missionaries in Wakayama who' died there twenty years ago*
Though a war of terrific destruction had intervened, their graves were still well-
kept by their Christian friends.

I was fortunate enough to be present for two days of the General Assembly of the
United Church of Japan* The union was largely forced on the church just before the
war, but the experiences of common suffering led the 1*0 odd denominations to determine
to stay together. I had the privilege of speaking to the Assembly and bringing greet-
ings from the American church* Their Moderator (Rev. Michio Kozaki) is just back from
the World Council of Churches meeting in Amsterdam* He led the Assembly in many
vital decisions*

The climas of the Assembly came with the adoption of the Apostles* Creed as the
Creed of the church and the appointment of a committee to prepare a supplementary
statement. This had long been an issue which might have divided the church, but it
was decided with less than ten dissenting votes out of 190 cast* There are still
great difficulties to be overcome and there will be certain splinter groups withdraw
but the core of the United Church has a good chance of becoming a truly great church
in J apan*

On the whole I think we have done a fair job thus far in Japan* Former independent
denominations have united under trying circumstances, former denominational mission-
aries with some new ones added have been working out a joint method of operation,
and denominational boards in America have had to work out new machinery also* At
times it has been difficult, but I think the machinery now exists. It remains for us
to make it work for the cause of Christ in Japan.

YIq have ho Presbyterian missionaries in Japan, the missionaries of eight different
American d encminations are now the missionaries of one church. We support thirty-five
of them who cone from Presbyterian churches in America, We hope soon to send more.
Fifteen of these thirty-five are young people out for the first time. Although at
tines transportation is almost impossible and even the food that they eat has to come
from America at great cost and by uncertain methods, still this group is doing goodwak.

The opportunity in J apan is tremendous* I wish I could tell you of how my
belief that the oocupation has done much good, has been strengthened and of how
Japanese people almost unanimously have accepted the defeat and the change towards
Democracy. Doubt of the sincerity of Japan*s desire for peace and a new form of govern-
ment was never even mentioned, but let me tell you just one thing about the Christian
opportunity in J apan.



The occupation forces sample opinions in Japan from tine to tine* The head of

the Religions Department told me that for every Christian there are nine other Japanese

who are already inclined towards the Christian faith*

This increased interest is evidenced in the tremendous popularity of Christian

schools* Even -with temporary buildings they are often the most popular schools in

Japan* The fields are white for the harvest—it* s time we put our best efforts into

the task*

Sincerely,

J ohn C* Smith



LETTER

Over Siam
December U, 19U8

Dear Friends:

We were three days late getting to Siam and now I am three days late
leaving. On November 8th the plane was on time from Tokyo to Shanghai and I expected
to leave for Bangkok that evening. However, a change in the law made my visa invalid
for leaving China and a change in the schedule had sent my plane out the ni^ht before
anyway. So I had three nights and two days in Shanghai before I got an exit permit
and a new plane reservation.

The National Christian Council was meeting and I was able to visit there.
In addition, long talks with the secretary of the Church of Christ in China and with
several Presbyterian missionaries made my stay a very profitable one. The situation
in China is extremely serious but the missionaries are taking it calmly. They have
been through difficult times before and they are making no hasty decisions. Some are
leaving North China for the south or for America but some are deliberately staying
in Communist dominated areas, believing that the Christian witness must be made even
under such circumstances. Supplies are short in China and the exchange is chaotic.
Streetcar fares now set at 100,000 Chinese dollars are worth l/l20th of a U.S. cent
The conductors don't bother collecting. The Chinese church and the missionaries need
our prayers as they face difficult and trying times.

It was a distinct relief to get to Bangkok. The country is peaceful and
clean, food is plentiful and there is room for everyone, and although this is a
tropical country with pineapples, bananas, papayas, coconuts etc, yet it is now the
winter season and we had bright sunny days and cool nights during all of my stay.

I spent almost a week in Bangkok altogether and just over a week in
Chiengmai which is twenty hours by train to the north. The third week was spent in
Prae, Nan, Lampong and Chiengmai, all of which are stations of our Mission, Siam's
population oi 18,000,000 is almost completely a rural group except for those in
Bangkok, the capitol.

Protestant missions in Siam means the American Presbyterian Mission, Until
recently there have been no other missionaries. And in no country has the official
welcome of the government been more cordial. I met many officials including
governors of provinces and even the Prime Minister himself. All knew our work and
were very cordial and appreciative.

This is particularly impressive when one remembers that this is a strong
uddhist country. Perhaps the strongest in the world, and that conversions here to
Christianity are almost as difficult as in Mohammedan countries. We have been here
more than one hundred years, our schools and hospitals are well known, but the church
is still small and is only now taking on new life and vigor.

Because of this we have felt that after the war this was one country where
a special effort must be made. In addition to Restoration Funds, finances for a Five
ear Advance Program have been appropriated and the Mission has been reinforced with

as fine a group of young missionaries as I have ever seen. There are fifty-two
Presbyterian missionaries in Siam and under the Board's Field Administrator, Rev,
Horace Ryburn, they are undertaking a very hopeful piece of work,

^

During my stay the Mission and the Church of Christ in Siam met jointly
for five days of planning and fellowship in Chiengmai. There were 125 delegates in
all. We began with a Thanksgiving service and dinner, It was thrilling to see the
leadership of the church . emerging, to sit in on their plans for pastoral training,
young people's organizations, and evangelism, and to hear the reports of growth. In



the last two years the membership of the church has increased from 9,000 to lU,000,

most of the increase being among young people# I wear now in my lapel the badge of

the Siamese Christian young people* s group. Perhaps under God this is the break we

have been waiting and praying for.

I have a great admiration for the Siamese people. They have dignity, yet

they are also warm in friendliness. The Christian leaders we have are the equal of

any in the Orient. This is an exotic country with colorful temples, jungles, beside

good roads, and elephants in the streets. But in spite of these differences, the

people are people Americans instinctively love and respect. Across the centuries

they have often been the only free people in Asia. Today Siam may well become the

center of all this area.

We have many Christian schools here of primary and high school grade.

Those in Bangkok and Chiengmai are outstanding and all of them command respect.

Even the Prime Minister sends his children to these schools rather than to the

government schools. And we have many Christian hospitals, the center of them being

in Chiengmai where there is also a nurses 1 training school of eighty students. The

opportunity for evangelism we now have is doubtless the result of our schools and

hospitals. The work for lepers has also helped and there has been great appreciation

shown for Church World Service. A missionary doctor or teacher or evangelist finds

a warm welcome here. Nowhere have I found a more generous response or made closer

friends.

We can well be proud of the way in which the work here has been built up

since the war. Siam was occupied by the Japanese and many of our schools and

hospitals were used by the army. Thrilling tales are told of the way some schools

kept going in private homes and of the way individual Christians met the test. After

the war these schools were rapidly restored and are among the finest I have seen,

I made many speeches to large crowds and to small, I conferred with Church

and Mission leaders, and I talked with students and laymen. There has grown upon

me the deep conviction that now is the time in Siam. We have a Mission strong in

ability and organization, we have a growing church, and we have a responsive

community. If we can continue to implement the able plans that have been made, this

can be God 1 s
1 time for winning Siam to Christ. We must not fail to meet this

opportunity. Will you not pray for this land of the free? And will some of
^
you not

give yourselves for service here? Nowhere are you more needed and nowhere will the

response be greater*

Sincerely,

John Coventry Smith
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Coen Billet
Seoul, Korea

July 28, 191*7

Dear Friends *-

This will be the final letter from Korea. Tomorrow morning Dr. Fenn flies from

here with Northwest Airlines, going straight through to the States. He will mail this

to the office when he reaches Minneapolis, so it should be speeded up on its way to

you. The rest of us fly to Tokio on an army plane leaving here at 6 p.m. tomorrow

and reaching there at midnight# A recent regulation prevents Northwest Airlines

from carrying passengers to or from Japan. They can take people through Japan, as

we came, or from Shanghai and Manilla to the States via Tokio. Consequently we have

had to devote some time this past week to getting permits to go on an army plane.

Just how this will effect our plans for leaving Japan the end of August we will not

know until we can investigate the matter in Tokio.

y/e had hoped to include a trip to Pengyang in our Korea visit. The official

letter of request was sent with a covering letter of endorsement from General Hodge.

However, the Russian general in the northern zone did not even bother to reply. Me

understand that many of the Christian leaders in the north are in prison these days;

so we presume the Russians felt our presence might be unwelcome. We have talked with

many Christians from Northern Korea who have escaped from a situation which all

agree is far worse than was the Japanese occupation#

At least we have been able to send a message to the Christians in the north.

Last evening at 6*15 Dr. Emmons was given fifteen minutes on the powerful local radio

station. His address of greeting to the Korean Christian Church was interpreted by

Pastor Han, who is widely known all over North Korea. It was possible to get the

time on the radio as a result of the fact that Father Flannigan, of Boystown, fame,

recently was here and made a broadcast to the Catholics of the country. Dr# Emmons

began his broadcast with a greeting in the words of St. Paul, as found in the seventh

verse of the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans# Vie trust that enough of

the Christians north of the 38th parallel listened in so that they may gain new

courage and hope from this evidence of the solidarity of the Church of Christ.

Nor was the message meant only for the Korean Christians in the North. In the

broadcast Dr. Emmons pointed out that we are convinced that God would say to the

church in Korea as he said to the church in Philadelphia, in the Book of Revelation,

chapter 3/ verse 8, "I know thy works. Behold I have set before thee an open door,

and no man can shut it; for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and

hast not denied my name."

Since writing our last letter the days have been filled to the brim. We have

been very thankful that the weather has been no worse, altho we have had ample

evidence that we are here in the rainy season. Our worst experience was in connection

with our visit to Chungju last week. The thirteen-mile drive in a canvas topped

army ton and a half truck, through a torrential downpour between 1 and 2 a.m.
, to

get us to the railroad for the trip back to Seoul, will not soon be forgotten. It

was the kind of army truck that is called a "personnel carrier". It has seats along

the two sides and has ten wheels. The rear end of the body is directly over the

cluster of eight wheels, which cover such a sizeable space than even in the worst

mud and on the most uneven road one or two of the wheels find traction. Nor will

we forget pushing our way into a dimly lighted coach on the train to see Ned and

George Adams uncurl themselves from their troubled slumbers. They had undertaken

to drive the station wagon from Taiku to Seoul but had come to a river so swollen
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Chungju was most interesting. The American army is occupying all but one ofthe mission buildings. Fortunately the army officers are verycongenial. We ateat the officer s mess at noon and I found that the Major Hill sitting next to me wasthe nephew of the Venezuela Phillips, The Bible Institute building, a fiL red brick

he
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USed aa ths army headquarters. In our interview with Col.Greinerhe raised the question of building a number of temporary dwellings on our property
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mlSS1 °n ° th9 end °f ths American a™y occupation comes. Wecountered with the inquiry as to when the army might vacate the Bible Institute
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and were gratified to have the colonel indicate that he might build a new
e d quarters building at the time the construction of dependent housing took place.

The week from July 15th through the 19th was occupied with all-day conferencesof the Joint Deputation with leaders of the Korean Church. An elaborate program hadbeen worked out with half-hour presentations followed by discussion on a wide varietyof subjects. President Helen Kim of Ewha College led the devotional service one

Korean ^poem°by
n

fa-Un
P
Yang°^

^ a^ress, the following translation of a

"Altho the great mountain is considered high
It is only a mound beneath the sky;
If a man could climb and climb and climb.
There is no reason for not reaching the summit#
But man won»t climb
And only calls the mountain high”.
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S iS typioal of the attitude of these splendid leaders of theKorean Christians. We have been tremendously impressed by the consecration and

wTtu
8 number of thsse rnsrl and women. How with the missionary assistance forwhch they are begging, Christianity should make tremendous strides in this awakening
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end of the war ho recognised the students of Seoul as a needy field for evangelistic
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th °hr“ tian Pr°Srams S°ing on in each. Our deputation went to one of
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bhQlr puzzlln S problems, aggravated by the presence of communist studentswi-cn an active program.

Thursday and Friday 0f this past week were spent in a retreat out* the

KoreH°Pre^ re -°n Christian College campus. There we met with fortyKorean Presbyterian leaders and representatives of the mission stations. TheUnderwoods are wonderfully hospitable. Dr. Underwood is temporarily detached from

o : :
na7rrV1Ce V®™9 as advisor to the Korean director of education in the

dirlct r f
S°V9r“lent ' 1,105,3 bw° men are used to working together as Dr. Yu theeducation, was vice president of Chosen Christian College during the

'

shared
9”^ nd9rW00d ' Youn S K°raa0 Undenvood and his wife live close by and—• * -
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q ome 0 f the outstanding leaders of the country took time off from their

official duties to share in the two-day planning conference. Governor Yuan came up

from Chungiu. He is a Presbyterian minister, having graduated at Princeton Seminary

. n tho 1 20s. Mien we called on Col. Murphy in Chungju he went out of his way to tell

us what a wonderful man Gov. Yuan was and how his integrity and industry made him

stand out among the Koreans in the whole region so that he had been chosen governor

of the province. Dr. Y. S. Lee, head of the department of public health is a

Presbyterian elder, as is Dr. Koh, president of TaiKu Medical College. Both were

there and participated helpfully in the discussions. Miss Evelyn Koh, who was a

Ph. D. in sociology from the University of Michigan, is now head of ihe Woman s

Bureau of the provisional government. She and several other women who had studied

abroad expressed themselves clearly and forcibly, especially on the fact that tho

Korean Presbyterian Church as yet has not ordained women as elders!

The discussion during the planning conference concerned themselves with the

Church; the various Christian institutions such as Severance Medical College; the

type of missionary needed and what his relation to the national church would be;

projects which can best be developed through interdenominational co-operaxion

women's work, mission medical and educational policies ,
etc. The self-support of

the Korean Church is world famous. One of our problems has been how to make

available money from the Restoration Fund to make much needed repairs to the churche

without upsetting the self-support habits of the past, ^erever we have gone it has

been called to our attention that our churches have no tells while the Catholic

churches are still able to ring theirs. Seemingly during the
h ^thoufpriest^

all metal was being collected to melt for military purposes the Catholic priests

were able to make some sort of a deal to keep their bells. Since many of the

Protestant pastors were in prison for their faith the bells were taken from their

churches at once. It would seem that we might buy some church, belts s one g*”
to replace broken windows, some paint and other building materials with Re.toratio

Fund monev in the United States, ship it out here and then count on the local

churches to do the rest with the local materials and labor for which they would pay.

Last Saturday the members of the Joint Deputation were entertained at a reception

in the local Y.M.C.A. by the ‘Votestant Christians of Seoul. It was a^ 1

affair with speeches, refreshments, and gifts of Korean boxes to us. One of the

speakers was Dr. Philip Jaisohn, counsellor to General Hodge.
_

He 18 ™
+ States

Korean who is past eighty, having lived the past sixty years in the

J

where he became an American citizen. Among other things, he I

Korea's dealing with foreign countries in the past. Foreigners came to. Korea in

order to take things away from Korea. However, the Americans came to give not

to tike! Let me tfll you why they want to give rather than to take, ttei-n*
people believe it is more blessed to give than to receive. I do not say that all

Americans are Christians, but I do say that the dominating-ideals of the "
at

people are Christian teachings. You know what Americans have done for you nd what

the American people are trying to do now. It is time for you to put your trust

^ God. ft sleml to be simple^nd naive but it is true. Work out your own salvation

by putting your absolute trust in God, our Heavenly Father,

The trust with which the Korean

Russian menace is most humbling to us

when we return to the States we can br

America’s policy to the Soviet Union a

has been struggling these many years,

the president of the provisional legis

Presbyterian Church here in Seoul, He

seems to be equally unsatisfactory 'co

groups. Only last week another of the

people look to America for protection from the

as American citizens. They seem to think that

ing influence to bear that will stiffen

nd assure Korea the independence for which she

This evening we are to call on Kim Kyu Sik,

lature and an elder in the Yfest Gate

is a middle of the road political leader, who

the extreme right and to the extreme left

middle of the road leaders — a man who had
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gone to our Pengyang seminary for a year was assasinated# The communists claim

the rightists did it while the rightists insist that the leftists committed the

murder# The American army anticipated violence if the Joint Commission of the

Russian and American representatives continues to be stalled as it has been of late.

We leave Korea with mingled feelings* Yie see no easy solution to the political

problems of the nation# We thank God for the heroism of the Christian people and

the way in which the church is developing# We see the immediate and impelling need

for missionaries and funds. At the same time, until better a rrangements can be

madB with the American military government as to entry, housing and living of

missionaries as well as some solution of the exchange problem we can understand

why progress of mission assistance to the church has been slow# The precariousness

of the political situation and the active communist propaganda in this Asiatic

proving ground of Christianity increases our conviction that the church in America

must do everything possible to assist these gallant Christians — ’’while time, remains’l

Sincerely yours.

Ruth C. Williams
Peter K# Emmons
Henry G# Bovenkerk
William P# Fenn
Herrick B# Young
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Tokyo, Japan
August U* 191*7

Dear Friends :•

It seems far longer than a week since our last letter was written to you. By
now we are deep in the problems and opportunities of Japan - and Korea is fading into
the background. We shall never forget our last twenty-four hours in Seoul, however.
The final evening we were guets of the president of the provisional legislature, Kim
Kyo Sik. Ye went along to this interesting Korean home, perched on the side of a
hill overlooking ohe city, in the late afternoon to meet with a group of the alumnae
of the Chung Sin School, of which Kim Kyo Sik's wife is one of the most prominent.
Her sister is taking an activo role in reopening this school which, according to the
speeches that were made to us that day, has done a great deal to emancipate the woman-
hood of Korea# If by their frui'cs ye shall know them’ is to be used as a basis of
judgement, wo certainly can testify to the effectiveness of this school for the women
displayed a depth of Christian faith and a wealth of energy and initiative that was
truly inspiring. After dinner, at which Kim Kyo Sik joined the group and during
wn'ich anJ Kemi recognised each other as old friends from ten years ago in West
China when they both were university professors there, we heard fran this interesting
Presbyterian elder his ideas about the future of Korea. Unfortunately his ideas aro
not generally accepted and he is in constant danger from both the leftists and
rightists, so that his house is heavily guarded day and night. One was left with a
realization of the overwhelming problems Korea faces.

Tho next day, as we paid a farewell call on General Hodge on the way to the
airport, we were interested to have one of the general’s aides toll us that they had
received word from the Russians that morning that our application to go to Fcngyang
had boon received too late to grant our request. He had followed up and discovered
that the Russian liason man in Seoul seemingly had deliberately held up the trans-
mission of tho request. Such is diplomacy. In our final conversation one of the
heads of American military government summed up their problem very succinctly by
saying, 11We aro trying to build a new Korea. We have plenty of hod carriers but no
brick layers, to say nothing of foremen .

11

Tho Japanese for thirty years had done all
the skillod work and management, keeping the Koreans in the same position as the negro
holds in tho deep South.

The Northwest Airlines still is having difficulties as to its permission to
operate in and out of Japan. Wo are told that the British are blocking mattors since
they want to establish passenger service with BOAC over the same route and do not want
Northwest to get a head start. In any case. Dr. Fonn was able to fly with Northwest
on Tuesday morning, since he was going straight through to the States, but the rest
of us had to wangle passage on an army plane, leaving Seoul that evening at 6:30.
Consequently four of the five of us continued in session with the mission exocutivo
committee until 1 p.m. and then made farewell official oalls until time to go to the
airport# Reaching the airport an hour out of Tokio a little after 11 p#m# meant that
we didn’t lose a working day, since wo started right on Japan affairs tho next morning XI

We did hibernate in the Chapel Center as a Joint Korea Deputation part of tho first
day to whip togother seme of our recommendations.

This Chapel Center is a most unusua 1 place. There aro various meeting rooms
in addition to large and small chapels for services. A library cn the second floor
and spacious grounds add to its attractiveness. It is for the use of Christian
groups which includo Americans and made an ideal setting for our deputation meeting.

Wo as a Presbyterian deputation had a delightful afternoon with the Japanese
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faculty of Meiji Gakuin. In November the institution will observe its 70th anniver-

sary# The speeches that were made included appreciation for the food and clothing

that had come to them from America# At present there is the middle school department

with 1300 students; the English school, which offers special work from 5:J>0-7:UD»

with S00 students; and the college department with 2000 students, or a grand total of

almost I4OOO students in this splendid institution. The Hannafords are giving full

time and there is an urgent request for two American short term teachers to help with

this challenging opportunity. Kagawa, who is an alumnus of this school and a member

of the board of trustees, could not be present as he is conducting evangelistio ser-

vices in various parts of the country on a full time schedule. One of the speakers

apologized that they could not have a banquet for the deputation in view of the food

shortage. We were amazed at the food that they had managed to secure for the tea

that was served during the conference with us. Since rice flour is not obtainable

to moke the little cakes that in prewar days would have been served, little cakes had

been made out of cooked potato, with beans stuck on top for garnishing. Other substi-

tutes were bravely presented as the best that could bo secured. It is hard to believe

some of the food shortages that exist. The next morning when we awakened wo looked

out and saw Dr. Yano, the president of Meiji Gakuin, and his wife squatted out in

the fremt yard by the little patch of wheat which Mrs. Yano had grown. With an empty

bottle they were threshing the scanty crop to add to their inadoquate food supply,—

for there has been no way for food to bo sent from America to a capable leader like

Dr. Yano, except through the impersonal general relief program. That is something

which we hope we can help.

Sam Franklin, who is teaching out at the Seminary, feels very strongly that we

should use CARE food packages by means of International Parcel post and thus save

faculty members and pastors from engaging too long in the "bamboo sprout life I" This

is a grim joke referring to the fact that many are selling clothes, furniture, and

books in order to have means to supplement their scanty rations, just as one layer

after another is peeled off the edible bamboo sprout. Eventually the peeling process

must stop and Japan se°ms near that point. Dr. Franklin told us of a student friend

in his neighborhood who went mad over hunger and the fear of hunger. The newspapers

report suicides of whole families because of economic conditions. Statistics on the

height and weight of school children show them to be retarded a whole year as com-

pared with pre-war years. The per capita calories consumed weekly from the authorized

ration is less than 1100. This is one third of the American average. Black market

purchases supplement this but the authoritative "white paper" published re'ently by

the Katayama cabinet (the Prime Minister is a Presbyterian) states that on the basis

of present statistical information, indigenous food can supply only 1325 calories.

Hunger stalks the country l

But one should not think that this appalling situation has reduced the energy

and initiative of the Japanese to the vanishing point. They have shown extraordinary

initiative and fortitude in adjusting themselves to new conditions. Dr. Franklin

told us of B , who when he took a job as a house servant presented his new employer

with a copy of a book he recently had published. We were taken to the home of an army

colonel acquaintance since reaching Tokyo and there found serving as housekeeper the

daughter —in—law of the former Japanese Methodist bishop, who had studied in America.

She had been a distinguished soprano soloist, but lost everything she had during the

bombing so that she swallowed her pride and was working in this American home. We

heard of a trained agricultural economist who was on the point of taking employment

as a ricksha puller, since no other position was available.

Dr. Franklin is living out at the seminary in a trailer, brought out from America#

Miss Riker, who came cn from India recently to resume her duties as treasurer of the

Japanese M ission, has been staying with a Japanese family while she has been seeking
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a place to live# She hopes this week to arrange to take over the first floor of a

house located an hour's trip from the center of Tokio. The devastation shows itself
in many and various ways. Saturday afternoon, at the ireeting of the Japanese members
of the committee on the Christian University, there was vision and courage shown that
was most remarkable* It is too soon to draw any clear conclusions about Japan, but
there is no question that one is moved to help these friendly people all one can--
especially the Christians who suffered for their faith during the war.

Cno evening the Presbyterian missionor ies in Tokio, the Presbyterian deputation
as well as the Nate Helms and Paul Oltmans were guests of the Will Kerrs for dinner

and an informal evening. Mr. Helm is here in Tokyo as an army chaplain and Mr. Oltman

is horo in government service, both having been in our Japan mission before the war.

Friday was spent in an all-day organizational and briefing session of the joint

deputation# It has grown considerably as different denominations have designated

representatives# Consequently there now are three Presbyterians# three Methodists,

one Congregational representative, one from the United Church of Canada, one from

the United Lutherans, cne from the Baptists# one from the Disciples# one from the

Episcopalians, one from the Evangelical and Reformed, and Henry Bovenkerk# as secre-

tary of the joint deputation. We all were taken down to military headquarters and

had a conference with the colonel who is particularly responsible for missionary
affairs# He was most cordial, pointing out that to date 169 missionaries have been
cleared for return, of whom 100 are here in Japan. As further housing questions are

solved it will be possible to bring many more through. Twelve new missionaries have
been cleared# of whom five are on the field. None of these are Presbyterians and we

feel that we should move ahead promptly since the language school is being re-estab-
lished.

Hearing that Miss Woodsmall of the World’s YWCA^nf the city on the way to Seoul

for a week's visit, it was interesting to have a visit with her and trado some of

the impressions she has gained during her days in Japan for some of our impressions
of Korea.

That evening the deputation began to scatter for the visitation of various

parts of the country. We are being divided up into teams, so that no two Presby-
terians go to the same institution. Dr. Emmons went with the representative of the

United Church of Canada to Kanazawa on Friday evening to spend the weekend there.

Our missionary# Miss Reiser, would do the honors. Dr. Young goes this evening with
several other members of the joint deputation to Nagoya. "Wednesday, August 6, which

is the second anniversary of the falling of the atomic bomb at Hiroshima will find

Emmons# Young, and Bovenkerk there to share in the memorial observance which the

Christians are arranging. Then while Miss Williams is studying the various medical

projects# Dr. Emmons will go to Sendi and on up to the northern island of Hokaido,

where Presbyterian work is important# Meanwhile Dr. Young and Mr# Bovenkerk will go

first to Fukuoka for a regional conference and then on to Kumomoto and Shimonoseki
before returning to Kioto, Kobo, and Osaka# where Miss Williams will join them# This

will be followed by a week's conferonco with Japanese Christian leadors at a place

called Yumoto# The entire group will live together at a Japanese hotel# located
near a hot spring# It should be an interesting and valuable experience.

Sincerely yours#

Ruth C# William

s

Peter K. Emmons
Henry G. Bovenkerk
Herrick B. Young



Dear Friends,

Box 42

Taegu, Korea
November 15, 1948

From one disturbed corner of an unpeaceful world, I send you greetings in

the name of -the Frince of Pence— the One who said so long ago,
f,
I came not to

bring PEACE but a sword.. ." That sword is still clashing in the conflict of

good and evil in a world as yet unreconciled to God. Today the Koreans are sing-

ing their national enthein in memory of Tangun, the ancient founder of their coun-
try, while gun shots and sirens emphasize the fact that their freedom is being
challenged. As you in Merica sing with glad hearts of Christ* s coming, you
will remember, won’t you, these out here whose only true peace is in hearts where
He reigns and those who as yet know Him not?

lie know the autumn is advancing into winter as we sit in unheated class-

rooms, wearing sweater, suit, top coat end blanket, felling selfish because our

students are inadequately clothed, sitting on the bare floors. Their hearts are

burning with love for the Lord and His Viord, however, and they gather at five-

thirty in the morning for prayer, as we are having special meetings, buch de-

votion often makes us ashamed of our coldness of heart and love of ease. This

session of teaching has not been easy for me but I have learned a lot— if my stu-

dents haven* t!--and will do better another tine, I hope. k*e open again February

first.

Do you ever sing the doxology when you turn on the faucet and hot water

flows out at your touch, or when you switch on the light, or when you come back

home in the winter and the warm atmosphere wraps you round? I always will when

I get back to America again! Don’t feel too sorry for us, because the water is

really running now, until something happens to the pump, and our lights are pret-

ty constant as long as that American boat is in the harbor, and we have oil

stoves and n fireplace and hope that our furnace will work through the rusty

rodiators \

We have been thrilled p.t signs of spiritual life in many churches. The

West Church, one of the largest in Taegu, especially has hpd a vision beyond its

own locol responsibilities and has sent five or six workers out to country pieces.

These women rebeive only their food and 2000 wun, which is about #2 in American

money. 0ne of the members is a little woman who comes to me for English conver-

sation. She is only the pianist and choir director, president of the missionary

society, treasurer of Presbyterirl , bundey bchool teacher, president of the new-

ly organized Y. m.C.A., teaches in her husband’s night school, helps in church

calling, is on the relief committee and is the moving spirit in a prayer group

which is really asking and expecting great things from God. All this is in ad-

dition to her home duties which include the care of several bee hives. Recently
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ste realized the dream of years in securing a piano, only to find the room is so

dark she cannot see to play* Hov; desperrtely v;e need more such lenders!

I have not been giving you a definite list of things to pray for, but have

expected you to rend between the lines. Perhrps, however, it would be a. help to

have a few suggestions. Uppermost in our thoughts and prayers for many months

has been our HOSPITAL. Normally, it would hove been turned bpck to the mission

on the return of the missionaries, but there have been complications, the most

difficult of which is the unwillingness of the Korean staff to have an American

doctor in charge. The hospital badly noods this leadership to get into proper

condition, but so far the turn-over has not boen made. • Pray that soon a solu-

tion may be found so that wo can again cooperate with the Koroans in hpving a

Christian hospital which will be an evangelizing power as it used to bo.

Tho two HIGH SCHOOLS which used to be mission schools have rlso gone down

distressingly in Christian standards. In the Girls* School, especially, commu-

nistic influences aro at work. Christians are in the minority. One of our mis-

sionaries has the opportunity of contact with some of the girLs in English clas-

ses. Tho Principal is a Christian and so far is holding out against Communist

threats. Last week, I spoke at a chapel service hold by the Christian group in

the. school.

Our BIBLE INSTITUTE also noeds earnest prayer. Since the close of the war

it had boen carried on by a remarkable man who raised every penny among devoted

friends, bought necossary equipment and made minimum repairs without much support

or encouragement from Presbytery. He did the best ho could but there arc many

things which need improvement. Wo find tho students much younger end more im-

mature than our students before the war when our entrance age was higher. J.o

are at a loss to know how wo are going to get our leaders, as those girls are too

young at graduation to be sent out as Biblo women. Do you see some of the grrvo

problems? Pray for tho defoat of fear and the cause of that fear in our midst.

I am scheduled for two country classes in the months between Bible Institute.

It is ono thing to live on jsiission Hill and go every day to teach young pooplo

the Bible and quite another to go out -

"Whore cross the crowded ways of life,

Whore sounds the noico of selfish strife;

In haunts of wretchedness and need.

On shadowed thresholds dark with fo8rs..."

From nono of those does "His heart recoil." Pray that neither may mine, and

that they may hear His voice, know His love and compassion and find healing and

deliverance.

How my hoart will be turning longingly to the dear family groups and the

church fellowships which have enriched my life in other years. »toat may not
.

1949 hold for the world? If all who claim His nrmo would but give their all in

devotion to Him and His cause we would see what God could do for "those whose

hearts are perfect toward Him." At this glad Christmas time, may we all delight

His heart by our FAITH. Blessings on you all. With warm greetings, I am

Yours in the fellowship of His service,

HELEN M. HENDERSON



MEN AND MISSIONS

KOREA is one of the world’s “hot

spots” today, and much of the an-

swer to the question of Korea’s future will

depend upon the caliber of the Koreans

themselves. And of this we know sur-

prisingly little, considering the impor-

tance to ourselves and to the world of the

outcome of the present crisis in that land.

Presbyterian missions have been active in

Korea for sixty years and may have some

light to throw on the subject. Perhaps

they have been a factor in developing the

kind of leadership that should inspire con-

fidence. It is usually assumed that wher-

ever there are Communists, infiltration is

going on; but why should that be any

more so with Communists than with

Christians? There are half a million or

more Christians in Korea, probably more

of them in the North, above the thirty-

eighth parallel, than in the South.

American churchgoers have had an op-

portunity during recent months to gauge

the caliber of at least one Christian

Korean. Dr. L. George Paik, president

of Chosen Christian University, in Seoul,

Korea, has been traveling across the

country since attending the sixty-first

General Assembly in Seattle in May as a

1 Director of the Division of Education and

Information, The Board of Foreign Missions.

member of the International Fellowship

Mission. He is an excellent example of

the kind of “younger church” leadership

that commends itself to the Westerner.

One of his objectives in coming to this

country was to secure much-needed equip-

ment, including the latest in teaching

films, to keep his Christian University in

the forefront of Korean higher education.

Two other Koreans who are in this

country at the present time are Pastor

Kyung Sun Han and Rev. Andrew Chai

Kyung Whang. Pastor Han had a large

church in the far north oTKorea when the

Russians came in. A Princeton Seminary

graduate, he stuck to his post despite re-

strictions of all sorts, until his pro-

American sympathies and the departure

of many of his people for the South made
it seem wise for him to join the swelling

tide of refugees from the Russian zone.

He had been in Seoul for only a short time

when he organized a congregation of his

fellow refugees in that city. Two years

later it was the largest of twenty-two such

new churches in Seoul, had taken over a

former Shinto shrine, numbered among

its adherents over five thousand parents

and children, was holding two church

services each Sunday morning, and was

running a Sunday school of nine hundred.

He has executive ability of a high order.

There are Christian Koreans in all

walks of life with like abilities, of whom
little is known in this country. Readers

of Time magagine and Presbyterian Life

were thrilled with the story of Ye Yun
Ho, theological student who erected a

packing-crate church in the garbage

dumps along the banks of the Han River

in Seoul. To his fellow Christians in

Seoul he is just another Christian, doing

with his might what his hand finds to do.

Rev. Andrew Chai Kyung Whang came

to this country on a scholarship furnished

by the World Council of Christian Educa-

tion to specialize in the study of audio-

visual education. He is being groomed to
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PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS
FOR ADULT CLASSES

Copyright by Providence Woodward
Lithograph Co.

Supplementing the Lessons on
the Life of Christ

By Sarah E. Rivoir

Harmony of the Gospels
This month, at the same time that the

new curriculum is bringing a study of the

life of Christ to our children and young
people, the Uniform Lessons begin two
quarters of study on the same topic.

In connection with this study, adult

classes might find as an intriguing and en-

lightening project the compilation of a

harmony of the Gospels. This would
serve to supplement the material found in

the lessons.

Such a compilation entails, for each

member of the class, a notebook, a set of

Bible Art Miniature Pictures
1
depicting

1 Available from Westminster Book Stores
at 25 cents a dozen of one kind. Listed, with
titles of pictures, in the picture section of the
Book Store catalogue.

events in the life of Jesus, and a Bible.

Underneath each picture should be writ-

ten the story of that event as told in each
of the four Gospels of the New Testament
in which it appears. With the comparison
and study of information contained and
facts given in these separate Gospels,

various aspects might appeal particularly

to certain members of the class and lead

to assigned of voluntary research in re-

source books such as The Westminster
Study Edition of The Holy Bible, The
Westminster Dictionary of the Bible, etc.

Since probably all the notebook work
could be done at home, this could serve as

an additional link in the chain of the pro-

gram for church and home for those who
have children now studying the new cur-

riculum.

“The Greatest Story Ever Told”

For another supplement to the study of

the life of Christ, your class or the entire

church school might be interested in the

albums of the recorded radio program.
“The Greatest Story Ever Told.” These
records are offered on a 10-year lease basis

for use wherever there are spiritual guid-

ance groups, such as churches, schools,

hospitals, and jails, at a fee of $4.95 per

album delivered to you. Each album con-

tains two complete broadcasts, from
which all identification of the sponsor, the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., has been

omitted. The 12", 78 r.p.m. records can
be played on an ordinary phonograph.

Each contains two fictionalized episodes

in the story of the greatest life that was
ever lived and an imaginative version of
its impact on the people of that time. The
recordings are supplied with the explicit

understanding that they must not be re-

broadcast over the air.

Requests for albums should be ad-

dressed to Recording Division, American
(Continued on page 57)
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Westminster Adult Bible Class

be the leader in developing a Christian
audio-visual program for Korea upon his
return. He is a graduate of Chosen Chris-
tian University and of Kobe Theological
seminary in Japan. His abilities are both
executive and dramatic. He plays twenty-
hve or more Korean instruments and is a
bird and animal impersonator second to
none. For years he had a weekly radio
program for children in which he used
these talents to the delight of both chil-
dren and their parents.
During the early stages of the Japanese

war in Asia. Mr. Whang was in Japan, and
he found such disfavor with the Japanese
that they imprisoned him seven times
once for six months at a stretch. In this
later period he completed his seminary
graduation, thesis and succeeded at the
same time in soundly converting six of his
fellow prisoners.

' When Mr. Whang got back to Korea,
he found that the Japanese Government
of Korea placed many restrictions on
church worship. However, they made no
objection to the use of religious motion
pictures. So he set out on a tour of the
churches, in the course of which he gave
over six hundred showings of religious
nims. I his experience inspired him to
wnte produce, direct, and play the lead-
ing role in as remarkable a motion picture
as has ever come from the mission field
Criminals Without Sin is the dramatic
story of a Korean Christian pastor, his
family and congregation, under the heel
of the oppressor. Jailed, beaten, and tor-
tured, they were nevertheless “faithful
unto death." It is a true depiction of
what happened in many a congregation
during the dark days of the war. The
funds to make the picture were derived
from a successful business^ enterprise.
Much of the equipment and technical help™as G

}'
J

and 311 the PrinciPa l actors other
than Andrew himself were Korean profes-
sionals, trained in the Japanese-operated
Korean film industry. The film is of such
high dramatic quality that it has been
shown continuously in the commercial
picture houses in Seoul and is reported a
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great evangelistic as well as dramatic suc-
cess. A move is on foot to edit it for use
with American church audiences, pro-
vided the necessary funds can be found.

U hat Abmit Korea? a silent color film
also made by Mr. Whang, is already avail-
able from Central Distributing Depart-
ments °f the Mission Boards. (Rental,
«po.75._)

Mr. Whang is acting as agent in the
purchase of American equipment for a
group of young Christian businessmen in
Korea who are determined to start a
picture-producing corporation of their
own, to give the theaters and churches
more films of this caliber.

We in the American churches should
realize that the little handful of Christian
nationals who come here from any coun-
try are not the only men and women of
•een ability among their countrymen
They are more like the tip of the iceberg
protruding above the surface. They
signal the presence beyond our ken of a
great and significant group back home
who are equally worthy of our confidence,
a potent factor in this atomic age in which
Christians, too, are practicing infiltration.

•*»<!&
When the Japanese were on a spy hunt

in Burma, anyone who could read was
suspect and it was almost a crime to be in
possession of a book. But books were
precious and the people took to hiding
them. . . . Some Christians hid a book
or two m the pillow they used every
night, and others wrapped the precious
volumes in waterproof leaves from the
palm trees and hid them in the forest. A
few refused to be parted from their New
Testaments, whatever the risk
"VVhafs this book?” asked a Japanese
soldier on finding a Testament in the
house of one of them. The reply was
a memorable one and must have im-
pressed the soldier, for he left the Chris-
tian his book and did not question him
further. “That is my Bible, my life.
Where I go it must go with me, and with-
out it I should die."—From the Bible
Society Record.



January Suggestions for
Class Officers

1. Universal Week of Prayer
, January

2-9. Classes which desire to co-operate
in the observance of this week of prayer
may secure program suggestions from the

Federal Council of Churches, 297 Fourth
Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

2. Presbyterian Young People’s Day,
January 30. Adults should use their in-

fluence to see that young people are given

an opportunity to conduct or take part in

at least one of the church worship services

on that day.

3. January TODAY

.

The Presbyterian
Bible “Book of the Month” for January
is Revelation. The messages of January
Today are built upon passages from
Revelation. Two pages of Today are

given especially to suggestions on how to

read this book.

4. Six months’ course on “The Life of
Jesus Christ.” The period from January
through June, 1949, in all adult classes,

will be used in studying the life of Christ.

The Westminster Adult Bible Class
has several new features to make this

study as profitable as possible. Every
adult class should make continuous effort

to enlist members in this course. See
“Program Suggestions for Adult Classes”

for projects to supplement the study.

5. The Westminster Study Edition of
The Holy Bible, which has been available

in all Westminster Book Stores at $10
since last September, is a most helpful

study Bible for homes, ministers, and
especially members of adult classes. If

your class has not yet obtained a copy, do
not delay in enjoying the many helps that

this volume offers. There is nothing else

quite like it in print today.
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CLASS OFFICERS’
FORUM

Attractive Lesson Topics

The Invin Bible Class of the First

Presbyterian Church, San Diego, Calif.,

believes in attractive lesson titles. This
class takes the liberty of adapting the

regular Uniform Lesson titles to meet
their own particular needs. A mimeo-
graphed sheet announces the subjects for

discussion for an entire quarter.

Any class officer who is interested in

knowing more about the method should

address Dr. Walter M. Invin, 4658 Fel-

ton Street, San Diego 4, Calif.

->»<«-

Young People’s Day
“What shall be done unto the man

whom the king delighteth to honor?”
asked Ahasuerus of Haman. The answer
came in terms of royal apparel and a

triumphal tour through the city on the

king’s own horse, with a crier to proclaim

that this was the man whom the king de-

lighted to honor.

There is no thought of heralds or royal

trappings in our minds, but the same de-

sire to bestow honor is back of the

Church’s observance of Young People’s

Day on the last Sunday in January.
These wonderful young people of ours,

who are devoting themselves with vigor

to the service of Christ, deserve to have
the Church pause and pay tribute.

In the observance of Young People’s

Day, this year on January 30, the Church
highlights the work of its half-million

Westminster Fellowship youth. This host

of young people, between the ages of 12

and 23, are busy all year in their effort to

discover God’s will for their lives and
then to do it. They organize their work
under the four categories of Faith and
Life, Stewardship, Christian Fellowship,

and Christian Outreach. They call upon



Imprisoned for defying Japanese, Pastor Choo (center) is visited by wife. Producer Whang plays pivotal role in film.

Christians in Korea
Andrew Whang’s film shows present-day martyrs for the faith

By JANETTE HARRINGTON

I
N a darkened room, a small group sat

watching a story of Korean heroism

unfold on the screen. The pictures were

grim (see above). Narration was in

Korean, and the film’s chief actor and

producer, Andrew C. K. Whang (the

musician on the cover) translated as the

film went along. When the soundtrack

faded, the versatile Mr. Whang, who gives

radio broadcasts back home, filled in im-

promptu.

When it was over, we sat stunned and

silent. We knew that Christians in Jap-

anese-occupied territories suffered persecu-

tion during the war. We knew that per-

secution of a similar kind is going on in

Communist-dominated North Korea to-

day. It is one thing to read these things

in the newspapers; it is another to see

them before your eyes.

You ask—because your mind can’t quite

accept such stark truth
—“Did these things

—imprisonment, beating, torture—actual-

ly happen?” And Whang, nodding and

smiling, with no diminution of habitual

^Oriental courtesy, replies, “Yisss, they

happened. They happened to me.”

The half-drama, half-documentary mo-
tion picture, called “Criminals without

j

Crime,” deals with one church and one
|

minister, but it speaks for the 5,000 Chris-

tians in Korea who were imprisoned dur-

ing the war, and especially for the seventy

who died as the result of ill treatment.

It has as its central character a minister

named in the film “Pastor Choo,” whose

counterpart in actual life was a well known
Christian leader in Peyang. Arrested for

defying the Japanese to stand by his con-

victions, he died in prison. A young co-

worker, Mr. Kim, fares even worse, but

lives. (One of the movie’s harrowing

scenes shows him undergoing the famed

Japanese water treatment.)

“Criminals without Crime” is the fi rst

all-Korean movie ever to be made. Film

production in Korea, carried on by Jap-

anese companies before the war, halted in

wartime, and no American films could be

circulated. The only religious film avail-

able was an Italian production called “The

Christos.” Whang, who was then with

Korea’s Presbyterian General Assembly,

visiting congregations and putting on pro-

grams, used it to show in churches.

After liberation, Whang called a group

together and showed them “The Christos.”

He told them of his plan to film the life

of Pastor Choo. “I will gladly play the

part of Choo,” he offered. “But we need

professional actors for other roles.” It

was a big order, for Communists had taken

over the movie companies, and for paid

actors to play in such a film meant the

risk of their jobs. Reluctantly they

agreed; in the film, all the major parts ex-

cept Pastor Choo are taken by profes-

sionals, while 600 Presbyterian elders,

church members, and children play “extra”

roles. It is noteworthy that before pro-
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lated material makes this big, little book a real com-
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duction ended, the hired actors all Ij^came V
converted to Christianity. The young man
who played Kim is even now on his way

t

here to study theology. '

x

Whang produced the film from loans and
contributions at a cost of $64,000. Scarce

film was borrowed from the AMG.
To date, the movie had few Korean

showings because of lack of equipment.

But by arrangement with The Presbyterian

Board of Foreign Missions, projectors are

soon to be provided. Whether the film

is adapted to American use depends on
solution of technical difficulties.

Whang, who is forty-three, married, and

the father of four, has been in this country

for over a year studying at the Biblical

Seminary in New York. When he goes

back to Korea, he will become the audio-

visual representative for Protestant Chris-

tian churches and colleges.

Since he finished study at the Japan
Theological Seminary in 1941 and went

with the General Assembly, besides church

visitation he has carried on a weekly

broadcast. An accomplished musician, he

plays thirty-two instruments, and has built

his program’liround music and preaching.

In January 1945, a radio broadcast

based on Peter, the Rock, got him in trou-

ble, and he was "talcen in for questioning

by the Japanese. It was his seventh arrest

—for being a Christian—since Japan took

over Korea in 1910.

Acquainted with persecution

Coming from a Christian family, An-

drew Whang has known religious persecu-

tion all his life. As a student and teacher

in Christian schools, he was four times

arrested on suspicion of participation in

nationalistic plots, all Christians being

suspects because of the democratic nature

of the Christian doctrine.

Just before Pearl Harbor, when he was

in Tokyo, he had his most serious run-in

with authorities. Suspicion centered on

the volume of mail he was receiving from 4

Korea. The Japanese picked him for a

spy, imprisoned him for seven months.

From his experience, Whang acquired a

healthy if distasteful regard for the pecu-

liarly fiendish ingenuity of the Japanese

way with political prisoners. There were

short periods in prison when Whang was

not actively persecuted. During these in-

tervals he completed his seminary Jhesis,

and made twenty-one conversions among

fellow prisoners. /

But at the end of each waiting period,

he would be brought in “to confess.” The v

questionings were always preceded by

beating and torture and followed by fur-

ther opportunity to “repent.”

One of the inevitable “audience reac-

tions” to Whang’s movie is that it is too

hard on the Japanese. But Japanese Chris-
J

tians who have seen the film say not.

One thing is sure: it drives home the

realization of what it means to be a Chris- J
tian in Korea, in wartime and today.
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Dear Friends in the Homeland:

South Chulla Province
Soonchun, Koreq, Asia
October 28, I948
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our work as usual. I have had no mail for almost two weeks. No doubt mail service
will be reestablished soon. We are not now receiving mail by APO. This was discon-
tinued about a month ago. (See address at close of letter).

The past year has been a very busy one, but very satisfactory. I have had
tne privilege of visiting and preaching at about seventy churches, and have received
a very cordial welcome. At every place the attendance was unusually large and the
people very attentive. The Gospel message is welcome, and the door is wide open
for the missionary.

The last week of September, Soonchun Presbytery asked me to take charge of
the twenty-six churches of the Southwest Circuit. I hope to be able to do some itin-
eratmg soon among these churches. The last few months, I have spent a good deal
of time in over-seeing the repair work of Soonchun Mission Station. The Leper Colony
has also taken a good deal of my time. In the Colony, we have a grade and high school
with 185 pupils, and ho equipment. We need chalk, lead pencils and tablets, and
other paper for this school. If any of rry friends are interested in helping these
leper boys and girls, I will greatly appreciate it. We also need a lot of bandages,
gauze and cotton. It is now unavailable here, and is essential in our leper hos-
pital treatments.

I am so glad that I came to Korea last year, as 1 have been able to help
out in so many ways when the need was so great, and the workers so few. I have
worked about fifteen hours a day, seven days a week, and still going strong! The
1,3rd has protected us, and blessed us in a wonderful way.

We are so happy to have some new missionaries join our force recently.
Six have already arrived, and we hope by next fall a larger number will join us in
this great work.

Due to the rush of many things needing to be done, I have done very little
writing this year. However, I have often thought of the churches in Augusta, Clarendon,
Fairmont, Houston, Lebanon, Lafayette, Lakeside and Deiand, of the friends there and
in many other places, and thank the Lord for them all.

Just a word about my own family: As many of you know, I came to Korea
alone on September 29, 1947, leaving my family at 1204 Rennie Avenue, Richmond, Va.
They have kept well during my absence, and I am truly thankful. Helen, Margaret Lois
and Betty are with their mother in Richmond. Betty is a senior in high school,
Margaret, a junior, and Helen is in the sixth grade. Katherine is a senior at Mary-
ville College, Maryville, Tennessee, and Kenneth is a freshman at Davidson College,
Davidson, North Carolina. During the past year, my brother. Rev. J. W. Boyer, and
my mother have both gone to be with our Saviour.

Last year, my Christmas letter did not reach Nashville until December 27,
so this year I am sending it much earlier, and hope it gets to you in time. Hay

’

this Christmas Season be a happy one for you, one and all, and may the day soon come
when "Peace on earth, and good will..." will be a reality. Christ is the answer
and the only answer to the world's needs and problems. Best of wishes, and God's
blessing upon you and yours.

Fraternally yours,

£(LvJLaj / . $
ilec'd at Nashville, Tenn., November £, I948
Address: Rev. Elmer T. Boyer, South Chulla Province, Soonchun, Korea, Asia
Postage: Letters five cents, post cards three cents (regular mail)
-Vir mail: Letters 25* per each one-half ounce. However air mail folders may be

purchased at the post office for 10* - (These take about two weeks to go)



The Board of Foreign Missions
OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
156 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK lO. N. Y.

Mrs. Clarence Sidney Hoffman
Memorial Minute

Adopted by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions
September 21, I9I4.8

The Board made record of the death on August 6, 191*8, at Wilmington, Dela-.
ware, of Mrs. Clarence Sidney Hoffman, a missionary of the Board to Korea, who was
in the United States because of ill health and was working with her husband. Stated
Supply of the Elsmere Presbyterian Church in Wilmington,

Katherine Emma Davies was born on April 7, 1890, at Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
Her home was a Christian one and her church was Presbyterian. When eleven years old,
she united with the church in her home town and, as she grew older, she participated
in the work of the church, both in the Sunday School and in the Christian Endeavor
Society. She was graduated from Doylestown High School and in 1908 from West Chester
State Normal School, where she was active in Y.W.C.A. work. Her graduation was
followed by a year . as assistant to the biology professor in the Normal School and
then by two years in public school teaching. She became engaged to the Rev* Clarence
s

:
Hoffman, who was appointed to Korea by tho Board in 1910 and preceded her to the

field. After her appointment in 1911, she sailed for Korea in October and was met
by Mr, Hoffman at Yokohama, Japan, where they were married on November I4, 1911,

After a period of language study in Pyengyang, she and her husband were
assigned to the northern station of Kangkei where they lived for twelve years and
were then transferred to Syenchun. Mrs, Hoffman worked faithfully with her husband
in these stations, at the same time caring for the six children who were born into
the home. In most cases she taught thfem at home until they could go away to boarding
school. Her principal task, of course, was the care of the home, but that home was
often a place for Bible classes and she herself was active in teaching Woman's Bible
classes in the church and at Bible Institutes, At one time she taught arithmetic in
a girls* school and at another time was very helpful in teaching Bible geography,
xhe letters which she wrote home quoted on several occasions a poem which she had
learned as a child and which perhaps can stand as her motto in life:

"Forenoon, afternoon and night.
Forenoon, afternoon and night,
Forenoon, afternoon - and - what?
The empty song repeats itself.
And is this all? Yea, this is life.
Make this forenoon sublime.
This afternoon a psalm, this night a prayer.
And time is conquered, and thy crown is won."

The late fall of 191*0, when the international situation compelled the
evacuation of women and children, she and the children who wore still in Korea were
out on board^ the "Mariposa" and came back to the United States. .Mr, Hoffman remained

Korea until just before tho war, caring for the work that it was still possible
o o. Upon his return they were soon established in the Elsmere Church at Wilming-

ton, Delaware, and although in these last years Mrs# Hoffman's health has been fail-
ing, yet she continued to play an active part in her home and in the life of the church.



THE FOREIGN AUXILIARY
of the

KOREA W C T U

September 5, 1948

Dear Friends;

The Foreign Auxiliary of the Korea WCTU has been reorganized
since the war and is undertaking an active program.

It has the opportunity to buy a twenty kan Japanese house.
This property is to be used as a home for needy street girls from ten
to sixteen years of age. The building will hold sixty girls. The
women of the Whang Kai Christian Association, located next door, will
supervise the girls, and a trained matron has been secured.

The down payment of $600 must be made before October first,
1948. Repairs are estimated at $200. The complete purchase price
of the building is $2,000 more. This latter payment is not so
immediate. Appeals for it will be made to friends in America.

The Korea National WCTU is forming a corporation to
preserve the security nf the property. Mrs. A.B. Chaffin - Hq. Civil
Affairs, c/o the Chaplains’ Office, AP0 235, Unit 2 - is the American
Representative of this corporation. Please send any contributions
to her before October first. Your annual dues of one dollar may
also be sent to her.

It looks now as if the project we were asked to start by
ten Korean women’s organizations in September 1946, may at last be
realized. We urgently need the help of all friends of the Korea
WCTU.

Very sincerely yours,

Gail G. Kinney
Secretary



American Presbyterian Mission
Taegu Korea.

October 8 1948.

Dear Friends,

We are "on our own"- In fact we've been pretty much that way

since July 1st when the e rmv officers pulled off "Mission Kill." 7e began

then to e*t £ t home. The commisx" ry closed on August 15th f nd we began on

groceries from America. On th-^t same d^.to Korean independence was declared

in operation c nd the Military Government went out of business, tho it was a

month before they <'11 left. Now we suddenly get tho word that ^PO closes for

us tomorrow. Fle-se, therefore, note tho change of address, -nd remember th*-t

regular foreign postage will be required 4 5 cents first clfss, 10 cents 3pc- ^
cir 1 "ir mail folders * nd 15 cents on c irm' il letters. V/h’ t r blow!

The dfy before the soldiers left us, the motor for the w*-ter sup-

ply w r s stolen. The Array hid put up * 1- rge tank and was leaving everything for

us. After vainly waiting for tho police to recover the motor, we bought a

used Japanese one down town < nd tho Army's plumbers instilled it. But in 15

minutes it burned out J The rewinding job had not been completed yet, A G.I.

truck has supplied us with drinking water, but for washing we h- vo had to de-

pend on "the gentle rain from Heaven." It has been definitely a case of "How

in the hock...." But fortunately it hi s rained some more and not so gently,

either- so that our neck3 have had some attention, however inf-do quato

Our "Higher Bible Institute" graduated its first class in July.

All ton qraduates arc studying in thoological seminaries. After the Boys* Acad-

emy closed tho summer seemed busier than ever. The old one-thing--' ftor-a n-

other complaint. For vacation, I went out to a small church on the east coast

and held a Bible conference, I had only four hours a day of speaking, so even

with time out for preparation, I had a chance for a litte relaxation and a

dip in the ocean.. I got my exercise at night v/ith the help of the mosquitos

and tho B-flat$, My brother in law wrote recently that his business was lousy.

Mine used to be, up North, but down here it's 3-^fJ.at, This class was follow-

ed by a pastors' retreat for our whole presbytery, held at a spot on the

south east corner of the peninsula. Ihad only two hours jf speaking there,

and Ned Mams was with me, so we enjoyed the trip.

There were long sweltering Executive Committee and Restoration

Committee meetings in Seoul in Mid August and then a presbytery meeting here.

Our Bible Institute Principal suddenly resigned and after a vain search for

another Korean pastor who v/juld assume the burden, I had to agree to take

over tho work without the office. V/e would rather have them take the head-

ships as much as possible. It proved a big job to get the faculty lined up

and things organized for opening on September 1st. There are over 15Q__atU“

dents with us this year, two thirds young men and one third young women. It

is the best answer to the great need of the countrv churches and the many

districts of this field where there is no Christian witness. Since the Prin-

cipal's duties make it necessary to be on the job as much as possible, I had

to cancel a Bible conference that I had planned to sneak off to in September.

Many more calls come than I can possible accept, and the winter vacation will

be completely filled. 'Vith Ned Mams in Seoul as Chairman of the Executive

Committee and Bill Lvon assigned to the second presbytery of this Taegu field,

I find I am the only ordained missionary in a field of two million population.

Of course there are about 70 Korean pastors.

I still continue my three hours of teaching each afternoon in
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class was cut drastically fron last year's number, with the intention of ulii

than quantity. Anew chapel building is being requested thru our Board, the
Koreans themselves to raise half the cost.

The Rev. Pauljiyung* pastor of the 'Vest Gate Church of Taegu, left in
June to attend the 'Jnrld Ynn+.h-f.w j. ^ _l_- . ^ 7 ,

uvwruge ax Git nor Pittsburgh, Plainfield jr Elizabeth. My Sunday morning con.
gregat ions run from 1000 to 1300, and the evening 600 to 800. This is also more
than I averaged in America,

Dr, and Mrs, R.X. Smith joined our station in August, having served un-
der the military government in a large T.B„ sanitarium in Mas an. 7e are ex-
pecting Dr. Howard Moffett, born in Pyeng Yang and a very close pal of Archie*

s

in college, to arrive with his family within a couple of weeks. Miss Lilian
Ross, who used to be in Xangkei, is on the water now, bound for Taegu. The
Mission is receiving many other adeitions, mostly former members returning.
Our houses will be pretty well filled up. Z House has been inhabited by Camp-
bells only for some months, since the Lyons went back to their old home when
it was released by the .army. L

Helen was not at all well during the summer. Not so much as a result of

The "Big Chief" is still patiently and uncomplainingly preforming his
missionary duties, tho they are much reduced by my being tied down with the
B.I. and school and Vest Gate church. Last summer I got stuck again while
crossing a stream. I was laboring unsuccessfully with a bull trying to pull
me out. Suddenly I saw a jeep hoving in sight on tho opposite side. My hopes
of deliverance skyrocketed, as the jeep came galloping and spashing thru the
water. As it came close, who should I find in the driver's seat but the Col-
onel himself ! Unabashed, I asked him for help and he soon had mo out and
merrily on ray way. It pays to go to the top!

Our old Ximsie from Xangkei is now with us and her whole family too.
Her two boys first carae thru the iron curtain last spring, one at a time. The
older is in the Academy. Between them they get our chores done. Ximsie made
the trip twice, the first time being nearly drowned crossing a stream in the
black of night. She went back fo r her daughters- two of then married. They
were all caught at the border and jailed and all their possessions taken
from them, including IOOjOOO Yen (about $100) 3ut they escaped and got across.
Anumber of other friends have come to see us lately, all pretty destitute.
Pastors, evangelists and elders. They tell heart breaking and blood boiling
tales of persecutions and difficulties and oustings in the Red Paradice, be
have been able to help some in gifts and loans and jobs, but there are too
many. Is Uncle Sam going to let those people down- by pulling out and aban-
doning the whole nation to the Reds ?The Army continues to talk about leaving
since they don't like being here. But why save a nation from a Japanese fry-
ing pan only to drop it into the Russian fire?

have put her back into the game. She does not have nearly so heavy
schedule.

Yours in Christ,
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THE PRESBYTERIAN BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS

Rev# Archibald Campbell
Taegu, Korea
March 2U, 19U9

Dear Friends j

Yes, - it has been a long time# But I will not bother you with reasons
or excuses* Nor will I weary you with a chronology of events* Rather a few of the
high lights as they come*

Protestant missionary to Korea and wife of the President Emeritus of Chosen Christian
University* No doubt you read of it in the papers* It has. made a profound im-
pression on the whole Korean nation# She was shot in her own home, trying to protect

he rear door# I have just returned from attending the funeral in Seoul* The two
housand who crowded the church were not only made up of selected groups, but of the

high representatives of the nation, the church, the American arrry and the diplomatic
corps of several nations# of the groat crowds that lined the streets and roads all
the way out to the cemetery by the Han River, many came to stare out of curiosity,
but there wero also many who were paying tribute to Mrs* Underwood and her well-known
and far reaching activities and to missionary work in general# As usual, the Lord is

turning tragedy into triumph and we are sure the final issue will be a great blessing
to the Korean church and to the nation*

Christians when telling of the zeal and dovotion of certain Korean believers* That
is nothing to the way a Korean missionary is making us look like pikers l The Rev#

this year# He has been going through the land bringing oiessing and revival# per-
haps E# Stanley Jones, who is now in Seoul, can crowd the churches in America as Mr#
Lee is doing here, but I don*t believe even he could bring a Presbytery of over 100
delegates to three days of fasting and a whole night of agonizing prayer* That is
what Lee did with our Presrbytory last De comber and with many others also# But tho
Korean church needs his ministry after the years of pressure from the Japanese and
compromise with heathenism, and in the face of the present situation a tragically
divided nation, political unrest, threats of massacre and the inrush of modernism
which is disastrously splitting the church# Withal the missionary zeal and interest
of the Korean church has been greatly stimulated and multiplied# It wants to branch
out o The present work in Shantung is being terribly thwarted by the Red victory and
there is talk of starting other work in South America, the Philippines, Africa or
some other place#

"state-side” magazines, might have happened here in Taegu also if it had not been
for the daring quick wit of the American C# 0# Col* Roth# The mutinous Korean soldiers,
led by infilitrated Reds got away with seventeen trucks loaded with arms and am-
munition and wero headed for the city# The American equipment had been greased and
boxed for shipment* dthin fifteen minutes, the boys had the light field pieces un-
boxed, washed, assembled and planted along the road* over a loud speaker the Colonel
commanded the rebel motorcade to halt# They meekly obeyed and were captured without
a shot being fired# The American arny left about the end of the year, except for

First - the tragic death of Ethel Underwood, daughter-in-law of the first

a meeting of the faculty wives from three wild eyed Reds who had barged in through

Some of you may recall how I used to make you feel like poor specimens of

Taiyung Loo, a Korean missionary to China for twent: ears is home on furlough

The massacre that occurred at Soon Chun last fall and was written up in the
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those in and around the capital and a few scattered through the country training the

Korean soldiers* i he two officers now stationed at Taegu tell us they are confident

that the Red element has been almost completely rooted out of the new organization.

The Korean commanding officer is a Christian from the north* the brother of a pastor

and very friendly.

The story of a most remarkable incident has come out of the Soon Chun af-

fair. The two sons of Pastor Song were shot by the Reds. Both died confessing their

faith in Christ and holding out their arms in the sign of crucifixion. Later, when

order had been restored, the young man who had shot them was captured and placed on

trial o Pastor Song came and pled for the youth* s life saying he was not ready for

eternity and asking for the opportunity of presenting to him the saving grace of the

Lord Jesus Christ, everyone, including the judges was tremendously affected by the

appeal and it was granted. Not only did the young man receive the Lord and not only

is he now studying in a Christian school, but his whole family were deeply moved and

have become ardent Christians. The father bowed in tears at Pastor Song*s feet,

asking forgiveness. He asked that Song*s daughter come to live with them to teach

them to become Christians and that they might continually servo her. They want to

pay all her living and school expenses, sending her on through college, pastor Song

came to the lai’ge West Gate Church in Taegu, which I supplied last fall during Pastor

Myung*s absence in America, for a week of special meetings. I went early one rainy

night. I was able to edge my way in only because I was a missionary. The church was

jammed as only Koreans can jam, crowded all over the platform and squeezed into every

available inch, to hear Song*s story. I could not help remembering the difficulty I

had to get out a corporal *s guard for special meetings in Plainfield!

Our Bible Institute attendance climbed to over 250 this winter, with seven

classes in all. We have secured a Korean principal and time teacher, but still

we are short 0 The dormitories are crowded to capacity with four and sometimes live

boys to a 10 x 10 room. We believe that the Institute is the best answer to the country

church problem and to that of the many still unevangelized districts. Just because

these boys are not fitted to become city pastors even after they go to seminary, they

will be able to care for the country work that is crying to be done, firing the

winter vacation I hold four Bible conferences with heartening results# At one place

over seventy responded to the evening invitations to receivo Christ as personal Savior.

A Now Lifo deputation consisting of the Rev. and Mrs. Frederick Olcrt of

the First Presbyterian Church of Detroit and the lev. John Corbin of our Board’s

Kansas dity office, were with us in February and brought much inspiration and help

to the church. Perhaps tho greatest inspiration t o some of the pastors was to see

that the minister of such a large and influential church was still true to the Word /
of God in spite of the stories that have been circulating about the modernistic decay ^
of the jB-merican church. The Korean leaders are planning a Now Life Movement hero also.

Because of mailing difficulties^ l*m having this duplicated at tho Board

office and mailed from thero, so there will be no opportunity to add the personal

notes at the end. Air mail from here is expensive and surface mail takes forever.

Warmest greetings to all to whom this letter goes. Fray for us. And romomber that

lotiiors from homo are craved by missionaries.

Yours in His service,

Arch Campbell
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Asiatic East and American East

Come to an Adjustment—of a Kind

A NEW ENGLAND GRANDMOTHER
IN OLD KOREA

By Annie Heron Gale

WHEN I was about seven and my
sister Jessie five, our grand-
mother, Mrs. David Gibson, of

Jonesboro, Tennessee, came to live at our
home in the almost unheard of port of
Wonsan on the east coast of Korea. We two
little granddaughters, our stepfather, and
mother, who was grandmother’s only
daughter, made up the members of the
family. Grandmother was a queenly person
with a great love of adventure and an un-
measured joie de vivre. Without these
qualities she certainly would not have dared
to undertake at her age the long and ardu-
ous voyage to the Far East. She had not
seen mother since her departure for the
Hermit Kingdom of Korea as a bride and
missionary co-worker.

Grandmother Gibson, born Sarah Ann
Kelly, was the descendant of a long line of
English Kellys. John Kelly, the fi rst of the
family, came from Newbury, England, in
1 635 help found the town of Newbury,

while still a little girl, Annie Heron Gale, wh<
was bom in Seoul, Korea, moved to the port of Wonsai
on the rugged northeast coast of the Hermit Kingdom
She IS the wife of Eason M. Gale, Counselor to Foreigr
Students and Director of the International Center, wh(
married her during his years in the diplomatic servic<
in the Far East. While her early education was pursuec
argely under the charge of her grandmother, as relatec
in this article, she spent some six years in studying ir
merent schools in Europe before returning again tc

the Far East Readers of the Quarterly will recall
Mrs. Gale’s earlier article on her childhood days,

w'T J
n

-

Und of Mornine Calm,” which was
published in the Winter, 1946, issue.

Massachusetts. The record shows that he
lived until 1663. Sarah Ann, John’s de-
scendant in the twelfth generation, was born
in Plaistow, New Hampshire, in 1832, the
second daughter of “Squire” John Kelly,
an Amherst graduate with a master of arts

degree. Grandmother was graduated from
Mount Holyoke College in 1855 and
taught school at Atkinson, Gilmanton, and
Keene, in New Hampshire, and, in Massa-
chusetts, at Georgetown, Rockport, and the
Abbott Female Academy at Andover.

Just before the War between the States,
when the abolition movement against
slavery was reaching its climax, Sarah Ann
Kelly went South to teach in the Odd
Fellows’ Female College at Jonesboro,
Tennessee. There she met David Gibson,
a physician and plantation owner, who fell

in love with the attractive newcomer and
married her in spite of her New England
background and predilections. In the old
Kelly home at Atkinson, New Hampshire,
is a letter written in 1859 by her younger
sister Abigail, who had joined Sarah in
Jonesboro, to her Uncle Jacob Kelly back
home in New England. In the letter my
Great-Aunt Abigail reports that Sarah had
just married a very fine and upright South-
ern gentleman (“a rarity in the South” she
somewhat dryly observes) and that all the
mothers of eligible daughters in town
looked upon this serious young Northern
woman with considerable disfavor, for she
had carried off the prize from under the
very noses of the belles of Jonesboro.
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As far as I can gather my grandmother
had no idea of the enormity of her offense.

She went her unconcerned way and readily

accommodated herself to the manner of liv-

ing in the Old South. There were many
darkie servants to serve her, but more im-
portant for her, she

could look after them,

as well as the other

plantation workers. I

hasten to explain that

before she married
Grandfather Gibson,

she had induced him
to free the slaves that

he had inherited with

the plantation. One
of her first innova-

tions was a school

where the colored

folk could learn read-

ing, writing, and
arithmetic. She be-

came a leader in the

Jonesboro Presbyte-

rian church, trained

the choir, and was a

pillar of the ladies’

foreign missionary so-

ciety.

Many are the sto-

ries Grandma told us

of her thrilling experiences during the Civil

War. One day she would be hiding and
feeding her own brother, John Kelly, of

the Union Army; the next she would be
doing the same for her Southern family con-

nections. We children never tired of hear-

ing Grandma tell us about “the war,” but

our mother, born in i860, did not en-

courage such narratives, for she knew that

reliving those tragic days was not easy for

Grandma.

Thus at sixty-five Grandma was again

transplanted into an entirely different

world, and once more she succeeded re-

markably in accommodating herself to the

change. My parents had recently moved
from Seoul, the capital city of Korea, to

Wonsan, where at that time my mother was
the only white woman and my sister and I

were the first American children ever seen.

Life was simple and rugged the first

part of our eight

years’ stay. There
were none of the

amenities of life taken

for granted in Amer-
ica. Our first house,

built by Japanese
workmen, was a flim-

sy wooden structure

on the ridge of a hill

overlooking the Japan
Sea. The Siberian

winter winds blew the

carpets up from the

thin floors, and as

there were no brick

chimneys the stove-

pipes were thrust out

through the windows.
Of course there was
no plumbing, electric-

ity or gas, no ice for

refrigeration in the

hot summer. There
were no libraries or

concerts, not even
church services conducted in English.
There was no social life. Everything was
extremely primitive.

To this my highly intellectual grand-
mother came and made of life something
quite normal and fairly satisfying.

After weeks of waiting for the great day,

it finally came. From our verandah we
watched the little Japanese steamer on
which Grandma was arriving as it came into

port from the open sea. The excitement was
almost more than we children could bear!

Papa hurried down the hill to the wharf
and hired a double-sculled native sampan
to take him out to the ship so that he could
escort Grandma and her baggage ashore.

Mrs. David Gibson, the Author’s Grandmother
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Since a sedan chair was the only local means

of transportation, Mamma had arranged

for bearers to have one at the waterfront.

However, she failed to realize that Grand-

ma in her healthy exuberance would far

rather have walked the mile and a half to

our house than to ride in the gaudy palan-

quin. Even though the four porters were

stout men, Grandma was shocked beyond

words by the use of human beings as beasts

of burden.

At last I had my first sight of my much-

talked-of Halmoni. To me she was some-

thing beyond human imagination, for I had

never seen anyone with snow-white hair

and with such a fine, clear complexion.

Grandma Gibson was portly, but had the

dignity which a fine carriage imparted.

Quite in awe of her imposing person and in

spite of the tremendous admiration she in-

voked in me, I could find no way of prop-

erly expressing myself. She and Mamma
had, of course, much to say to each other,

and my sister and I listened, trying to

understand their conversation. Finally I

decided to disclose my feelings. Having

thought of the most polite thing I could

say—from the Korean standpoint—I re-

marked: “Grandma, you are very old, are

you not?”

Much to my chagrin this did not seem to

please her for she replied somewhat shortly:

“Tut-tut! child.”

This silenced me for the moment, but 1

soon got up enough courage to try again.

This time I ventured: “Grandma, you are

so very fat that you can hardly get through

the door, can you?”

The question drew from Grandma a tart

observation addressed pointedly to my
mother: “My granddaughter seems to be

just as heathen as the people of the land.

I shall have to begin the children’s edu-

cation without delay.”

Grandma’s pious concern for her little

granddaughters soon led her to start

a Sunday school. She had a firm, well-

trained alto voice and taught us the good

old hymns with so much verve that to this

day I can hear her rich tones. Four little

half-caste children who were our only play-

mates were also included, and although

these half-Chinese and half-Japanese

youngsters called her Grandma, too, she did

not take it amiss.

Four-year-old Tommy Knott, a typical

round-faced, black-eyed little Jap who had

for father an English seaman, was among

those who attended Sunday school.

Tommy’s English was anything but re-

fined; one Sunday he jumped up in great

excitement, holding on to his little middle,

and shouted: “Glandma, my belly stling

blake! My belly stling blake!” Grandma
was so shocked that she only managed to

say: “Annie, take him out and find what

the matter is.” It was quite simple. The
cord tied around Tommy’s waist to hold up

the pants of his little blue sailor suit had

come untied and Tommy had feared a pub-

lic disgrace.

A little day school for all the children

was also organized by Grandma, and she

taught the branches of learning to us with

such enthusiasm that we had every incen-

tive to work hard. In fact, I did so well

under her splendid tutelage that later,

when I went overseas to school, I was well

ahead of other girls of my age. Grandma
especially liked to teach arithmetic and

algebra and was able to make a game of

these usually tedious and uninteresting

studies. Tardiness she simply could not

tolerate, and she would call us “cow’s

tail” and threaten to punish us by “boxing

our ears” when we were late to class. Never

having heard the expression, I wondered
what manner of “boxes” she meant to put

on our ears. During classes we were made
to forget that she was our grandmother

and to think of her only as our teacher. But

when school was out she again became our

dear Grandma.

In winter one of our greatest delights was

to toboggan on the hillside near our home.

A Norwegian friend in the maritime cus-

toms had presented sleds to both my sister
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and me for Christmas gifts. He had given
the exact measurements and design for them
to a Chinese carpenter who had turned out
fairly good copies of the real things. We
were initiated into the sport of tobogganing
as it was enjoyed in Norway and, needless
to say, were enraptured, spending many
happy hours with our playmates flying

down the steep, slippery hills and then
slowly climbing up again. Halfway down
the slide, the thrill was increased by a sharp
turn which it was necessary to negotiate in

order to keep from spilling down the hill-

side into a deep snowbank.
Grandma watched our fun the first few

days with longing eyes and finally suc-

cumbed to a desire to relive momentarily
her childhood days on the white New
Hampshire hillsides. With her long black

skirts gathered around her and a big fur
cape over her shoulders, she took her seat

on the sled and started off at a good speed.
As she neared the turn we caught our
breath, for we saw that she was not going
to make the curve. We called to her, but
it was too late. The sled with Grandma on
board slid past the turn and Grandma
landed in the snowbank after rolling over
and over down the hillside.

We children, petrified at this state of

affairs, felt responsible and ran to her as-

sistance as soon as possible. It took all the

strength of four of us to extricate Grandma
and finally get her upon the road again.

Miraculously, no harm had been done
except that her clothes were wet through
from the snow and her glasses had fallen

off. We hunted for them frantically

(glasses could not be replaced in Wonsan)
and were fortunate to find them intact.

Grandma suggested that we say nothing to

Mamma about the escapade, for she would
most certainly have disapproved.

I
n other seasons Grandma would take

us on long walks over the pine- and oak-

clad hills and point out the beauty of

mountain, sea, and sky. She was a trained

botanist and showed us how to analyze the

lovely flowers we found growing every-
where. In fact, she collected and classified

what must have been a highly valuable
herbarium of the unexplored flora of the
east coast of Korea. Thus, her love of the

great out-of-doors gave us an appreciation

of its beauties which, without her, we never
would have had.

Other times we would walk along the
white beaches, which, no doubt, brought
back memories to Grandma of her beloved
New Hampshire seacoast. We learned
about the creatures of the ocean and picked
up colored shells and bright bits of seaweed
to be pressed and made into dainty and at-

tractive greeting cards. Probably remem-
bering the fishing boats of Cape Ann and
Gloucester, Grandma would stand with us

on the shore watching the Korean fishermen
in their unpainted high-bowed craft. Slowly
propelling each boat from the stern with
a great scull, the men would haul in

their nets. It was always exciting to see
the catch as the nets were drawn up on the
beach.

There would be bass, sole, cod, and
tueimiy a pinkish-scaled fish with very de-
licious firm white meat. In season there
would be smaller fish of many varieties,

among them herring and the curious sea
slug or beche de mery which, because of its

form and color is called “sea cucumber.” To
our great disgust the fishermen would eat

them alive with evident relish. The catch,

put into long flat baskets attached to wooden
frames, would be carried on men’s backs to

be sold from house to house. Often Grand-
ma would select a specially choice specimen
fresh from the sparkling cold waters of the
northern sea and have the fisherman take it

to our cook to be prepared for the next
meal.

From our verandah one day my sharp
eyes spotted in the distance a huge black
back skimming rapidly through the water
with the tip of a tail following. I called

Grandma’s attention to it. “It must be a
whale, child,” she said. Some time later we
heard through servants that the Japanese
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had caught the leviathan on the other

side of the bay and were cutting it up for

meat. We went across to see the monster,

now partly drawn up on the beach. The

water around it was red with blood, and the

Japanese, swarming over the carcass like so

many flies, were hacking it up, since whale

meat, which looks much like beef, is very

commonly sold in Japan.

Grandma was full of all kinds of in-

teresting lore
;

it was truly a delight to ac-

company her on these outings from which

we not only derived a fund of knowledge

but also much health-giving exercise. She

Teacher Vi Sen-sang

But the Korean Language Proved Too Much for

Grandmother

never tired of the out-of-doors and walked

miles every day, sometimes going off for

a day by herself, coming back refreshed

and hungry and ready to start work again.

The Koreans were amazed at the energy

and vitality which enabled her to make
these long excursions and would ask us

children in an excited whisper: “What kind

of animating spirit has the elderly person in

her?”

at first Grandma had taken up with en-

l\ thusiasm the study of Korean, con-

fident that her long training in languages

would enable her to master the new one in

short order. But she did not realize its

exotic character, whether written or spoken

—its varying tones which made the same

sound mean entirely different things, its

wholly unfamiliar phonetics, its elaborate

system of honorifics with which the Korean

addresses people of different ranks and

ages.

For some weeks Grandma industriously

pored over the queer-looking written

characters, and, unaccustomed to the pe-

culiar intonations, tried to catch the spoken

words. Teacher Yi Sen-sang was an accom-

plished scholar, but he knew no English

and carried about a distracting odor of

garlic. Eventually, Grandma found herself

forced to the conclusion that Korean was

truly a heathenish language in which she

could find nothing in common with those

logical grammatical forms which character-

ized the Latin and French she had studied

in school. Reluctantly, but with decision,

she gave up the struggle.

As a necessary consequence Grandma’s

small granddaughter became her official and

constant interpreter. Although my facility

in Korean, which was tantamount to my
native tongue, was unquestionable, there

were times when I was quite unable to

understand what Grandma’s English idioms

meant. For example, she and I were in the

garden one day overseeing Old Ko, the

garden coolie, prepare a bed for seeding.

Grandma was very particular to have the

soil deeply spaded and then carefully

raked until there were no lumps or stones

in sight. Then it had to be nicely shaped and

the top smoothed off. Old Ko had worked
the seedbed to her satisfaction, a fact that

she wished me to communicate to him.

“Tell him that will answer,” said

Grandma to me for the information of the

baggy-trousered gardener.

I looked sharply at my revered ancestor,

but thought I must have heard wrongly and

so asked her to repeat what she had said.

“Now the seedbed will answer,” she re-

plied. I was so to tell the gardener.
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When I still hesitated, Grandma, not
understanding my dilemma, ordered me
with some asperity to inform the coolie at

once what she had said. In clear Korean
vernacular I explained to the puzzled
countryman that the old lady wanted me to

assure him that the seedbed would “give a

reply.”

Dropping his rake in astonishment, Old
Ko made me in turn repeat what I had
said. Then he dryly remarked: “The
Venerable Person must be quite crazy.

Whoever heard of the earth being able to

talk!
”

Only years later did we learn how deeply
Grandma felt her handicap in the language.
When the family was returning to Korea
from Switzerland, where we children had
been attending school for seven years,

Grandma firmly refused to accompany us
despite our urgings. “No, children,” she
said with finality, “I choose to die in a land
where I can speak the language.”

among her diversity of talents, Grandma
l\. Gibson could count the art of cookery.
We children liked nothing better than to

find her in the kitchen instructing Mah, our
Korean cook, how to prepare new dishes or
season up an old one.

“Grandma sneasoned this,” we would
often remark when one of Grandma’s in-

spired masterpieces appeared on the table.

Papa, in some trepidation, tried to teach us

the correct word with the superfluous “n”
left out.

Grandma Gibson soon taught our very
receptive but quite resourceless cook many
specialties of the South and of her native

New England. Among these she actively

promoted the making of pickles, catsup,

jams, jellies, and preserved fruits from rare

old recipes. She disclosed to him the secret

art of smoking the fresh herring, such

herring as I have never seen nor tasted

since—golden brown in color and with a

peculiar sweetish flavor. (Doubtless, the

practicing of some mysterious Cape Ann rite

produced this delicacy.)

Only once do I remember ever seeing

my Tennessee-born mother in the kitchen.

Maintaining that “the body should lie

lightly about the spirit,” Mamma felt it a

waste of time to fuss too much about food.

The one requirement was that it be nourish-

ing and sufficient for our bodily needs. Not
so with her mother from the Granite State,

who knew so well how each dish should
taste and felt it almost a crime not to have
the food rightly prepared. I think this

bothered my fastidious little mother, who
feared Grandma would lose face with the

Cook Mah
Who Took Grandmother’s Recipes to Honolulu

natives if she spent so much time in the
kitchen.

Mamma’s one-time venture in making
apple dumplings, with flavorless canned
apples and coarse Japanese flour and served
without thick country cream, was such a dis-

mal failure that it probably accounted for

her indisposition to enter the kitchen again.

Papa’s too candid comparison of the dump-
lings with those his mother used to make
on the farm up in Canada almost precipi-

tated a family disaster.

Nevertheless, New England boiled
dinners, codfish cakes (the latter fish so
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familiar at home also abounded in the

sparkling seas about Korea), vegetable

hash, and sweet-potato pie appeared on our
table regularly. Curiously enough, the in-

variable Boston baked beans were never
served on Grandma’s inexhaustible menu.
Whether this was for lack of the appropri-
ate little white bean or because Korean
pork was something no Westerner would
eat, remains unknown. Grandma’s achieve-
ments were accomplished in spite of the

lack of fresh milk and butter. While many
of the so-called indispensables of the

in Honolulu. There he simultaneously

established a numerous family and a highly

popular restaurant. Grandma Gibson’s

favorite New England and Tennessee
recipes are doubtless now indelibly associ-

ated with genuine Hawaiian cooking!

A favorite expedition of Grandma’s was
to the Japanese butcher’s where we bought
our meat. The stocky, bullet-headed little

proprietor did not know the correct way of

cutting up a beef, and many a time Grandma
would go behind the counter to show him
just where and how the carcass should be

The Home in Korea

American cuisine could at best be obtained
from the Russian city of Vladivostok across

the Japan Sea, they usually came from far-

off California.

Cook Mah thoroughly detested the

Japanese and would sniff with hearty ap-
proval the odors which constantly tainted
the air from a smoking crematorium at the
foot of the hill. He was heard to say: U

I

like the smell of a burning Jap.”
It took all Grandma’s diplomacy with

the Mikado’s consul at Wonsan to secure
the discontinuance of the crematorium, a

local nuisance. Papa had failed in a digni-
fied and protracted exchange of letters with
Consul Nishi to secure the same result.

To avoid the oncoming Japanese domi-
nation, Cook Mah subsequently departed
his native Korea and took up his residence

quartered. She would then select the part

she wanted. For sirloin or fillet steak, we
were asked the same price as for rump or
neck, so we greatly profited by Grandma’s
expert knowledge. The butcher, at first,

treated us morosely and seemed to regard
us as a nuisance, but when he realized that

he was being taught the real butcher’s trade,

he, Japaneselike, promptly changed his

manners. Thereafter, he greeted Grandma
and her escorts with broad, toothy smiles,
obsequious bows, and the sucking in of the
breath in low respectful hisses.

Neither the Koreans nor Chinese lived
in the Japanese settlement; each had

their own separate villages. In little open-
front shops the Japanese traders displayed
many kinds of goods, including cotton
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cloth, flannel, beautiful silks, and porce-
lains. The tiny confectionary stores espe-
cially intrigued us children, for in the glass

cases among the brilliantly colored sweet-
meats were exhibited little doughy cakes,

mochi, with fillings of sweetened bean paste.

These we adored, but Mamma forbade our
eating them because of their supposed indi-

gestibility. The toy shops were equally
fascinating.

It was the custom for the shop proprietor
and his wife to squat on cushions before
their wares, and on cold winter days they
would huddle over a little charcoal brazier,
trying to keep from freezing. In this near-
arctic climate of heavy snowfall, the Japa-
nese settlers kept on building the flimsy
wood and paper houses of their own
temperate native clime. The silk or cotton
kimono continued to be worn, even in the
sub-zero winds blowing down from the
snowy wastes of Siberia. The only conces-
sion that the islanders would make to the
severe climate was to wrap up their heads
and necks with heavy woolen mufflers, leav-
ing their arms, legs, and feet exposed to the
elements.

Quite the contrary, in cold weather the

Koreans wore heavily padded cotton

clothes, so voluminous that the wearers

seemed to waddle like ducks. Of glistening

white, except for the little black horsehair

hat, often perched at an inebriated angle if

the wearer had partaken of too much sul

(rice wine), the clothes made a perfect

camouflage in the snow. Feet were encased

in padded socks and slipped into gaily

decorated velvet and leather shoes with

turned-up toes, and in wet weather wooden
shoes built on low stilts kept feet dry. Fur-
lined removable cuffs, toshi, served as

gloves, warming both the arms and hands.

Korean homes are one story, solidly

built of mud and plaster over wooden
frames, with thatched or gray-tile roofs.

The floors are the most unique feature of

the houses. They are paved with thin flat

rocks cemented airtight and plastered over
smoothly with mud. On this is pasted tough
mulberry-bark paper, heavily oiled, pro-
viding a smooth, polished surface resem-
bling our own hardwood floors. These floors

are heated by flues through which the smoke
from the kitchen fire passes. Thus, in con-
trast to the unheated Japanese houses,
Korean homes are warm and cozy.

The Koreans use neither chairs nor
benches but sit crosslegged on cushions or
gaily decorated mats on the warm floors—

a

painful posture for people who are not ac-

customed to it. Nevertheless, when the
weather is cold there is nothing more com-
forting than the heat from one of these
k’ang floors.

Often after a long walk against a frosty
wind, Grandma would stop with us at the
home of a Korean friend. Sitting on the
warm floor we children would sip very hot
kuksoo (vermicelli soup) from shining brass
bowls. Grandma was never able to manage
the queer-tasting garlic-flavored Korean
dishes and would politely decline, saying
that she was not hungry. Despite our unan-
ticipated arrival, the Koreans, who were
always the soul of hospitality, would insist

on serving us an elaborate meal at what-
ever time of day it might happen to be.

Only the most determined refusal on
Grandma’s part would save the women of
the household from the labor of preparing
an impromptu feast.

Grandma’s quieter hours were spent in

writing letters to friends and relatives

at home. On Japanese paper which came by
the yard, she wrote lively and graphic de-
scriptions of her novel experiences in “Top-
knot Land.” Not until years later did I

learn that she had served as correspondent

for the Washington Star. It would be inter-

esting to go through the yellowed files of

that paper and see what correspondent
Sarah Ann Gibson had found of news value
from that secluded spot of the world.
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I wonder if she alerted her readers to

the brewing rivalry between Russia and

Japan for domination of Korea and vast

Manchuria, rivalry which was to culminate

in one of the great wars of modern times.

When the Kaiser’s brother visited Wonsan,

did she sense Germany’s intention to seize

a slice of the Chinese melon and that other

greedy powers would follow suit? Did she

smell the blood of the martyrs of the Boxer

Uprising?

All these world-shaking events at the

close of the nineteenth century might have

been perceptible even in remote Wonsan,

for it was on the sea highway which linked

the three great antagonists—Japan, China,

and Russia. It was a tiny listening post of

international rivalries. It was definitely on

the keen blade of the Korean peninsula,

“the dagger pointed at the heart of Japan.”

However, I am sure no record of the

following was sent to the Washington Star.

We children were electrified one morning

when told the Commissioner of Customs,

our charming Danish neighbor, had a small

pig for us. A Korean porter soon appeared

with it in a wooden frame on his back. It

had been scrubbed to a pink-white sheen

and wore a red ribbon around its neck. We
children were delirious with joy over the

shapely little animal, for we had never

seen a porker of foreign breed—only the

razorback scavengers of the Korean farm-

steads.

We were about to name the little pig at

the moment of Grandma’s arrival. What
more appropriate, we almost instantane-

ously acclaimed, than to name it in compli-

ment to our dear grandmother. The precise

inspiration was mine, I believe. Piggy was

named on the spot “Snowball Pink Gibson.”

And so she remained until that tragic day

when, protesting in gentle grunts, our

round and portly pet was driven in the di-

rection of the Commissioner’s barn. We
were departing for our school years in

Europe and, unable to bear the idea of hav-

ing her butchered, we were merely return-

ing our pet to her first home. What fate

had in store for our little porker was not

vouchsafed to us.

Grandma Gibson loyally maintained all

the traditions of her former life in America

and sedulously passed them on to us chil-

dren. Weeks before St. Valentine’s Day she

would start us making valentines, illustrat-

ing them with original drawings and com-

posing funny little rhymes.

One April Fools’ Day Grandma prepared

for the family breakfast some most appetiz-

ing looking cakes which she termed “flannel

cakes.” When they were brought to the

table Papa almost shouted in his enthusi-

asm. He helped himself liberally, buttered

the sizzling hot disks and then smothered

them in syrup. Cutting into the cakes, his

knife met a filling of cotton batting. What
a disappointment! He had forgotten the

day. We children thought this a wonderful

joke, but poor Papa, I’m afraid, did not

quite appreciate its humor.

I
t happened that Grandma Gibson’s

birthday fell on the twenty-fourth of

May, also the birth date of Her Majesty

Queen Victoria of England. It was cus-

tomary in the great international settle-

ments of the Far East to mark the occasion

of the Queen’s birthday with appropriate

festivities sponsored by Her Majesty’s offi-

cial representatives, the diplomats and con-

suls, and by the prosperous British merchant

communities. By reason of Grandma’s re-

semblance in person and graciousness to

the Queen, she was always the center of

attraction whenever present, as later on in

Japan.

But in our small community of Wonsan,
the celebrations were necessarily simple.

Usually a reception was given by the Com-
missioner of Customs, Danish by birth but

a highly cultivated cosmopolitan who also

served as British consul. When the cus-

tomary display of fireworks closed the fes-

tivities, we children felt that all the fuss

was really stirred up in honor of our
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grandmother. In fact, we
thought Grandma far

handsomer than the —— .
-

Queen in the pictures.

Although apparently

so far out of the world,

we did provide Grandma
Gibson with some unusual

opportunities to meet in-

teresting people. Wonsan
was a port of call for

steamers carrying pas-

sengers between the great

treaty ports of China and

Japan and to Vladivostok

just across on the Siberian

coast. In summer the

round trip by the little

Japanese or Russian coas-

tal steamers could be

pleasant and restful.

Travelers, who had noted

our house conspicuously situated high on

the hill, would often call on us while in port

even though strangers. This afforded many
fresh and delightful contacts with the out-

side world.

Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop, noted woman
traveler in out-of-the-way regions of the

earth, dropped in on us one day. I was sick

with a fever at the moment, but had to

surrender my bed to the distinguished, if

unanticipated, guest. She had come from

Seoul on ponyback, a journey of seven days

overland. Mrs. Bishop stayed a week with

and she and Grandma, being of aboutus

the same age, became fast friends. The
friendship started by Grandma’s being

scandalized beyond words at Mrs. Bishop’s

limited and masculine wardrobe, which con-

sisted of little more than riding breeches, a

change of shirts, and, of course, the inevita-

ble sun helmet. Grandma hastily pressed

some of her more feminine apparel upon

Mrs. Bishop, for at least the duration of her

stay under our roof. Among the garments

was a pearl-gray Japanese dressing gown
in which, to our astonishment, Mrs. Bishop

The Bay of Wonsan

The View from the House on the Hill

appeared at a formal dinner given in her

honor at the Commissioner’s house.

Occasionally in the open-water season

British, German, and Russian men-of-war

cast anchor in the bay. We would watch the

glitter of their lights at night and sometimes

hear strains of music floating across the

darkened water. Officers and men would

come ashore for rambles along the paths

crossing the verdure-clad hills. Sometimes

Papa invited the more friendly ones to the

house for a chat and a cup of tea.

O ne summer day Grandma discerned

from her favorite lookout spot on the

verandah a great white cruiser steaming

into the harbor. We could hardly wait to

distinguish the flag, which would tell us

from what country it came. The man-of-

war proved to be the S.M.S. “Deutschland”

out from Germany. It was a far larger and

more beautiful vessel than we had ever seen

before. On board, accompanied by a bril-

liant staff, was the younger brother of

Kaiser Wilhelm II, Prince Henry of Prus-

sia, who had been calling at the principal
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China ports and conducting somewhat

mysterious coastal surveys on what was

ostensibly a good-will mission. After

months of lavish entertainment in all the

ports of call in China and Japan, Prince

Henry had determined that he and his staff

needed to get away for a rest. He had

chosen the quietude of Wonsan with its

agreeable summer climate and beauty.

The “Deutschland” stayed in port a full

month, and during that time Prince Henry

and the entire ship’s personnel did much to

enliven our simple little community. For

the grown-ups there were elaborate dinners

on board ship and at the attractive home of

the Commissioner. There were wonderful

parties on shipboard for all the children

of the community, the young officers espe-

cially exerting themselves to give us a good

time. We were of various colors and breeds,

from our own pure Aryan to mixtures of

English-Japanese and Danish-Chinese, but

racism was as yet unheard of in Wonsan.

The marvelous cakes and pastries served to

us at the sumptuous teas could only have

come from fairyland, or so it seemed to us

children, and the pulsating music of the

cruiser’s band thrilled us beyond words. I

quite lost my very youthful heart to a young

and extremely well-mannered lieutenant.

After these many years I still have a silk

fan with a faded view of Japan’s Fujiyama.

Written in ink on the silk is the inscription

“To Miss Annie with compliments of

Lieutenant Raeder, S.M.S. Deutschland.” 1

Prince Henry of Prussia, grandson of

Queen Victoria, was singularly handsome.

He was tall and commanding, wore a Van-

1 The young lieutenant, for all his early charm, be-

came one of Germany’s highest war criminals, Grand

Admiral Erich Raeder.

Doubtless the “Deutschland” was really engaged in

surveying the China coast for a favorable harbor to

establish a German foothold. This was actually carried

out shortly after this visit, when in 1898 Germany

seized the Bay of Kiaochow and neighboring Tsingtao.

dyke beard, and had wonderful blue eyes.

He spoke often of his sons in school in Eng-

land. There was nothing within his power

which he would not do for the cultivated

little family he had, surprisingly enough,

found in remote Korea.

The ship’s excellent band? Yes, he would

send it ashore to play for us one afternoon

for tea. Such rushing about by Mamma and

Grandma to arrange for the party! Papa

wrote notes of invitation to the Chinese

and the Japanese consuls and to the Korean

magistrate. Since our arrival six years previ-

ously, the foreign settlement had been in-

creased by four or five other families. All

were invited.

Resplendent in their uniforms, Prince

Henry and the officers of his staff came

ashore. It was indeed the most colorful

affair ever to take place in Wonsan. For

years my mother, and in due course I my-

self, carefully treasured a memento of this

day—the cup and saucer out of which the

noble Hohenzollern sipped his tea. But,

alas, after our many global moves, the

precious trophy is missing.

The year our family returned to the

United States on a glorious sabbatical leave,

Grandma spent in visiting friends in Japan.

You may be sure she made the most of

her enlarged social opportunities in the

Mikado’s realm. Again on the twenty-

fourth of May, the birthday of Her
Majesty the Queen, Grandma found her-

self seated on a thronelike chair graciously

receiving the homage of the representatives

of the many nations gathered in the great

port of Yokohama. Grandma confided to

us afterwards, and not without pride, that

she had never had her hand kissed more
gallantly, even in chivalrous Tennessee.

Sarah Ann Gibson had indeed traveled a

long road from the austere life of the simple

New Hampshire village, where, under the

stern eye of her father, Squire John Kelly,

she had spent her girlhood days.
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The Country Once Known as the Hermit Kingdom

KOREA-FIFTY YEARS PERSPECTIVE

By Esson M. Gale

M Y FIRST visit to Korea, tradi-

tional “crossroads of interna-

tional rivalries,” began at Peking
late in December of 1908. This adven-
turous journey, as it seemed to me then, for

I had just come out from the security of

university life in Ann Arbor, brought me by
train past the Great Wall of China, as it

tumbles down from the mountains into the
sea at the narrow Shanhaikuan corridor.
Mukden, ancient capital of the Manchus,
was my first stop. Thence I took the nar-
row-gauge military line, laid down not so
long before in the Russo-Japanese war of
1904-05 as far as Antung, the frontier port
on the Yalu. After a picturesque crossing
by man-propelled pai-ise, an iron-shod
sled, over the broad, deeply frozen river,
I rode the American-style train down to
Pyong Tang—present Communist capital
city of North Korea—and on to Seoul. My
latest visit to Korea, in January, 1927, was
now almost a third of a century ago.

Dramatically enough, Seoul today, I
hnd, is in a frontier area. Only twenty-
eight miles distant, near enough for a day’s
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expedition by bus or motor car, is Panmun-
jom, the only point where North and South
Korea maintain an ill-tempered liaison post
by the United Nations Military Armistice
Commission. Separated by only a 4,000-
meter-broad no man’s land of abandoned
nee paddies and—rarely seen in over-popu-
lated Asia—rapidly growing swale, are
huge armies. These are marshaled opposite
each other with unrelenting hostility, armed
increasingly with the most modern “pen-
tomic” weapons. A phantom demilitarized
zone extends clear across the waist of the
peninsula at roughly the historic 38th par-
allel of latitude. This overshadowing
threat from the immediate north is reflected
in the tenseness which permeates every fea-
ture of life in South Korea.

70

r
I begin with, the entire area of South
J. Korea has a Active basis, with its de-

pendence upon vast American financial and
technological aid, and the artificial promo-
tion of its native manufactures by strictly

enforced protective measures. No country
has had more expert guidance from abroad,
whereby governing bureaucracy and private
enterprise are closely cooperating and ad-
vancing Korean administration and econ-
omy at a phenomenal pace. Nevertheless
the present high level maintained is largely
artificially supported at this stage. An enor-
mous “population explosion,” characteristic
indeed of many other parts of the world,
is also occurring in Korea

;
attendance in

schools at all levels is rapidly swelling. Il-

literacy is being practically wiped out,
through widespread substitution of the
phonetic national script, Han-gul

y
for the
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Chinese ideographic character. Battalions

of school children throng the streets, boys

and girls, each in trim uniform, with identi-

cal leather book bag in hand. The dynamic
rebound from the years of repression of

Korean nationalism is on exhibition.

Physically the cities, and even the coun-

tryside towns and villages, present tremen-
dous contrasts to those of us newly returned

who may have known Korea in the Japa-
nese era or even before. The release of the

national potential, not without nourishment
even under the original despotism of the

Yi (Lee) dynasty, but rigorously held in

check by the Japanese, has produced a wide-
spread intellectual and artistic ferment. The
native flair for the arts is under demonstra-
tion, especially in the capital city, by over-

flow audiences at concerts of Western music
skilfully performed by native artists, with

continuous exhibits of paintings by artists

old and young, and by a flood of publica-

tions, literary and scientific. National monu-
ments are being cherished to promote popu-
lar pride and the earliest artistic products

of Korea are on view in many well-ar-

ranged museums. Western athletics are en-

couraged, with good field facilities and
large, enthusiastic fan attendance. Korea,

“the most Christian nation of Asia,” as it

has been termed, has embraced Western
culture probably with less conflict than any
other of the continent. Indeed, with their

somewhat non-East Asiatic physiognomy,
language, and temperament, assigned as

they are to the Ural-Altaic ethnic group,

there appear to be empirical and scientific

bases for the earliest European visitors de-

scribing the Koreans as a “white people.”

To be sure, the implications of the fore-

going paragraphs may not be sensed

by the newcomer, with as his basis of judg-
ment the conditions prevalent in his own
country, as for example the United States.

To compare the capital city here with a

city of equal size and importance in Amer-
ica would be misleading. We take for

7 *

granted more neon lights, a proliferation of

brightly illuminated used-car lots, and a

glare of more generous street lighting. Yet
all of these features of an “advanced” civi-

lization may be found in Seoul. Many in-

stitutions have neon lights, some boulevards

display brilliant clusters of electric globes,

the surrounding hills are indeed picked out

in brilliant diadems of signal and other

public-service illuminations. All this is visi-

ble by night from the ultramodern Bando
(Peninsular) HotePs “Top CP the Mark”
sky terrace.

Compared with the expanse of drab

thatched-roof houses, when only the royal

The Old in Seoul

palaces were privileged to rise more than

a story above the monotony, as viewed by
the writer on the occasion of his first visit

to this metropolis in January of 1909, the

changes are phenomenally striking. Seoul,

while still basically an oriental city, today

boasts a majority of its residences with sub-

stantial tile roofs, a display of multistoried

modern governmental and private office

buildings, broad paved boulevards thronged

with a bewildering variety of traffic, mostly

motorized, and controlled by efficient traffic

police.

Vestigial remnants of the old Korea still

appear, such as bullock carts, but mounted
on used rubber truck tires, and the “jiggy

man,” usually staggering under an enor-

mous load of household furnishings piled
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mountain-high on his back. A noticeable
number of the male pedestrians are in mod-
ern business suits; a few old-timers saunter
along in flowing white cotton gown
(turumagi) covering baggy trousers (pap)

their features with a green cloak pulled
tightly about their faces. Luckily for the
preservation of aesthetic values, most of the
Korean women still wear their flowing Bot-
ticelli-style skirts and short jackets {cho-

th

t?

STC C°lor and material. Modern
smartly dressed women are seen on the
streets and in the shops and offices. They

'

f

SP
i

th6ir 8randm°thers whoused furtively to emerge only at curfew foran airing, and even in the dusk concealed

- OYNGMAN RHEE OF SOUTH KOREAFrom a fhotograpk which hr framed ,o the author

gori). For those who can afford it, and there
appear to be many, these are of rich bro-
Ca

j i

S1 k an<^ satins. The particolored
sandals molded with slightly turned-up
toe and the manner of the women balanc-
ing burdens on their heads, give an almost
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Bible-lands cast to the street throngs. All
this presents a panorama of striking color

and picturesqueness.

The climatic configuration of Korea,
we are again reminded, as in our so-

journ in neighboring Manchuria (1922-

24), is one that cannot be trifled with, any
more than in the northern tier of the

United States. The average annual tem-
perature of Seoul is only 52.3 degrees

Fahrenheit, with a zero minimum in winter
and 84 in August. As to the winter, save

The New in Seoul

for occasional snow flurries which keep the

ground lightly covered, the weather is dry
and sunny, with perhaps more evaporation

than thaw accounting for the continuing

disappearance of the snow. Even the rugged
peaks which encircle the city are for most
of the winter only lightly powdered. There
are notably absent the violent changes of

weather, the alternate deep-freezing and
slushy thaws which we are inured to in our

own homelands of similar latitudes.

Old-time Korean houses are usually

heated by underfloor flues—not so far from
up-to-date American principle. So everyone
sits on the oiled-paper-covered floors, the

hottest spot being reserved as the place of

honor. Nowadays we find the majority of
the houses in Seoul attractive, but not too

substantial, relics of the prolonged Japanese
occupation (1910-45). Japanese architec-

ture is notoriously ineffective against the

severe continental winters. Thus these

houses which, by the fortunes of war, have
fallen to the Seoul burghers, are hard to

heat, with sooty coal or smelly oil stoves,

their pipes protruding grotesquely through
the window frames. But the Koreans at

home, in their innumerable layers of cloth-

ing, with stockinged feet, are impervious to

cold. It is the foreign sojourner, especially

if he be an American, accustomed to putting
on heavy clothing only when he leaves

superheated home or office, who suffers in

the precariously warmed Korean-Japanese
house or public building.

A special hardship to the foreigner is the
practice of removing outdoor shoes in the
draughty entrance hall and proceeding
thereafter in socks or light carpet slippers.

Public halls, school rooms, and churches are
either indifferently heated, or in the stress

of deprivation of the former abundant coal
resources now in North Korean Communist
control, probably not at all, even in near
zero weather. Considerately enough, the
long vacation for colleges and universities

is in the midwinter season of maximum
cold. Lucky are those who, like ourselves,
have been privileged to secure one of the
American missionary houses, most of them
built in the substantial American architec-
tural style of the early i93o,

s. Any con-
cept of Asian countries as inevitably tropi-

cal will lead into serious difficulties, as this

northeast sector with its protracted and se-

vere winter monsoon weather demonstrates.

When illusions as to Korea’s climate
have been dissipated, one is con-

fronted next with the necessity of penetrat-
ing another barrier, the linguistic. The basic

Korean language itself is related not to the
dialects to the south, but finds its affinities

along the Ural-Altaic lanes of north central
Asia, above the fortieth parallel, as do the
racial strains of the people themselves.
Constant infusions of neighboring cultures
have left strata of imported words. I have
made little attempt, in many preoccupa-
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tions otherwise, to enhance a relatively ru-
dimentary knowledge of the Korean vernac-
ular. My wife has rapidly revived a fluent
command of Korean, having been the sec-
ond white child born in Seoul, where she
spent much of her early years. This has
greatly facilitated our life among the Ko-
reans. On the other hand, as is well enough
known, the literary medium traditionally
employed, although through nationalistic
stimulation more and more exclusively the
native phonetic script

(Han-gul) is being
utilized, is saturated with the imported
Chinese ideograph. If accomplished in the
Chinese character, one can understand al-
most everything appearing in written form,
books, newspapers, notices, signs, etc.
though it may not be possible to pronounce
the Chinese as the Koreans do. Actually
much political pressure is being brought to
bear to jettison the general use of the Chi-
nese character and substitute for it the Han-
gul. The literary bases of Korean culture
are, however, ineluctably transfused with
Chinese calligraphy, as our own English is
permeated with Greek and Latin deriva-
tives.

Again, in the intellectual field, the newly
arrived observer notes how the resources
ot Korean universities still suffer from the
colossal depredations of the Communist in-
vasion. Even the chairs in the libraries were
carried off, not to mention the holocausts of
books laboratory material, and other indis-
pensables in the student and teaching area.
hus a heritage of despoilment must be

surmounted, as well as the effects, in the
older generation, of the suppression of in-
tellectual achievement during the pro-
longed Japanese domination. There is
however, another side to this. Faculties
here are enriched with many sound special-
ists whose student or early teaching careers
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an outstanding feature of social rela-
-ci tionships in Seoul is their cosmopoli-
tan coloration. A Korean intellectual elite
mirrors experience and training throughout
the world. Much of this has been incident
to years of exile while the homeland was
under a harsh and repressive colonial domi-
nation. The returned student, mostly from
American colleges and universities, is prom-
inent in government and business. Against
this background is the so-called foreign
community, represented at the official and
social summit by the diplomatic corps of
the several allied nations. The United

.tes necessarily bulks largest in represen-
tation in view of the enormous military,
economic, educational, and philanthropic
enterprises of its citizens, official and pri-
vate. It is readily admissible that the mis-
sionary community, largely American in
personnel, has contributed the major im-
petus to Korean national advancement since
the opening of the “Hermit Kingdom” by
the treaty of 1882. Their effort has been
continuous, even during the Japanese occu-
pation This devotion, temporarily in abey-
ance during the War, survived the Com-
munist onslaught, though at great costs in
material and members. The rapid conver-
sion of the foreign administered and fi-
nanced church into an indigenous institu-
tion is now combined with the assumption
°f CdrraI and Philanthropic enter-
prises by Western governments under nu-
merous alphabetical designations,

r r 7 j
er diplomatic missions, as well as the

United Nations units, maintain staffs of
greater or less size, even Turkey. The om-
nipresence of the military, from a profu-
sion of gold braid down to the khaki green

humble private, bespeaks the vast armedcamp which Korea comprises. The over-all
academic community plays a role scarcely
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d the means of educationwou d satisfy at least in numbers the most

exacting of the framers of our own great
Northwest Ordinance. The proliferating of
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the bureaucratic apparatus to cater to the

needs of a fast-blooming national regime is

most noticeable. The opportunities for for-

mal and informal social contacts are thus

diversified and stimulating. To those fa-

miliar with the prewar Far East, Seoul,

with its compact, closely knit societal

framework, is strikingly reminiscent of

Shanghai’s International Settlement in the

golden age of the short-lived Nationalist

regime in the 1930’s.

A feature, somewhat unusual in Asian
countries, of the present Korean national

psychology is the absence of the unhappy
recollection of “White Supremacy” or op-
pression. As it is, all aggression against

Korean sovereignty (falling short of Rus-
sian machinations, past and present) has
been at the hands of other Asiatics—Chi-
nese, Japanese, Mongols, and Manchus.
There is thus no sentiment of revanche
against West European or American. On
the other hand, save again for Russia and
her satellites, the white nations have come
to the succor of the Korean people, mili-

tarily, economically, and spiritually. Thus
their relations with Koreans of all levels

are on a basis of good feeling and helpful-

ness. With this long tradition, instituted in

the first place by the missionaries, few mis-

conceptions agitate the Korean mind:
rather, relations are on a give-and-take

basis. Throngs of Koreans gratefully gather

at the colossal bronze statue of General
MacArthur, atop the Inchon headland
looking down upon the harbor beaches

where his liberating troops stormed ashore.

So even at the G.I. level, while the status-

of-forces question has produced warm dis-

cussion, in its sensitive conjuring up of the

old extraterritoriality problem, it has never
reached the acrimonious stage. In all these

relationships the role of the American ex-

change student and teacher is definitely to

add to the atmosphere of goodwill.

At the summit of this unique interna-

tional pyramid stands the granite-hewn fig-

ure of the nation’s leader, the venerable

President Syngman Rhee. Veteran of pro-

longed revolutionary activity dating from
the darkness of the Yi despotism, on
through the hopeless years of powerful
Japan’s domination, Rhee never faltered in

his design for an independent people. Be-
hind the bland Mongoloid features is an
iron will that brooks no opposition from
friend or foe in the never ending struggle.

As we four old friends—Madame Rhee,
charming and intelligent, the writer and
his wife, who also can claim Korea as her
natal land—lunched together at Kyung
Mu Dai, Korea’s White House, the Presi-

dent mused from his vast political experi-

ence, “However any one can believe in the

possibility of compromise with Commu-
nism is truly beyond my comprehension.”









The Nanjing Drum Tower (Gu Lou) Hospital was established in 1892, "The 18th year

of Emperor Guang Xu’s reign in the Qing dynasty," according to the record kept in the

hospital. Known at first as the "Macklin Hospital," the small clinic with a chapel was

founded by Dr. William Edward Macklin, a Canadian medical missionary sent by the Disciples

of Christ. Subsequently Presbyterians and Methodists joined in the support and staffing of

the hospital. Today it is a huge medical complex affiliated with Nanjing University Medical

School as well as a Red Cross Center in the heart of Nanjing.

While the original western style grey brick buildings still stand near the entrance on

Zhong Shan Road, they are dwarfed by the new, high rise units which accommodate 800

beds, 28 clinical departments, 30 technical sections, modern surgical facilities, research

laboratories, a nursing school and an upcoming trauma center. With a staff of 1,500, of whom
1,200 are professionals with medical training, (130 being professors and senior staff), the

hospital treats 2,500 outpatients on an average day. More than 700,000 patients are treated

in the emergency unit annually and over 15,000 are admitted to the hospital wards each

year.

According to Dr. Tao Yin, a woman neurosurgeon and chief administrator of the

hospital, Drum Tower Hospital is one of the 19 "key" hospitals in China. Some departments

taking lead positions are: surgical treatment of WPW syndrome, the first to be developed in

China by Drum Tower’s cardiology department; EDAP extracorporal shock wave lithotritor

to cure patients by the urology department; the diagnosis and treatment of alimentary tract

disease with endoscopy by gastroenterology department; the perinatal medicine research, the

research of diffuse pulmonary diseases; the bloodless hepatectomy under low temperature;

the artificial IOL implantation and the repair of round window membranae, just to name

a few of the medical technicalities. ^

- M.y. Mi ^ iw-'wj ,


